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ABSTRACT

I'he Fredericktown area is part of' the "Lead Belt" dis
trict of southeastern Missouri, the major lead-producing
region in the world for fifty years.

The district is a typ

ical example of the Mississippi Valley Type deposits.

The

ores occur in Upper Cambrian sediments overlying Precambrian
rocks.
The Fe-Cu-Pb-Zn (-Co-Ni) - sulphide deposits of Fred
ericktown occur over a few square kilometers in sediments
overlying two "granite knobs".

The sedimentary units lap

upon and pinch-out against these buried basement hills.
The basal sedimentary unit, the Lamotte Formation, is
a time-transgressive, marine, submature orthoquartzite.

It

contains a Boulder Bed at the base or at intermediate levels.
Occasional shale and arkosic sandstone bands are interlayered
with the sandstone.
A Transition Zone separates the Lamotte from the Over
lying Bonneterre lithofacies and shows a slight unconformity.
This zone is essentially a polymict greywacke sandstone with
some lamination of glauconitic shale and dolomitic limestone.
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It contai�s most of the sulphide ore body.
The sulphides cccur in solid layered patterns, as dis
seminated agglomerations, concretions, individual grains, and
as fragments of' grains.

T'ney display distinct polar f'eatures

that serve as top-bottom indicators, connoting depositional
and/or diagenetic accumulation.
In the Bonneterre dolomitic limestone, massive sulphide
layers predominate.

However·, some sulphides, especially

galena, occur in form of veinlets and other cross-cutting
structures.

Disruption features often contain galena, and

transitions from these to complete brecciation of the mono
genie type exist.

Galena also exhibits diagenetic recrystall

ization as well as corrosion features.
Tr�e geometric relations between the sulphides are used
for:

l) 1'he classif'ication of

into eight types.

4575

bravoite-pyrite grains

Abrupt or nongradational zoning and un

indirectional-gradational or solid solution zoning are pre
sento

Both can for'!rl U!ider the same conditions; 2) The sta

tistical co·a...�ting of homogenous reflectivity areas in the
same grains, which may indicate the absence of a gap in the
pyrite-bravoite solid solution series; 3) The application
of a statistical approach to the intergrowth indices to
derive a paragenetic sequence for the sulphides, based on
quantitative geometric observations of' ore samples and con
centration products.
The paragenetic sequence of the sulphides is as f'ollows:
marcasite and pyrite•bravoite;siegenite aLd chalcopyrite I;
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chalcopyrite II and pyrite-bravoite; sphalerite and galena.
Marcasite is the earliest and galena the latest mineral

to

f'orm.
In view of the geometric features exhibited by about
90 per cent of' the sulphides and their relations to the en
closing sediments, the geometric relationships between the
sulphides themselvesi and geochemical conditions, it is con
cluded that the sulphides are of' syngenetic origin, f'ormed
contemporaneously in and with the associated sediments.

The

source of' the base metals and of at least part of' the sulphur
is most probably volcanic exhalative.
Diagenetic processes and adjustments may have acted as
collectors and/or recrystallizers of' the ore matter.

Late

diagenetic readjustments appear to be responsible f'or the
various disruption f'eatures exhibited by the remaining 10
per cent of the sulphides.•
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUC 1:noN
A. POREWORD AND OBJECTIVES
lo

FOREWORD

Lead was discovered in southeastern Missouri more than
one hundred years ago.

The discoveries led to the develop

ment of the most productive lead region in the United States.
The so-designated "Lead Belt" has been the leading lead
producing mining district in the world for ever f'ifty yearso
'I'hi.s district attracted the attention of' geologists
since the ear·liest discover•ies of' the ores.

Voluminous re

ports are published on the geology of' these mineral deposits.
However, most of' the reports dealt with large scale f'eatures
and the general geologic setting of the ores only.
Prof'essor G.C e Amstutz, who supervised this work, was
t he first to recognize the importance of' the nmissing" scale
in the available literature on these mineral deposits.

He

maintains that detailed studies of the geometric nature of'
a mineral deposit must add to our knowledge of' its genesis.
It was more than an unequalled privilege and an irretrievable
opportunity to have him as Der Doktor-Vater.

Through his

continuous help and enduring instruction, I was able to en
joy the pr•eparation of this dissertation, a process that had
its agonies and its pleasures.
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2.

OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the present dissertation is the analysis

of specific textural properties of portions of the Frederick
town ore deposit, and the examination of their genetic sign
ificance.

Reference is made to similar deposits in other

regionso
The goal of this dissertation is approached by corre
lating data obtained from the study of 'both large and small
scale .features.

Mor•e emphasis is, however, laid upon small

scale geometric patterns (size betweer. 1 and 10 cm{�)o

Little

or no attention has been given to these small scale features
in previous studies.

It will be noted that their study as

reported in this dissertation led to conclusions that are
dif.ferent from those reached by earlier studies of other
authors, based mainly upon regional ar.d "structural" geology.
Finally thii:l work is submitted with the hope that it
serves as an inspiration fo?' .t"utu:r·e studies that would speak
for or against the validity of the interpretations drawn
from the observations presented.

,.�The metric system is used throughout this dissertation
for two reasons� 1) It is a more international system
than the English system of measurements; 2) several
official institutions in the United States have already
adopted it, for example, the U.S. Bureau of Standards,
and the National Geophysical Union.
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C. THE FREDERICKTOWN AREA
The Fredericktown sulphide deposits constitute a small
portion of' the "Lead Belt" of' southeastern Missouri.
latter is also a Mississippi Valley Type Deposit.

The

Much work

has been published on this type of' deposits, especially those
of' Missouri.

It is not the objective in this dissertation to

review the voluminous literature or to present a thesis on
the regional setting and the general f'eatures of' the area in
question.

It will rather concentrate on original studies of'

the small scale features of' a part of the Fredericktown deposit.
For this reason the following discussion will present only a
summary of' the more salient regional trait of the Frederick
town Area.
LOCAT ION

1.

Most of the observations that are assembled in this study
were made in the National Lead Company Mine at Fredericktown,
southeast Missouri.

The mine is located in section 16, Town

ship 33 North, Range 7 East, and is about 2 km southeast of'
the town itself, which lies in the southeast portion of' the
Fredericktown Quadrangle.

are 37 ° 30 1 and 37 °
1

45'

The parameters of the quadrangle

parallels, north latitude; and 90°

15 and 90° 30' meridians, west longitude.

Figure 1 is an index map showing the location of' the
Fredericktown Area.

The town itself is included in Madison

County, Missouri, U.S.A.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY
The area in question lies in the southeast of' the St.
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Figure 1. Index map showing the location
southeast M�ssouri, U.S.A.

or the Fredricktown area in
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Francois Mountain region.

For a complete report on the

physiography of this region, the reader is referred to the
paper by HAYES (1961d).

The following is only a brief sum

mary.
The exposed rocks in the area are mainly Cambrian sed
iments.

They cover and surround several hills of Precambrian

igneous rocks forming peaks and ridges.
of the area is about 250 m.

The maximum relief

The highest elevation is that of

Matthews Mountain, which is 436 m.

The valley of the Little

St. Francois River has an average elevation of 200 m.

There

is local relief of as much as 150 m, although the average
does not exceed 90 m.
The drainage of the whole area of the Fredericktown
Quadrangle is a part of the St. Francois River which passes
through the western portion of the quadrangle in a general
north-south trend.

The main tributary of this river is the

Little St. Francois River which runs eastward.
The St. Francois Mountains are, thus, drained by tribu
taries of the St. Francois River that flows southward into
Arkansas.

The extreme southwest slopes o f these Mountains

are drained by the Black River which flows southward into
Arkansas and joins the White River.

Some of the northern

slopes of the mountain area are drained by Big River that
flows northward to the Meramec River.

It is believed that

at least ten erosional surfaces exist in this area (accord
ing to BONHAM, 1948, p. 143-153).

This figure was derived

from the stucly of projected profiles of many of the streams
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that constitute the drainage system in the area.

Weathering

here, is both physical (by stream action) and chemical (along
joints in granite).
Soils in the area are of the residual type, and a char
acteristic feature is the abundance of quartz and chert
nodules inth em o For this reason,soil � of little agricultural
value.

However, there are a few fields planted on flood

plains; from these wheat, corn, and other minor products
are produced.
The population of the area consists mainly of farmers
and miners.

The number of miners decreased after the closing

of the Fredericktown Mine early in 1961.

The population is

concentrated mainly in Urban Centers like Fredericktown, Doe
Run, Noblick, etc., but a certain portion live on farms of
rural areas.
The main highways that pass through the quadrangle are
the U.S. Highways 67 and 72.

Highway 67 runs in a general

north-south direction, while Highway 72 trends approximately
east-west.

These two major highways intersect in the northern

center of the city of Fredericktown.
The main railroad in the area is the Missouri Pacific
Railroad, which connects the principal towns.

It also passes

through the northern section of Fredericktown.
3.

STRATIGRAPHY
The stratigraphic section in the Fredericktown area

includes the following units:
Upper Cambrian Series

10
Elvins Group:

°

Derby-D oerun Formation( 30-60 m) 1�
Davis Formation (40-70 m)
Bonneterre Formation (60-140 m)
Lamotte Formation (0-155 m)
Precambrian basement
Granite and granite porphyry(?)
The rollowing are brief descriptions of these units.
A more detailed presentation of the nature of the sections
studied will rollow in Chapter II of this dissertation.
The Precambrian basement complex is composed mainly of
granites, relsites and porphyritic rhyolites of variable
nature.

Some diabase dikes and Sill-like gabbro bodies are

also reported.

There are several controversial issues con

nected with the nature and origin of the Precambrian rocks
or southeast Missouri.

A detailed discussion or the status

and problems of th ese rocks is found in a paper by SNYDER
and WAGNER (1961).

The Precambrian surface

appears to have

been rormed by a long period of erosion and presented a
relier at the time of deposition of the overlying sediments.
The Lamotte sea invaded the Precambrian Valleys, but
did not cover the higher peaks and ridges.
tion consists of a variety or sandstones.

The Lamotte forma
It is formed by

interbedded conglomerate, quartzose sandstone, arkosic
�-Figures in paretheses refer to the measured thicknesses
of the various units as reported by Hayes (1961 c, p. 8).
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sandstone and red-brown shale.

The rorrnation as a whole

tends to rise along and pinch out against the slopes or the
Precambrian topographic highs.

In rererence to the curves

or sedimentological evolution suggested by LOMBARD (1956),
the Lamotte formation displays a normal or positive sequence.
This indicates that coarser units gave rise gradually to
riner grained rocks.

It also implies that the rorrnation was

deposited in a normal transgressive period.
The overlying Bonneterre Formation was apparently de
posited in a period or deepening or the sea.

It's carbon

ates and shales were deposited over a more extensive area
than the sandstones or the Lamotte Formation.

When applying

LOMBARD'S curves (rerer to Chapter II), the Bonneterre For
mation seems to have rormed in an oscillating sequence or
regressions and transgressions.
The Bonneterre Formation consists principally or dolomite.

The latter is usually light gray, rine to medium

grained, glauconitic in places and contains some dark green
to black, thin shale beds.

Occasionally, lenses or gray to

pink limestone are round.
GRAWE (1945) mentions that various phases or the
Bonneterre Formation are distinguished by their c olor, however, on p. 199 he states:

"Recent mapping in the area ror

the Survey by Stewart has shown that these color zones are
without stratigraphic signiricance".

OHLE and BROWN (1954)

subdivide the rormation into eight principal un.its or zones
according to lithological and textural dirrerences, which
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they think are connected with the genesis of the dolomite.
In most of the "Lead Belt" deposits, the Bonneterre
carries the sulphides.

In the Fredericktown area, the

sulphides are concentrated at the base of the Bonneterre
Dolomite, especially at its contacts with the Lamotte For
mation.

In neighboring districts, this contact zone is not

the main ore-bearing horizon.
The Davis, Derby� Doerun Formations constitute a
group usually referred to as the "El vins Group".

They are

not easily differentiated in the area south of Fredericktown.
In the field, the massive dolomites of these formations are
similar in appearance to those in the Bonneterre.

These

dolomites are intercalated with shales, sandstones, lime
stones and some glauconite laminae.
The Quaternary rocks consist of a residual rock cover
and a few alluvial deposits along streams in the area.
These rock units are variable in thickness and are charac
terized by the abundance of chert nodules.

4.

STRUCTURE
The "Lead Belt" area is shown to be truncated by a

number of faults in the map by OHLE and BROWN (1954, p. 203).
Among the major faults are the Ste. Genevieve, the Simms
Mountain and the Palmer faults.

These trend roughly in a

northwest direction, whereas the Big River fault trends approx
imately to the northeast.

A number of minor faults are also

reported.
JAMES (1952) described the mining district of Fredericktown
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as being a fa.ult zone type of lead deposits.

He observed

three generations of faulting and postulated that the dis
tribution of mines and prospects is controlled by a fault
zone type of environment.

He based his interpretations on

surface as well as subsurface geologic mapping, which re
vealed that there are more faults in mine areas than out
side.

This impression is gained by the fact that many of

the faults are only uncovered by mining operations.
surface they are covered by soil or gravel.

On the

Therefore, the

regions coined as devoid of faulting by surface mapping,
could contain as many faults as there are in the mines.
This is proved in recent studies by ZIMMERMAN (1959) and
WEIXELMANN (1959), who show that faulting is as prominent
in areas which are not "mineralized".
For this reason, the abundance of faulting in the mine
area can not be a valid genetic criterion as will be dis�
cussed in the section on genesis.

Neither the mine geol

ogists nor the present author were able to locate a single
instance where faulting shows any direct spatial relation
to the distribution of the ore material.

D" THE FREDERICKTOWN MINE
1.

GEOLOGIC LITERATURE
The Fredericktown mining district has been described

in varying de tail, in some publications on the "Lead Belt"
of Missouri.

Reference has also been made to this district

in several studies on other and similar sulphide deposits.
In this section or the dissertation only the publications
that have a bearing on the deposit or Fredericktown will be
reviewed.
The geologic observations and studies in the south
eastern Missouri mining district started prior to 1900.

The

more important earlier papers describing the geology or the
district and the character or its deposits are those by

BAIN (1901), BUCKLEY (1909)� BUEHLER (1932), and TARR (1936).
These authors presented original observations, which
sometimes covered an extensive area.

The paper by BUCKLEY,

for one, discusses the location, history, production. physio
graphy, geologic history, structural setting, the various
mines and their ores, and the genesis of the deposit in gen
eral terms.
The more recent publications by WAGNER (1947), JAMES
(1949, 1951 and 1952), OHLE (1952 and 1959), OHLE and BR OWN
(1954a and b), SNYDER and EMERY (1956), SNYDER and ODELL
( 1958), BROWN (1958), and AMSTUTZ ( 1958 and 1959a and b)

provide a considerable amount or new inrormation or the

geology of the area, especially with regard to the ore
controls, whether stratigraphic or structural.

Even though

the observations reported by these Authors are fairly similar,
the interpretations drawn from them are rather opposit and
contradictory.

Individual criteria will be discussed in the

Chapter on the genesis of the mineral deposit.
Several other studies must be mentioned at this point.
FREDERICKSON (1951) suggests the formation of the deposit
during sedimentation, diagenesis and recrystallization with
concentration by base exchange processes on clay minerals.
Reference to his work is made by OHLE (1959, p. 772 and 788).
BEAUMONT (1953) also presents the results of a special
study of the clay minerals associated with the ore materials,
and points out to the importance of their inter-relationships.
AMSTUTZ (1959a) was the first to report sedimentary
features in these layered sulphides.

A typical sample is

pictured in Figure 4, p. 108 of his paper.

The pertinent

figure and its caption will be reproduced later in this
dissertation.
OHLE (1940 and 1941) describes the "Ozark Lead Mine"
near Fredericktown and designates specific zones of alter
ation in the Bonneterre dolomite in the area.
In regard to the rocks and mineral deposits of the
Fredericktown Area, only a few publications exist.
(1943) studied the dolomites, but not in detail.

McQUEEN
JAMES

(1949, 1951 and 1952) was the only one to report on the
structural setting of the deposit and its relation to the
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stratigraphic units.

A criticism of his interpretations

was submitted earlier in this dissertation.
The Masters thesis of the present writer (EL BAZ,
1961) is probably the first attempt to present in detail
the small scale sedimentary features displayed by the
layered sulphides and the host rock.

The present disser

tation is a continuation of this work.
Lead isotope studies on samples from the "Lead Belt"
area of southeast Missouri are reported by:

KULP and BATE

(1954), KULP, BATE, AULT and FEELY (1956), KULP, AULT and
MILLER (1956) and ECKELMANN, KULP and BROWN (1956).

Similar

studies on samples from the Joplin district of southwest
Missouri are those by NIER (1938) and CANNON et al.

(1963).

Reviews and confirmations of earlier results are reported
by ECKELMAN and KULP ( 1963), BROWN and KULP (1960), and
BROWN (1960).
In regard to the geophysical studies on the area,
SCHARON (1952), POWERS et al. (1953) present two reports
on tentative magnetic surveys.

ALLINGHAM (1960) published

paleomagnetic surveys on igneous rocks of the St. Francois
Mountains.

HAYES (1961a) and SCHARON et al. (1959 and

1961) also report the results of resistivity, siesmic and
paleomagnetic investigations performed in the Fredericktown
Area.
Among the maps published by the Missouri Geological
Survey and Water Resources are; a gravimetric map of

Missouri (Scale, 1 inch = 8 miles and contour interval, 50
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milligals); and a magnetic map of' Missouri (Scale, 1 inch =
8 miles and contour interval, 100 gammas).
Finally it should be mentioned that most of' the text
books on economic geology, e. g., HANCOCK (1910), RICHARDSON
(1913), LINDGREN (1933), LILLEY (1936), REIS (1937), TARR
(1938), EMMONS (1940), BATEMAN (1950 and 1951), SCHNEIDERHOEHN
(1962), and others, describe the regional geologic setting
of' the various deposits in the "Lead Belt 11

•

The bedded

nature of' the deposits is always mentioned, but the rare
crosscutting f'eatures are usually over emphasized, and
consequently, a hypogene or supergene epigenetic theory of'
f'ormation is always proposed.
2.

HISTORY OF THE MINE
BISHOP (1960, p. 430) states that "the discovery of' lead

in the Upper Mississippi Valley was reported in 1 690 11 •
The f'irst reported mining in the "Lead Belt" area is
f'rom deposits in the vicinity of' Fredericktown.-i�

TARR

(1921, p. 66) mentions that the Chickasaws (members of' the
tribe of' Muskhogean Indians) obtained lead f'rom the area
prior to 1720.
It was through the Chickasaw Indians that the French
Mineralogist M. de la Motte Caddillac f'irst f'ound these
sulphide deposits about 1720.

The mine, town and f'ormation

�-According to HAYES (1961b, p. 23); "Bef'ore Fredericktown
was est.ablished, the town of' St. Michael was founded
in 1800 11 • About 20 years later Fredericktown, the
County seat, was established and encompassed St. Michael
as it grew.
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were called after M. de la Motte Caddillac.

SCHOOLCRAFT

(1819, p. 19) states that he came with an exploration party
of the Company of the west, whose base camp was near Kaskaski,
Illinois.

After the discovery, the deposits were worked under

his direction.

Most probably reference here is made to the

Mine La Motte that is about 8 Km north of Fredericktown.
Intermittent mining of lead from this area is reported since
1800.
The earliest reference to mining operations in the
Fredericktown Mine was found in a report by PHILLIPS (185 9).
He mentions that the first shaft was sunk in 1844 by Mr.
Pomeroy on his property, southeast of Fredericktown.

The

shaft attained a depth of 37 m and cut through a breccia
zone which pontained sulphides, carbonates and oxides of
copper.

Approximately 500 tons of the "yellow sulphuret",

as the ore was designated, were mined out and shipped to
Swansea, Wales for refining.

It had to be transported to

this locality because there was no smelter in the United
States to handle the type of ore at the time.

The costs of

transportation were apparently high so that the mine was shut
down in 1847.

In 1867 (BISHOP, 1960) other discoveries were made in

the neighboring areaswithin southeast Missouri, and several
shafts about 35 m in depth were assailed.

The exploration in

the Fredericktown area started once more.

A hole was drilled

to check the character of the ore in 1893 (KEYES, 1895,
p. 79).

It penetrated through sulphides at different intervals,
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but no ore was mined out.
According to BUCKLEY (1909, p. 121):

"the property

(1284 acres) was purchased from the Flat River Lead Company
in May, 1898" by the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Company,
"also known as the National Lead Company"; very little mining
was done and the mine workings were flooded.

The St. Louis

Smelting and Refining Company also "purchased 600 acres of'
land from Mr. Wm. R. Taylor, in addition to that obtained
from the Flat River Lead Company" (BUCKLEY, 1909, p. 122),
where it sank five shafts, and "up to Jan. 1, 1908 the Com
pany had mined a total of' about 47 acres".
Because of' the dif'f'iculty in treating the complex ore
the mine was shut down once again in 1910.

According to

BARTHOLOMAEUS (1911, p. 16), the property was purchased by
F.J. Wade, and then by Booth and O'Brian, but remained idle.
BUEHLER (1919, p.

55-56)

mentions that the property belonged

to the North American Lead Company before it was transferred
to the next firm, and in 1916, the property was sold to the
Missouri Cobalt Company.

A year later, the same firm recon

ditioned the shaf'ts, the mill, the smelter, and started to
build a new refinery which was completed in 1918 (GRAWE,
1945, p. 201-202). Operations in both fields of mining and
metallurgy proceeded in a satisfactory way until the year
1920, when the activities were stopped.

After 1920, the mine

remained idle for 23 years.
In 1943, the National Lead Company leased the property.
The Company had earlier prospected the area south and south
east of Fredericktown during the years from 1927 to 1931.
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This f'irm sank shaf'ts that are about 150 m deep to five
mines designated by chronological numbers, as they were
opened.

It equipped the mill with a new f'lotation plant

an d full scale operation s began to function in 1944, when
Cobalt and Nickel had become strategicaliy vital.
The National Lead Company operated the mine and the
smelter f'or 18 years until the mine was shut d own early in
1961, due to the decrease in demand f'or Cobalt and Nickel
as well as the drop in the lead price.
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E. THE METHODS OF STUDY
1.

FIELD WORK
Af'ter the topic of' this dissertation was suggested by

my advisor, and af'ter a literature study, f'ield work started
early in the spring of' 1960.

Several underground trips in

the Fredericktown mine were made in 1960 and 61.
Mining in the Fredericktown mine was perf'ormed by the
room-and-pillar method.

This f'act enabled the detailed

study of' the sulphides and the dif'f'erent rock units on
pillar walls and active f'aces.
Most observations were made, and samples were collected,
in the working stopes 350, 443 and 530.

The working stopes

were chosen because of' the better exposure of' the rock types
on f'resh surf'aces.

Post-mining alteration, oxidation, and

dust accumulation covered the pillars and f'aces in the older
stopes.
The underground mapping was c.onf'ined to small scale
sketches only (10 m and less).

Large-area records of' the

underground drif'ts, stopes, etc. were available in the
Geology Of'f'ice of' the company, but could not be used f'or work
and reproduction because they were considered conf'idential.
During most of' the underground trips the writer was
accompanied by one of' the Company geologists.
mation was obtained f'rom them.

Much inf'or

In some of' the trips the

writer accompanied eminent geologists.

In the Spring of'

1960, the writer had the privilege of' taking part in an
underground trip with Prof'essor Paul Ramdohr, who is
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considered today as the world authority on ore minerals.
Professor Ramdohr also looked at polished sections and
reference to his observations will be made later.
Several other trips were made to the various mines in
the "Lead Belt" of southeast Missouri, especially the Elvins
Mine, operated by the St. Joseph Lead Company.

From the

discussions held underground in these mines, and from the
seminar-type talks organized by the "Lead Belt" geologists,
the writer gained a valuable introduction to the nature and
the setting of the sulphide deposits in the whole region.
Visits to various other sulphide deposits of similar
nature were made at intervals during the past four years.
During 1960 several visits to sulphide and barite deposits
were made within Missouri.

Examples of these are:

the

sulphide deposit in the polygonal structure of Decatureville;
the barite-sulphide deposits in the vicinity of Potosi;
and the sulphide breccias in the Krueger property, near
Potosi.
During 1961, disseminated sulphide occurrences in
sediments, outside mining areas were also visited.

These

are, the disseminated sulphides in the limestone in a quarry
10 km south of Rolla, and in the limestone quarry operated
by the Portland Cement Company, near St. Louis.

These occur-

ranees were studied in variable detail.
In the spring of this year, the writer also took part
in the field trip arranged for Professor A. Gansser.

The

trip covered several of the important sulphide deposits in
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Missourio

Near Decaturville, the sedimentary features of

the sulphide breccias were studied and their nature was
discussed.

This discussion threw new light on some features

observed in the sulphide deposits of' Fredericktown.
During 1962, several deposits were visited in neighbor
ing states.

An example is the f'luorspar-zinc-lead deposits

in southern Illinois�

I was able to spend about ten days

in the various mines of' the district with local geologists
and Mr·. WoC. Park, who W!"ote a Master's thesis on these
deposits (Park, 1962)0

He studied the relationship between

the sulphides, the f'luorite, the barite, and the common
sedimentary minerals.
During 1963 I had the opportunity to visit and study
several outcrops of' carbonate rocks and various sandstones
in the Easter·n States, especially Massachusetts, New Hampshire
attd Maine, in connection with a course in sedimentation
offered by Prof'essor E. Mencher at M.I.T.

Emphasis was

placed primarily upon the f'ield relations and small scale
f'eatures of' certain conglomerates and sandstones.
The wr-i t.er also joined the f'ield trip organized by the
Association of' Missouri Geologists in September 1963, which
covered a portion of' the lead and zinc deposits of' the South
ern Tri-State District.

These deposits were examined in

the Weber Mine, operated by the Eagle-Picher Company.
In February 1964 I visited the idle Cornwall Copper
Mine, near New Of'f'enburg in southeastern Missouri.

Several
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samples with sulphides were collected from the underground
workings as well as from the dumps.

The geometric setting

of these sulphides shows much similarity to certain sulphide
occurrences in the Fredericktown Mine.
Before coming to the United States I could visit various
sulphide occurrences in Egypt (U.A.R.).

These were studied

both in excursions and during graduate work.
are perhaps the most important ones:

The following

The layered lead-zinc

sulphides at Um Gheig, near the Red Sea Coast in the Easter n
Desert; the disseminated copper-lead-zinc deposits at Jabal
Al Ullaqat, near Abu Zuneima, in Sinai; and the disseminated
sulphides in the limestones forming Jabal Al Muqattam, near
Cairo.
2.

SAMPLING
The geometric features of the different rock types,

i.e., their textures and structures are the most fundamental
aspects of this work.

The chemical and mineralogical com

position are also given, although detailed analytical and
microprobe studies remain to be done.
Since we are dealing here - in most part-with sedimen
tary rocks, a specific procedure has been followed in sam
pling.

The specimens were taken with the objective of study

ing the specific details of the depositional fabric.
Instruction for taking oriented specimens are given by
FAIRBAIRN (1942, p. 106), McKinstry (1948, p. 36-41), SHROCK
(1948, p. 18-19), LAHEE (1952, p. 418-423), and others.
Based upon the suggestions of these authors, and on
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previous experience in field work, the following method
proved satisfactory for the purpose of this study:
1.

About one hundred samples were collected from
the underground workings; pillars, drift walls
and active faces.

This means that all samples

(except for those collected from the dumps) were
taken in situ.
2.

In most places where samples were collected, a
photograph was taken as a record of the litho
logic sequence (see Figures4, 6, 6, 27, etc.);
at the same time a sketch of the local setting
was drawn (example on Figure 9), and a brief
description made.

3.

In each individual location the layers with
sulphides were sampled by removing one or more

pieces of suitable size (up to 50 cm in length),
with the top-bottom orientations marked.

This

orientation was al ways essential to the purpose
of the present study of the depositional fabrics.
4-

Stockpiled ore on the surface was also examined
and striking depositional patterns were collected.
On these samples top-bottom orientations could
not be marked, but criteria developed from in situ
observations could be applied in numerous cases.
About sixty samples were obtained from these mined

5.

ores.
The ore mineral collection in the Geology Office of
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the National Lead Company at Fredericktown was
also examined.

Characteristic samples could be

obtained f'rom the resident geologists and used
for this study, which enabled me to include
patterns not found in situ or on the dumps.
Samples of sulphide ores from Fredericktown in the
private collections of' Professor G.C. Amstutz and Professor
P.D. Proctor, were also studied.
3.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
The collection of' samples embraces about 160 specimens.

Methods of' sedimentary petrology were applied on these spec
imens, and are reported on the f'ollowing pages.�}
A total of 46 thin sections were made of' the samples
collected in the mine and f'rom the stockpiled dumps.

These

were made to enable the study of' the petrographic nature
of' the enclosing rock, as well as the relationship between
the individual sulphide grains and the rock f'orming minerals.
In addition to the thin sections, a total of' 167 pol
ished sections were made; out of' those 143 are in ore
bearing sediments and 24 are made of' concentration pro
ducts.

The study of' the inter-relationships between

the sulphide minerals in the various concentrates was
f'ound to be of' great importance, as will be discussed in
Chapter IV.
*Parts of' the earlier results are reported in: ELBAZ
(1961), ELBAZ and AMSTUTZ
(1961), AMSTUTZ et al.
(1963), and AMSTUTZ et al. ( 1964).
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CHAPTER II
ROCK UNITS AND ROCK COMPOSITION
The Fredericktown Mine consists of several underground
workings.

These workings are referred to, especially in

older literature, as Mine 1,2,3,4 and

5.

All these mines

are connected by drifts, but in most cases can be reached
by different shafts.

Maps as well as cross sections of the

underground workings can be found on plates LXXVIII (Mine 1
and 2), LXXXI (Mine 3), LXXXVII (Mine 4), and LXXXIX (Mine

5) of the second part of the book by BUCKLEY (1909).

Up

to-date maps of the underground workings can be examined in
the Geology Office of the National Lead Company in Frederick
town, Missouri.
During the underground trips, I was able to study only
the basal units of the stratigraphic column of the district,
because in the mine sections visited, only Precambrian rocks,
Lamotte sandstone and the base of the Bonneterre are exposed.
Figure 2 is a schematic stratigraphic column of the mine area.
The ore-bearing horizon in the sections visited is mainly
the Transition Zone between the Lamotte and the Bonneterre
Formations.

However, minor dissemination of sulphides are

found in almost all stratigraphic units.
Following are detailed descriptions of the various rock
units observed in the mine.
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Figure 2. Schematic stratigraphic column in the Frederick
town area of southeast Missouri.
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THE IGNEOUS BASEMENT

1.

THE PRECAMBRIAN SURFACE

a.

Topography
Precambrian rocks crop-out at several localities in the

Fredericktown area.

They form island-like exposures which

display the irregularity of the Precambrian surface.

The

topographic elevations of the igneous rocks in this area
are known as "granite knobs", which are either partly or
completely buried.

In fact, major parts of the Frederick-

town sulphide deposit is enclosed between two of these
"knobs", as shown in Figure
b.

J.

Relation to the overlying sediments
In the mine workings, the Precambrian surface displays

many irregularities which control the setting of the sed
imentary layers on large and small scales.

However, there

are no indications of metamorphism at or near the surface of
the granit bodies.

Small and large scale compaction features

in the overlying sediments are attributed to diagenes�s.*
The sedimentary units lap up and pinch out against the
Precambrian hills, and as a rule, the sediments are thicker
toward the trough centers between the "knobs" than around
��The term diagenesis will be referred to in the follow
ing discussions. According to PETTIJOHN (1957, p. 648)
it was first used by von Guembel in 1888. It has been
used by several authors since that time to designate
different aspects of rock parainduration. Diagenesis
will be used in this dissertation to mean all modifi
cations undergone by a sediment during and after precip
itation of the constituents, but prior to complete
lithification, deep burial, and orogenesis.
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PRECAMBRIAN

ROCKS

Figure J. Schematic cross-section in the Fredricktown area. The sedimentary
units rest on two "granite knobs", with the Boulder Bed at their base (small
circles), as part ot the Lamotte Formation. The sampled stopes 350, 443, and
530 are closer to the northern "granite knob."
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their peaks.

In agreement with DAKE and BRIDGE (1932) and

most "Lead Belt" geologists, the granite and rhyolite can
not be intrusive into the sedimentary rocks, but only of
earlier age.
A prominent feature is the almost omnipresence of boulders
on the Precambrian sur face.

These often control the small

scale features of the relation between the sedimentary units
and the granitic paleorelief.

The nature of the boulders

and their geometric setti�g will be discussed in the follow
ing section.
c.

Structure
Granite as well as porphyritic rhyolite were encountered

during the underground field mapping of details.

No major

structures were observed in these igneous rocks.

Only

fissures are often inclined, with a maximum angle of about
30 ° .

They attain a maximum opening at the top and thin out

gradually downward.

They often terminate before reaching

the bottom of the drift walls.

It is reasonable to assume

therefore that most fissures discontinue and/or become tight
or closed downward because of their similarity to those which
terminate.
The feature that is common to all these fissures and
cracks is their filling.

They are indiscriminately filled

with sedimentary material, which is identical with that of
the overlying sediments.
fissures.

Figure

4

is an example of such

Along with the sediments, some sulphides have also

been observed.
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Figure

4.

Portion of the exposed basement granite dissected

into several segments by fissures.

The greyish filling in

the fissures is composed of sediments of variable com
position, but identical to those of the overlying strata.
Occasionally, some sulphides are intermixed with the
sediments�

Photograph taken in Stope 530�

jj

One flat lying dike-like mass of porphyritic rhyolite
was observed, in stope 443.

The contact between this body

and the underlying granite mass appears to be a sheared zone.

A p ipe of basic igneous rocks was described by TARR and KELLER
(1933) as an intrusive body near Farmington.

They assign a

post-Devonian age for the pipe and think that it has bearing
en the origin of the ore deposits in southeast Missouri.
2.

ROCK COMPOSITION

Numerous pe tr·c,g�aphic studies have been made of the

Precambrian basement rocks of' Southeastern Missouri, espec
ially i n recent y�ars, including those of the Fredericktown
area.

TOLMAN (1933) described the igneous geology in the

Silver Mine Ar•ea., which is less than 20 km west of' Frederick
town.

ROBERTSON (1940) classified the igneous rocks accord

ing to their mineralogical composition.
atudied thin sections
Francois M◊untains.

KISVARSANYI (1960)

or granites and rhyolites in the St.

She compiled all available ohemioal

analy3ea of the igneous rocks and olaaaified them according
to the methods of JOHANNSEN and NIGGLI.
The reaulte of the chemical analysis of about 90 granite
�amples from variou� spots 1n southeastern Missouri are
reported by HAYES (1959).

According to him, the average

content of Silica 1s 76 per cent.

Also in most

or the gran•

ites, Cao is reported to be low, however Na2 o and K2o are
normal. ADAMS (19$9) studied the Precambrian basement rooks
and the overlying sediments in Missouri.

He si..unmarized the

available datk on these rooks and compared them with those
in adjacent states.
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TOLMAN and KOCH (1935) studied the heavy accessory
minerals in the igneous rocks of the area.

They found that

the heavy mineral suite of granites in the Fredericktown
area are identical with those in the Silver Mine granites.
KISVARSANYI (1961) suggested that the granites in the whole
of the southeast Missouri are essentially similar in trace
metal content, and that this method cannot be used to dis
tinguish between them.
With regard to isotopic determinations,

ALLEN et al.

(1959) report five age measurements made on micas by the

K40 /Ar4° method in the M.I.T. Laboratories.

They were able

to deduc e a similar age for the Silvar Mine and the Granite
ville granites (from 1,200 to 1,350 m.y.).

As reported by

SNYDER and WAGNER (1961, p. 88) data on Rb/Sr determinations
on feldspar from "Wills granite"�� gave an age of 1,300 m.y.
with a limit of error of 100 m.y.

They also report the

results of determination of Pb/Pb ratios on two galenas
from the Silver Mine and the Fredericktown area.

The two

determinations gave values of 1,300 m.y. for both galenas.
Four thin sections made in granite samples collected in
the Fredericktown Mine were examined.

Results agree with the

previous descriptions of this rock.
The granites of the area as well as those of the St.
*The conventional name, among Missouri geologists, of
the granite in the Fredericktown area is "Wills granjte
The term is also applied in the classification pro
posed by TOLMAN and ROBERTSON (1960).
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Francois Mountains also contain some sulphide disseminations.
They can be recognized sometimes, by the use of a hand lenso
This fact had already been known to early investigators
among whom are ROBERTSON (1893, 1894 and 1895), BUCKLEY
(1909), BASTIN et al.(1939) and others.
It is interesting to note that many of the earlier in
vestigators considered the metal content in the granites to
be the primary source for the mineral deposits in the area.
BUCKLEY (1909, p. 210) for example states:

"It is impossible

to estimate the quantity of igneous rock which was decomposed
and removed from the surface ...provided these igneous rocks
contain unifor mly 0.002 per cent of lead, the removal of a
thickness of 1400 feet over one square mile area would lib
erate approximately 63,000 short tons of lead".
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B. THE LAMOTTE FORMATION
The base of the Lamotte Formation is represented in the
mine area by the Boulder Bed.

It grades into a cobble and

pebble conglomerate, which alternates laterally as well as
vertically with sandstone, which grades into coarse, and
medium and to fine grained sandstone.

This sequence corres

ponds to a common, so-called normal or positive transgressive
sequence, as pointed out by NICOLINI (1962, p. 164) who
applied LOMBARD'S curves (as modified in Figure

5) to the

stratigraphic succession in Reynolds County, Missouri.

His

work is referred to for its sedimentologica.l importance as
well as for its ideas on ore genesis.
ing statement is made:

On p. 165 the follow

"The intensity of the mineralization

is in certain cases a function of the amplitude of, and in
versely proportional to the oscillation period of the se
quence".
1.

THE BO ULDER BED

a.

Distribution
In the Fredericktown area, as in many other portions of

the "Lead Belt", the basal unit of the Lamotte Formation is
composed of igneous boulders of different sizes embedded in
a matrix of common sedimentary materials.

Occasionally, how

ever, tongues of boulders of the same unit extend over basal
portions of the Lamotte sandstone.

As described by OHLEU952)

these tongues are prominent in the Hayden Creek Mine, where
they contain t he richest ore horizons.
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FORMATIONS STUDIED
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Figure 5. A lithologic cycle prorile constructed by the
application or LOMBARD's curves to the stratigraphic
units studied. The common order or transgression is
illustrated by columns 1 to 9, arter NICOLINI (1962,
p. 157). These rerer to : 1) conglomerate; 2) coarse
grained sandstone; 3) medium grained sandstone; 4) rine
grained sandstone; 5) argillaceous sandstone; 6) marly
sandstone; 7) argillite; 8) marls; and 9) limestone,etc.
The polymict racies or the Transition Zone makes it
essentially a greywacke sandstone.
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As measured in the field, local accumulation of boulders
immediately overlying the Precambrian surface attain thick��
nesses that vary from lm to about 5mo Mr. ToC. De Peu
told me that the Boulder Bed may attain a thickness. of more
than 15 m, but

5

m is the maximum thickness I observed in

the mine workings visited.

He also said that in some loca

tions it is absent and a granite pebble conglomerate rests
directly on the granite erosion surface.
b.

Nature of boulders
The boulders display great size variations, and may

range to 3 m in diameter.

On the average, however, they

range from 20 cm to 1 m.

Considering their geometric shapes, the majority of the
boulders are ovoid, occasionally sub-angular, but often well
rounded.

Figure 6 illustrates part of the boulder bed that

rests directly below Bonneterre dolomite layers.

The boulder

in this area are ovoid to sub-angular.
A characteristic feature in stope 443 is the occasional
fracturing of the boulders.

The fragments are usually ang

ular and can generally be fitted back together.

In such a

case the unit resembles the "intraf'ormational conglomerate"
described by WALCOTT ( 1894, p. 192).
Rounded boulders usually display a distinct altered
outer shell, which is believed to have f'ormed through chemical

*Mr.

Tom C a De Peu was resident geologist of the Nati ona1
Lead Company at the time field work was undertaken (19601961).
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Figure 6.

Part of the Boulder Bed in Stope

boulder to the left is about 1 m in length.

443.

The

The overlying

perfectly horizontal stratum is part of the Bonneterre
dolomite; which at this point displays Stylolitic bedding
planes.

WEIXELMANN (1959) recorded similar beds contain

ing boulders in the "Bonneterre" near igneous hills in the
northeast part of Des Arc Quadrangle, southeast Missouri.
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weathering.

In Figure 7, an example for this observation,

the boulders appear to have been laid down in a high energy
environment, because they have an inclined position, i.e.,
their elongate axes do not paralled the plane of deposition,
but rather are randomly oriented.
The boulders observed are composed of porphyritic
rhyolite, felsite or granite, but a f'ew cobbles are of
diabasic composition.

Some of the boulders appear to be

unaltered on megascopic observation, but most of' them show
variable degree3 of alteration.

c.

Composition of the "matrix"
The spaces between the boulders are occupied by highly

variable and often finely stratified sedimentary material.
In most parts it consists of' interbedded orthoquar·tzite
and arkose sandstone (refer to classification �f HUBERT,
1960; 1962, p. 444) with a great deal of' interlayered or
intermixed shale, rock fragments, mica, and glauconite
laminae and disseminations.

The type and the quantity of

the intermixed materials vary laterally as well as verti
cally even on a small scale, i. e., within centimeters.
According to PETTIJOHN (1957, p.

255) the basal u..�its

of the formation have t0 be called petromict conglomerate;
and according to SCHWETZOFF (1935, p. 106) polymict con
glomerate.

Both terms indicate the mixed nature of the com

ponents.
As to the origin of the main constituents, they appear
to be derived directly from the Precambrian igneous hills
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Figure

7.

Randoml y oriented boulders displaying an

ophthalmetic fabric (pattern 7 of AGI data Sheet 21).
The elongate and inclined boulder in the upper right hand
corner is a weathered felsite, and shows a 1 cm rim of
chemical weathering.

This feature is common to several

other boulders in this basal unit of the Lamotte Formation.
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in the region as elastic material or as weathering productso
Consequently, the boulders and the matrix material between
them are consanguineous.
The sediments between the boulders are commonly layered.
The layers are orten not horizontal, but arch around the
boulders and cobbles and are occasionally disturbed by small
scale slumping causing glide !'olds which can be regarded as
the comparable large scale f'eatur·es described by KSIAZKIEWICZ
(1958, p. 135)0

Many layers, however, abut against the

boulders or cobbleso

These f'eatures rerlect the environmental

conditions under which the polymict f'acies was depositedo
The existence of currents and irregular sedimentation paths
are thought to be the reasons for the disorder.
Diagenetic readjustments and compaction also contri
buted to the present patterns.

Some of' these irregular rea

tures show similarity to f'eatures described by CROWELL (1957,
p. 1001-1002) and which he called "slump structures and intra
f'ormational breccia".

The main dif'ference being the scale,

where the latter were of' larger scale, but still are part
of' a layered fabrico*
{�The term Gef'uege, used originally by SANDER (1911, and
again in 1930, 1948 and 1950), was f'irst introduced in
English geologic literature by KNOPF (1933). The trans
lation of' the term Gef'uege is f'abric and embraca:J both
texture and structure. 1'he secand one to use the term
f'abric was Prof'essor H.Wo Fairbairn (pers. com.) when
he introduced the term "petrof'abrics" (see FAIRBAIRN
l935 and 1949). However, the term f'abric will be used
in the following discussion as used by NIGGLI (1954).
His classif'ication of' rock f'abrics that will be referred
to in the f'ollowing discussions is modif'ied in the AGI
data sheet 21.
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THE SANDSTONE FACIES
T'he Lamotte For'lTlation has been described by several

authors, f·or example by WINSLOW (1896), KEYES (1901), WALLACE
(1938), and BRANSON (1944)0

However, the details of its

mineralogy and petrographic nature are only report.ed in the
recent study by OJAKANGAS (1960 and 1963).

He submitted,

in the later work (po 864), an isopach map of' the formation.
He also presented tabulations of' thin section modal analyses
of the various measured sections, the closest one to Frederick
town being about 8 km to the west (Sprott, section 2)o
The sandstone collected from the Fredericktown Mine by
the present author is composed of w.hite, large and well

rounded grains, and is best classified as orthoquartzite.1
On the average the sar.dstone is. fairly well sorted and partly
(but not often) cemented with silicao2 One sample collected
showed an appreciable amount of' feldspar.

In general feld

spar is next to quar·tz in abundance ( there.f'ore the sarr.tple
is called mature arkose).
Reference must be made here to the work of' MARKWARD
(1952) who studied the .f'eldspathic materials in Paleozoic
1The term orthoquartzite is used as defined by PETTIJOHN
(1954) and BOKMAN {1955)0 Applying the partly genetic
classification of FDLK {1956), the Lamotte Sandstone
would have to be termed mature or even supermature
orthoquartzite.
2 The Lamotte Formation is considered to be an enormous
reservoir of water. BUCKLEY (1909, p. 24) states that;
"the sandstone has a porosity of about 12 to 15 per
cent and as a rule the pores are filled with water which
in places is under hydrostatic pressure sufficient to
casue it to flow upward into the overlying limestone".
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sandstones in Missouri.

She f'ound that "Feldspathic con

stituents are generally more abundant in the f'iner than in
the coarser sand f'ractions".

She ascribes the dif'ference

to facies changes and several other factors.
�ne feldspar grains in the Fredericktown samples are
usually fresh, which indicates a nearby source.

However,

the roundness of the quartz grains can be taken as a criter
ion for derivation 1"rom a .farther source or to considerable
movement through wave and wind action along a coast.

Several

authors consider this formation to have originated by the re
working of pre-existing sediments.

For example, OJAKANGAS

(1963, p. 866) describes quartz grains as "second cycle"
quartz with abraded overgrowth beneath later over-growth,
as also shown in Figure 8.
3.

SHALE INTERCALATIONS
Shaly intercalations are common in the Lamotte Sandstone.

The shale layers, bands 9 and waves are usually brownish;
whereas those in the Bonneterre Formation are usually black
in color.

In the Lamotte the black massive shales are miss

ing and it is composed or quartzose shale (as defined by
KRUMBEIN and SLOSS, 1963, p. 107).
Occasior.ally the shale laminae of' the Lamotte Formation
contain some sulphides.

Directly on top of' one shale lamina

a sample carrying carbonaceous material was f'ound embedded
in friable yellowish sandstone.
uent was not studied in detail.

The carbonaceous constit
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Figure 8.

Silica rims around detrital quartz grains from

the Lamotte Sandstone (sample MJO).

HEALD (1959) and

CAROZZI (1960, p. 28) describe identical overgrowths from
the St. Peter Sandstone and derive the "second cycle"
quartz £ran pressure solution.

�ca.le lUU:l.
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4.

SULPHIDE OCCURRENCES
In the b asal unit of' the Lamotte a.t Fredericktown,

i.e., the Boulder Bed, sulphides occur as disseminations
in the matrix and in fractures (a.nd as disseminations) in
the individual boulders.
The disseminated sulphides in the polymict f'a.cies of
the matrix are mostly galena a.nd ma.res.site.

As shown in

Figure 9, galena occurs as relatively large a.nd often id
iomorphic grains at the contact of which the thin shale
laminae a.but.

Marca.site a.nd occasional chalcopyrite form

agglomerations that usually behave like larger rock frag
ments, in that the shale laminae bend a.ro-und them and a.re
very seldom disrupted by them.
Pyrite is the ma.in sulphide found to fill f'ra.ctures
and disseminations in the boulders themselves, sometimes
accompanied by minor amounts of cha.lcopyrite.

Pyrite

appears a.s cross-cutting streaks a.nd specks within the
altered boulders a.nd pebbles.

A typical example of the

observation is illustrated in Figure 10, where pyrite ribs
cross both the quartz grains a.nd the matrix areas.

In the

quartz the outlines a.re sharp, in the matrix f'oggy.
Shale intercalations of the Lamotte also contain sul
phides.

These are ma.inly disseminated pyrite and galena..

Within the orthoquartzite sandstone and its a.rkosic modi
fications min�te disseminations a.re well a.s agglomerations
of sulphides up to

5

cm in diameter occur.

Samples from the top of the Lamotte in stope 530 show
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Figure 9. Drawing or a portion or the matrix or the Boulder
Bed. White spaces are igneous boulders, cobbles, pebbles,
and rragments. Black masses to the upper right hand side
are galena aggregates embedded in sandy racies. Black streaks
and spots in the lert side are idiomorphic pyrite-chalcopyrite
grains, either along rracture in the boulder, or peppered in
the shaly- and glauconitic sandstone.
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------------------ --------- --

-·-

0.1 rnfll

Figure 10. Pyrite (black) .filling in
cross-cutting .fractures in quartz (white)
and altered .feldspar (dashed). Another
pattern o.f sulphide dissemination is shown
as black spots (usually o.f irregular shapes)
inside grains and along grain boundaries.
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that the sulphides occur in a porous, almost spong-like
fabric when enclosed in the orthoquartzite sandstone.
Several of the sulphide agglomerations in this case envelop
open spaces within, mostly in the centre.

The outline of

such sulphide bodies appears irregular, but in detail often
displays botryoidal patterns.

Towards the cavity on the

inside 1 they usually display drusy, idiomorphic lining of
sulphide crystals which are in such cases, pyrite and
chalcopyrite.

A typical example is illustrated in Figure

11, especially llao
An added feature is the similarity between the behavior
of the pyrite - chalcopyrite agglomerations and the rock
fragments and concretions present in the same facies.

These

sulphide agglomerations are in most parts underlain and/or
overlain by finely grained sandy bands and lenses j which are
bound with thin shale partings.

The sandy bodies form geo

metric patterns depending upon the positions of the sulphide
agglomerations and/or rock concretions.

Thinning of the

relatively pure and fine grained bands occurs usually direct
ly below both o

Bending and disturbance of the horizontal

layering is also dependent upon the concretions as well as
the agglomerations.

These features are typical for compac

tion, and are attributed here to diagenesis.

For comparison,

reference could be made to the classification of KRYNINE
(1948), and to the experimental studies reported by

RITTENHOUSE (1961, Po 8, Figs. 6 and 7)o
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Figure 11, a and b. Small scale depositional features displayed by
chalcopyrite agglomerations (white) in glauconitic arkose sandstone
from the basal units of the Lamotte Formation. Black areas are void
spaces in chaloopyrite, which look like vugs and are lined with some
what idiomorphic �ains. Dotted areas are relatively pure artho
quartzite. Small idiomorphic grains in the centre of Figure b are
siegenite.
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C. '.I'HE TRANSITION ZONE
lo

DISTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITION
The upper portions or the Lamotte Formation are formed

of interlayered sandstone and sandy dolomite with consider
able amount of clay in place.

A separation of the Lamotte

from the Bonneterre is difficult to make and no special work
has been published on this problem, except fc,r the studies
by James (1949) on the insoluble residue of the Bonneterre
lithof'acies.

The Transition Zone corresponds to his "marker

zone 6 11 directly overlying the Lamotte Sandstone in Figure
2, Pu 17.

He described this zone as "quartz silt".

The

Transition Zone may even include portions of the shaly
marker zones

5

and

4

in the same Figure.

In stope 443, where dolomite of the Bonneterre lies
directly on the felsite boulder conglomerate or granite
pebble arkose of the Boulder Bed, the line separating the
Lamotte from the Bonneterre is sharp as previously shown in
Figure 6.
In the Fredericktown Mine, the alternation of the sandy
dolomite and the greywacke sandstone facies may extend over
10 m.

Dr. W.B. Howe (1964, pers. com.), Missouri Geological

Survey and Water Resources, stated that "Lamotte-Bonneterre
transition facies attains thicknesses of as much as JO m
in neighboring districts in southeast Missouri".

Compositionally, the sandstone of the Transition Zone
is distinctly different from that of the underlying top
portions of the Lamotte Formationo

Moreover, the carbon

ate alternations are different from the dolomitic limestone
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of the �verlying Bon.�eterreo

For these reasons, and also

because this zone contains most of the sulphide concentra
tions in Fredericktown, the transition between the two
formations is dealt with as a separate unit.
The carbonate lenses and layers in the Transition
Zone are often arenaceous and partly glauconitic.

The sand

stone contains variable amounts of shale laminae and f'eld
spar grains, and does not attain the orthoquartzitic nature
common to the underlying horizons of the Lamotte.

In the

Transition Zone, the sandstone is composed of' rocks which
are best classified as greywackes (term used according to
its meaning in the more recent olassif'ication by McBRIDE,
1962 and 1963).
Detailed study of' 24 thin sections made in rocks of' the
Transition Zone lead to the classification of' the various
constituents into five main categorieso

Following are the

descriptions of these subdivisions in the order of' decreas
ing importance.

a.

Greywacke sandstone
Using the visual charts of' SHVESTOV (Re. TERRY and

CHILLINGAR j 1955), about 2/3 of the sulphide-bearing sand
stones are composed of:
1)

From 70 to 80 per cent medium grained quartz
ranging in size from 10 to 100 microns in dia
meter, and attaining shapes similar to the ones
pictured as "pivotability classes", C, D and E,
by SHEPARD and YOUNG (1961, p. 199).
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2)

From 10 to

15 per cent very :rine grained clay

matrix, which is usually brownsih in color and
contains minute opaque spots.
3)

From

5

to 10 per cent large grains (up to 1 mm

or more as in Figure 12), w.hich are either :reld
spar (usually altered with varying degrees), or
detrital quartz (attaining shapes common to quartz

4)

occurrences in porphyries)o
From

5

to 10 per cent rock :rragments of two types;

� first is the quartz-:reldspar grains displaying
a graphic texture, derived from "Schriftgranit" or
runite (terms defined by JOHANNSEN, 1939, p. 278
and 279)0

These grains usually show cuneiform

intergrowth common to runites, and similar to those
pictured by S"IJNDI'J'S (1960, p. 10 and 11).

In

Figure 13 an example of this type of intergrowth
is illustratedo

In some rare cases, the mineral

intergrow.n with quartz is isotropic and may be
:f'luorite; the second is composed of very fine
grained quartz (from 2 to 20 microns; but usually
around 10 microns in diameter) forming about

95

per cent, and large phenocrysts of altered :reld
spar (up to 1 mm in diameter) making up to the
resto

The nature of this type of' fragments was

studied in a sample taken f'rom a "layer" of' recry
stallized volcanic f'low or tuff lying directly upon

the basement granite in stope 530.

This sample,
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Figure 12. Drawing of a thin section made of a greywacke
sandstone specimen from the T ransition Zone (Section No
M5; traced from an enlargement of a 1:1 photograph). A.
linear .fabric is displayed by minute pyrite disseminations
in the matrix. The fault structure to the right is an
example o.f the micro-tectonics abundant in this zone.
Grains A and B are large detrital quartz and will be
referred to in the text. Circle X envelopes the field
of view of Figure 20. Line Y is a depositional "load
cast." Black wedge marked Z will be referrer! to in
Figure 26. The blaok spot s (to the lower le.ft) are
galena grains, which are usually idiomorphio, but some
times display round boundaries.
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Figure 13.

Photomicrograph of an example of the graphic

texture displayed by quartz-feld s par intergrowths.

Grains

showing such texture are found in the basement rocks as
well as in rock fragments that occur in the greywacke
sandstone of the Transition Zone.

Scale 40:1.
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M25, showed identical composition and fabric as
those displayed by the "crystal tuff" rock frag
ments just described.

That is in fact an added

criterion, to the aforementioned ones, designating
origin of the constituents of the sediments from
the basement rocks in the same Area.
On the average, the greywacke sandstone is composed,
therefore, of about 70 per cent quartz, 15 per cent feldspar
and clay matrix, and 15 per cent detrital quartz and rock
gragments.

Sandstones of similar composition are described

and classified as greywackes by TALLMAN (1949), DAPPLES et

g.

(1953), and BASSETT and WALTON (1960).

The genetic

implication o f the ma2n composition of the ore-bearing
horizon in the sections studied will be discussed later.
b.

Shale-subgreywacke sandstone
The clay and shale constituents of the sandstone may

vary considerably.

In addition to the average 15 per cent

of clayey matrix, shale intercalations are quite common ir.
certain horizons of the Transition Zone, especially the

higher ones.

Shale laminae are usually dark brown, and

contain variable amounts of sulphide disseminations, more
abundantly galena.

In individual cases, e.g., sections

in sample D25, compact brown shale laminae form about 50
Per cent of the rock fabric.

Thus there are transitions

from shale-subgreywacke sandstone to �uartzose shale.

Quartz grains of the lransition Zone are commonly sub

r ounded.

In the shaley constituents, a prominent observation
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is the corrosion of these grains along stylolytic and bed
ding planes.

Therefore, one can find elongate quartz grains

with their long axes parallel to the bedding.
of dissolution is not yet known.

The mechanism

Two alternatives are:

the physic-chemical solution through RIEKE 1 s principle as
described in detail by von ENGLEHARDT (1960)3and the chem
ical dissolution proposed by TRAVIS (1963) as a function of

the alkali metal content and behavior.

Other explanations

may be applicable in the present case.

As shown in Figure

14 transitions from minor dissolution to complete disappear
ance of the quartz are found.

However on the average, the

compaction as a function of the missing portions from the
normally rounded quartz grains range from 40 to 60 per cent
of the original volume.
c.

Carbonate-subgreywacke sandstone
Carbonate spots and patches are common minor constit

uents of the sandstone.

In some cases, e.g., samples MAl,

M60, M85, etc., these constitute an average of 15 per cent

of the rock fabric and show patterns 5 to 20 in the carbon
ate estimation charts of EMRICH and WOBBER (1963, p. 836).
They occur in three forms which are as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Monomineralic patches enclosing quartz as well as
sulphide grains.

Anhedral grains as a subsidiary matrix in addition
to the clayey matrix.

Eu.hedral to subhedral grains in patches or streaks,
showing some zonal patterns in places. These are
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Figure 14.

Corroded quartz grains by dissolution along

stylolitic and bedding planes.

Decrease or volume in

this case (Sample D25) varies between 40 and 60 per cent.
Scale 40:1.
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usually coarser in regard to grain size than other
forms or occurrence.

When intergrown with sulphides

they attain linear "crystallographic" boundaries.
Figure

15 is an example or the pertinent observa

tion.

In some rarer cases, the boundaries between

the sulphide and the carbonate are rather irregular.
Genetically it can be argued that the carbonate is
generation I and the sulphide generation II, and
vice versao

However, since the coarse grained

carbonate assumes a more or less straight inter
growth boundary with the sulphide, and since the
latter in most or such cases is galena, more likely
the carbonate is the earlier generation.

The

third possibility of contemperaneous growth of
both constituents was also considered, but could
not be explained in regard to the form energies
of the depositing minerals.

An added criterion

is that the irregularities lie in the outer zones
of the carbonate grains and not within the sul
phide masses.
d.

Arkosic or feldspathic greywack& sandstone
Tne sandstone of the Transition Zone is rarely void of

�ock fragments.

It contains about 10 per cent or less clay

matrix, and an appreciable amount of feldspar grains measur
ing up to 3 mm in diameter.

As in sample MA2, the large

feldspars and detrital quartz grains plus the rock frag

ments from at least 25 per cent of the fabrico

The feldspar
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Figure

15.

Coar se grained dolomite intergrown wit h galena.

The f ine grained material is dolomitic limestone.

Photo

micrograph taken in a carbonate patch within carbonate
subgreywacke sandstone.

Similar st ructures are al so found

in the Bonneterre lithofacies as shown in Figu re Jl.

Scale 40:1.
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forms about half of this 25 per cent.

In rocks of this type

the average grains size of quartz grains is 50 microns.

They

usually attain sub-rounded shapes.
The large quartz grains are, however•

j

bound with mor·e

or less crystallographic faces and are comparatively less
rounded.

The significance of the shapes of detrital grain2

are pointed out by CAILLEUX (1938), KRUMBE IN (1941) and others.
A more detailed study of these grains would allow the class-
i.f'ication of the geometric shapes of' these grains intc gene
tically important classes, something that remains to be done.
The geometry of the grains are considered important
parameters in existing classifications and nomenclatures of
sandstones, e.g. those compiled by F UECHTBAUER (1959) and
CROOK (1960).

Also, in the literature methods of determin

ing t he orientation of' quartz grains are described, eog.,
the methods by ZIMMERLE and BONHAM (1962) and POTTER a.nd
MAST (1963).

Through these methods, the sand shape .f'abrics

can be related to the directions of' bedding and parting
lineation, this also remains to be applied to the sediments
under the present investigation.

e.

Glauconitic greywacke sandstone
In the early writings on the "Lead Belt" area of' south

eastern Missouri, chlorite was described as the greenish
constituent

in the lithofacies of the Lamotte and Bonne-

terre Formations.

Examples of such descriptions are the

reports by BROADHEAD (1874 and 1883), BUCKLEY (1909),
BUEHLER (1918) and others.

These authors may have been
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describing glauconite as chlorite.

No chlorite was found

in the studied thin sections in the present work.
Glauconite is among the rarer constituents of the sand
stone.

It occurs as round, spotted and pleochroic greenish

grains, or as lenses of about

5

mm in length formed of

spongy-textured dark green "aggregates'.:.

Several authors

have also reported on the occurrence of glauconite in the
rocks of' southeastern Missouri.

For example, ALLEN (1937)

studied the Ti02 and rutile content of' several glauconite
occurrences in Missouri. He found that glauconite samples
f'rom the Bonneterre Formation showed no good evidence of
having f'ormed f'rom biotite.
Glauconite is known to f'orm during diagenesis.

The

experimental work by BIRDSALL (1951) shows that stable
ferrous alumino-silicates can be formed in a marine envir
onment and then organized in a definite structure, yielding
glauconite.

DAPPLES (1962) points out that glauconite can

form in the depositional or the redoxomorphic stage, the
first of' three stages of' diagenesis.

The reactions of this

stage are of the reversible type and glauconite is shown
to f'orm from micas and clays.
In his lithologic study of the Lamotte Sandstone in
Missouri, OJAKANGAS (1963, p. 871) reports that "Glauconite
arkoses and glauconitic feldspathic sandstones are present
beneath Lamotte-Bonneterre glauconitic dolomite" in section
2 (Sprott) whic h is about 40 km North of Fredericktown"
OJAKANGAS and KELLER (1964) present criteria that the
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glauconite has replaced rhyolite rock fragments and feldspar.
In thin sections, clay-sized laminae and matrixes were
observed.

Two samples from the Transition Zone were ana

lyzed by x-ray fluorescence by Dr. Go MUELLER (1964, pers.
The results

com.) of the University of Tuebingen, Germany.
are as .follows:
Sample M77
main constituents:

Sample Mll7

quartz

quartz

accessory constituents: K-feldspar + PbS
illite
minor constituents:

sodic plagioclase
sericite

K-feldspar + PbS
illite
sodic plagioclase
sericite
Kaolinite

Illite and less commonly kaolinite are the clay min
erals found in the two typical greywacke sandstone samples
from the Transition Zone in Fredericktown.
Dr. Mueller also states "The illite - 001 - reflection
is weekly asymmetric in both samples, in a direction towards
high d-values.

However, with glycol treatment, no visible

change of the lines occur.

This means that the degree of

swelling in the clay layers is very samll (below

5 %)."

To the knowledge of the present writer, the clay deter
mination made by Dr. Mueller for this study is the only one
available on the Transition Zone as a whole and on samples
from Fredericktown.

Several authors reported on clay min

erals from other localities of southeastern Missouri.
TARR and KELLER (1937, p. 933) describe kaolinite

occurring "as thin veins in nearly vertical joints ••. as
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well as in cavities and as a replacement mineral" in shales
of the Oronogo Circle Mine, southeast Missouri.
page these authors also state:

On the same

"Some ore specimens show the

sulphides, sphalerite and galena, deposited on the quartz
with the kaolinite following them..• The evidence that the
kaolinite at the Oronogo Circle Mine was deposited from
solutions is beyond doubt."
BEAUMONT (1953) reported illite from the Bonneterre
lithofacies in the "Lead Belt" area of southeastern Missouri.
Dickite is reported to occur in the same area by TARR and
KELLER (1936).

The same mineral is known to occur in ad

jacent parts in Missouri, e. g. in St. Louis County as
reported by ALLEN (1936).

Davis et al. (1941) and KELLER

(1947 and 1956) refered to earlier studies on clay mineral
occurrences in Missouri.
These authors relate the type of clay minerals to a
certain environment, thus to a specific mode of origin.
Dickite and Kaolinite are considered to be of hydrothermal
origin.

The inference is made that the sulphides as well

were formed by hydrothermal processes.
It is interesting to note that the recent studies by
WEAVER (1961) show that the occurrence of most clay miner
als is not nearly as limited to specific environments as
was believed by some.

He also supports the idea that most

of the clay minerals may have a detrital origin.
In summing :!:E_ the compositional characteristics of the
Transition Zone between the Lamotte and Bonneterre Formations
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it should be stated that it consists primarily of greywacke
sandstone.

Local variations, laterally as well as verti

cally, exist and the end-members of the most abundant var
iations are quartzose shale and carbonate-subgreywacke
sandstone.
Geometrically, the Transition Zone is in fact a micro
breccia.

The distinct difference between this composition

and the composition of the underlying Lamotte Formation
suggests a sharp separation between two periods of deposition.
The frequent fine bedding displayed by the greywackes
of the Transition Zone is perhaps the only property which is
not common to most greywackes, according to PETTIJOHN (1957,
p. 301.
Microbedding in sedimentary rocks can be a function of
several parameters.

GRIFFITHS (1961) brought forth all the

parameters in one formula:
P = (m,s,sh,o,p)
where

p

population of constituents

m

kind an d properties of constituents

s = their size
sh = their shape
o = their orientation
p

their packing

On p. 495 he lists with corresponding illustrations the
fundamental processes responsible for microbedding as follows:
1.

Change of composition

2.

Change of size
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3.

4.
5.

Change of shape
Change of orientation
Change of packing

In microscopic detail one finds in the greywacke of
the Transition Zone at Fredericktown at least the first
three parameters.

Therefore, the greywacke sandstone of

the Transition Zone is a rock that must have formed in a
high energy environment, with considerable changes in rates
and degrees of deposition.
2.

GEOMErRIC NATURE
Geometric features displayed by the rock units of the

Transition Zone are mainly of the "congruent" type�

This

term was originally used by AMSTUTZ (1959a, p. 98), to
designate the property of two geometric features being
"superposable so as to be coincident throughout" (WEBSTER).
The congruent features can be depositional (meaning
that they were developed during precipitation) as wel l as
diagenetic.

Descriptions of' specific examples are as

follows:
Depositional Features in the Transition Zone are
portrayed by the perfectly layered texture of most of its
units.

They display the bedding patterns 1,2, and

4 of

BOTWINKINA (1956) and are illustrated in Figures 16, 17,
and 18.

On a large scale (5 m and more) the salient sequence

of the layered fabric in the Transition Zone (from top to
bottom) is as follows:
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Figure 16.
Zone.

Samll scale congruent features in the Transition

The light layers and concretions consist of c hal

copyrite, marcasite, siegenite, and galena, named in the
order of decreasing quantity.
the bedding.

Up in the picture is up in

The shaly-sandy layers bend around the

concretions of sulfides.

(After AMSTUTZ, 1959 a, p. 108).
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Figure 17.

Sulphide occurrences in layered fabrics.

Sample

to the left shows a thick layer of galena within dolomitic
limestone.

Specimen to the right shows layered chalcopyrite

agglomerations in greywacke sandstone.

The latter is the

specimen from which a detail is drawn in Figure 19.
length of the scale is 10 cm.

The
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Figure 18.

Disseminated galena in greywacke sandstone.

The latter is shaly and glauconi tic in th e central
portion of the sample , and ar ko sic in the lowest .horizon.
The upper most sandstone layer displays load cast structures.
Most of the galena grains are fo und in layered dissemin
ations, however, some of them appear to be randcmly
"peppered" in the rock fabric.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Brownish black shale.
Arenaceous dolomite.
Greywacke sandstone with
abundant shale laminae.
Greywacke sandstone with some
glauconite laminae and
disseminations.
Greywacke sandstone relatively
free from other constituents,
which sometimes grades into
lithic arkose (MCBRIDE, 1963).

Occasional disorder in this sequence may occur.

Some

beds may be repeated or omitted, or they may change positions
in sequence, especially towards the top.
Diagenetic compaction features called "load casts"{� are
often exhibited by comparatively large rock fragments, de
trital grains and clusters of sulph ides.

The fine shale

laminae underlying these b odies bend around them.

Grains

marked A and Bin Figure 12 are typical examples of large
detrital quartz grains that display such compaction features.
Similar textures are described by many authors, espec
ially in connection with concretions or boulders in detrital
rocks.

For example, the figure pictured in WELLER (1960, p.

117) and the various examples described by SANDER (1951).
It is significant that sulphide clusters in the Tran
sition Zone display similar load cast patterns.

The con

gruency of the features displayed by the rock fragments and

* The

term "load casts" was proposed by KUENEN (1953b, p.
1048) to designate features described earlier by SHROCK
(1948 , p. 156) as "flow casts". An alternative; "load
pockets" was suggested later by SULLWOLD (1959 and 1960),
bu� some objections have been made to its use (e. g.,
HOLtAND, 1960). It is used here according to its mean
ing as given by the original author.
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quartz grains may be considered in the same manner as that
of the sulphide concretions which are enclosed in the same
detrital greywacke.

These sulphide concretions are nodular

masses of sulphide clusters of grains.

As

will be discussed

in detail, the similarity of these two features suggests
that the sulphide clusters in the Fredericktown deposit were
present as such at an early stage of diagenesis.
Sedimentary structures of this type are important not
only as criteria for a correct genetic interpretation of
their components, but also as tools for classifying them.
PACKMAN (1954) provided a geometric-genetic classirication
of sandstones based upon the sedimentary structures pre
served in them.

In much the same way the geometric fea

tures of the sulphides in the Transition Zone will be used
to classify them into specific categories which are geneti
cally interrelated.
Some features which are cross-cutting over a short
range may be considered "incongruent", when the reference
unit is small.

However, if larger specific beds are taken

for reference, then these features appear to be congruent
because they occur only in one horizon.
In some horizons in the greywacke sandstone, the units
of the Transition Zone display wavy structure.
laminae are often deformed but not disrupted.

The fine
Such struc 

tures indicate some sort of a flow of the layers, which
probably develop during diagenetic compaction.

They are

common in thinly laminated sha}-y sandstone units.

They
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are similar
ination.*

to those usually described as convolute lam
In the present case they may be due to diagenetic

interstratal contortions.
Also belonging to these partly " incongruent"

struc

tures are the local disturbances of' the bedded nature of'
the Transition Zone units, more of'ten when the latter are
dolomitic.

Occasional breaking-up of' the dolomitic bands,

otherwise horizontally layered, occur.

Such structures are

more common when the beds are dipping (about 10° to 20° ).
Theref'ore, they may have developed because of' deposition
on a sloping surf'ace.
DESTOMBES and JEANETTE (1955) assign a depositional
age f'or similar f'eatures f'rom sediments in the vicinity of'
Casablanca, Morocco, and ref'er to them as "glissements sousmarins" or submarine slumpings.

DOTT and HOWARD (1962) also

describe similar f'eatures in non-graded sequences, similar
to those of the Transition Zone, and relate them to diagene
tic stresses.
3.

SULPHIDE OCCURRENCES
The distribution patterns of sulphides in the Transi

tion Zone can be classified into the following types:
a.

The more or less massive accumulations of' sulphides

*KUENEN (1953a) f'irst suggested "convolute bedding", for
structures described in earlier literature as "curled
bedding", crinkled bedding", "slip b edding", etc. Con
volute lamination was introduced by TEN HAAF (1956, p.
190) and its German equivalent Wulstbaenke by PLESSMAN
(1961, p. 528).
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which will be called the "solid" layered f'abric.
b.

Layered disseminations of' agglomerations, con
cretionary masses, individual grains, and of' grain
f'ragments.

a.

"Solid" layered f'abric
The sediments of the Transition Zone display a stro

matitic or linear f'abric.

Within this f'abric the sulphides

are bedded and commonly display distinct layers made of'
dif'f'erent minerals.

On a large scale, f'or example, the sul

phides in. an active f'ace in stope 350 showed about 2 m of'
solid galena laying upon a 15 cm layer of' chalcopyri.te
rich greywacke sandstone.

On top of' the galena layer, the

greywacke sandstone contained disseminations of' glaena of'
the type pictured in Figure 18.
Layering is also predominent on smaller scales.

Spec

imen Ml f'rom stope 530 shows the f'ollowing order f'rom top
to bottom.
1.

Large galena grains embedded in
shaly and dolomitic sandstone (3 cm).
2. A band of' glauconitic sandstone that
is relatively f'ree f'rom sulphides (2 cm).
3. A solid or massive layer of' galena,
f'ree from other constituents (3 cm).
Idiomorphic
grains of' galena embedded
4.
in glauconitic sandstone (4 cm).
5. Chalcopyrite agglomerations of' irreg
ular shapes, and idiomorphic siegenite
grains in greywacke sandstone which is
relatively f'ree f'rom glauconite (3 cm).
6. Irregular chalcopyrite agglomerations
with occasional intergrowths of' siegenite
and pyrite, surrounded by highly glau
conitic sandstone (3 cm).
The bedded nature is pronounced on microscopic scales
as well.

Several examples are discussed below.

The previously
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described layering in Figures 12 and 14 are also typical
examples.
b.

Disseminated layered fabric

i.

Agglomerated sulphides
Many of the disseminated chalcopyrite agglomerations

occur as disconnected bands and lenses.

The megascopic as

well as the microscopic scales show identical patterns, as
shown in Figu res 19 and 20.

The patterns pictured in these

two f igures are typical f or chalcopyrite.
Chalcopyrite agglomerations are especially abundant in
the shale-subgreywacke sandstone.

Most of them are surround

ed by rings of sandy material with a wedge-shaped cross
section (see Figure 21).
In thin sections, sulphides other than chalcopyrite
appear as individual idiomorphic or subhedral grains and as
rragments of them.

Chalcopyrite alone usually forms agglom

erations of irregular, orten botryoidal shapes.
It is important at this stage to consider the signiri
cance of the reatures displayed by these chalcopyrite agglom
erations.
1.

The following are the most important points:
Their size varies within a small range.
them are between 0.5 cm and

2.

5

Most or

cm in length.

They form lenticular bands within the rock rabric,
but follow the bedding and are not randomly oriented.
As in Figure 19, the bedding is always arf ected by
the positions or the agglomerated chalcopyrite.

3.

In the case where sedimentary laminae abut against
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Figure 19. Chalcopyrite agglomerations
(with occasional pyrite intergrowths)
embedded in glauconitic greywacke sand
stone. The glauconite laminae usually
rollow the boundaries or the chalcopyrite
and are slightly disturbed below it.
The central band in the drawing is composed
or botryoidal disseminations or chalco
pyrite. Top in the drawing is top in the
bedding, and the length or the scale to
the lower lert in 1 cm.
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Figure 20. Microscopic chalcopyrite aggre
gates (large black areas with the exception
of a pyrite cube) in bedded greywacke sand
stone. The white areas are portions of a
large detritaI quartz grain, which is marked
as A in Figure 12. The black spots and streaks
in the lower half arui to the upper right are
galena and pyrite.
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the agglomerations, the number and thicknesses of
such laminae is usually not the same above and be
low the horizontal center-line of th e sulphide
mass.

Except for some rare cases the disrupted

laminae are more abundant towards the top of the
agglomerations.

4.

Therefore, this is a distinct

polar feature. i!Most, if not all of the agglomerations display a
botryoidal appearance.

Actually some botryoidal

structures are also preserved in regard to the
internal structure.

This pattern per se may be

taken as an indication of "free" growth, or the
formation in a gell-like environment, and not in

5.

solid rock.
The geometry of the individual masses is also polar.
The following two distinct properties are common:
a.

In gross detail, the upper surface of the chal
copyrite agglomerations are more straight,
while the lower boundaries show some convexity.
These features exhibit similarity to the aforedescribed load cast structures.

They are also

similar to the pattern illustrated in Figure 2
of HAYASHI and IWAI (1959).
*The term polar will be used here to designate features
that can be used as top-bottom indicators. They are
displayed by the sulphide masses as well as the en
closing sedimentary units.

b.

In fine detail, the lower bo.undary of a chal
copyrite mass is often more linearly straight,
while the upper limits are wavey.

This is

again a polar pattern, and can be explained
by the following:
i.

When the chalcopyrite mass started to
form there was some sediment on which it
could rest.

It must then line-up with

the materials of the sediment, with
occasional "sinking" induced by its
weight.

As it grew, it took shapes

determined solely by its geometric aff
inities, e. g., the formation of a bot
ryoidal structure.
ii.

At the time nucleation of chalcopyrite
had started, there must have been a good
concentration of its components in the
environment of deposition to allow full
growth at the bottom.

As the medium be

came depleted of the sulphide constituents
(because of continued precipitation), tree
like bodies end the stage of deposition
for each agglomeration.

This is influ

enced by precip itation at various foci
dispersed along the surface of the agglo
meration.
Such polar features can not be explained by assuming
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post diagenetic origin for these agglomerations.
Similar structures are described by RUST (1935), RUCHIN
(1958), KENDALL (1960) and others.

These authors attributed

the features to depositional and/or diagenetic times, i. e.,
a primary or syngenetic formation.
ii.

Concretionary sulphides
Concretion-like sulphide bodies are in many ways similar

to those described under the heading "agglomerated sulphides".
They are treated separately because they do not form con
tinuous bands or lenses, but are more isolated occurrences
in the layered sediment.

Figure 21 illustrates a concretion

like chalcopyrite Mass enclosed in glauconitic and shaly
greywacke sandstone.

sub

The fine laminae on top of the concre

tion are horizontally layered.

Those underlying it bend

around its lower boundary and are very close to each other.
A similar and distinct feature is abundantly displayed
by concretionary masses of marcasite.

These are f·ormed of

intricately intergrown "spear-headed" marcasite grains which
are sometimes twinned.
will be discussed below.

Many of these grains are broken, as
Galena is the main mineral found

to fill the breakage fissures, together with occasional chal
copyrite.
A sedimentary feature displayed by marcasite concretions
is pictured in Figures 22 and 23.

Here the marcasite grains

are more or less randomly oriented within the concretion,with
some preference of the vertical or near-vertical position.
Pointed ends usually make the outline of th e concretion look
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Figure 21. A concretion-like mass of chalcopyrite embedded
in glauconitic and shaly sub-greywacke sandstone. The chalco
pyri te in this case exhibits a botryoidal texture. It is al so
surrounded by a thin zone of greyish shale. The dotted areas
are more sandy than other members. A triangular or wedge
shappd area surrounds the chalcopyri te mass. Top in the
drawing is top in the bedding. Therefore, this feature is
polar and can be used as a top-bottom indicator. Drawing is
about the natural size.
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Figure 22.

A geopetal or top-bottom reature displaye d

by a sulphide concretion (greyish white mass to the lower
right) in greywacke sandstone (dark grey; Thin sections
M38 a, b, and c).

The concretion is rormed or 70�

marcasite in a matrix or 30% chalcopyrite, galena, and
siegenite.

Some pyrite-bravoite grains are also present.

Sulphides are also round as disseminations in the sand
stone.

The cubic grain to the lower lert is galena (note

its errect on bedding), and minute pyrite-bravoite gr ains
are dispersed along some micro layers, especially those
directly underlying the marcasite concretion.
largest diameter or the concretion is 1.2 cm.

The
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Figure 23.

The same sul phide concreti on pictured as

Figure 22, photographed on the othe r side or the cut
(about 2 mm eliminated by the saw).

In this cut, more than

one concretion is present along about the same basal line
or the dark lami nae , which are i n this picture tilted toward
the lert side.

This feature is also pictured in AMSTUTZ

(1963 a) and El BAZ and AMSTUTZ (1964).

irregular in rine detail.

In the two rigur·es, the sandy

laminae below the concretion bend around it and are usually
round with less spacing between them than there is away
rrom the concretion (where the lamination is usually hori
zontally layered).
The significance of this sedimentary feature displayed
by chalcopyr-ite and marcasite concretions is as follows:
1.

As was the case with chalcopyrite agglomerations,
the size of the concretions permits their study
with little or no microscopic aid.

2.

Their isolated occurrence, i.e., the lack or con
tinuous conpections, is the rule rather than the
exception, which make t hem one typical example or
disseminated fabrics displayed by a good portion
of the sulphide occurrences.

3.

A distinct polar reature is the shape or the spaCocl
between shale and glauconite laminae, which wedge
out below the concretions (see Figures 21,22 and
23).

This pattern illustrates the sinking or the

sulphide mass into the underlying sort rock and is
called a load cast structure, and is one top-bottom

4.

indicator.
An additional polar reature is the occasional term
ination or shale laminae against the concretions.
This occurs only at their upper end and not at their
bottom.
The pertinent reature can only be depositional;
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whereas the load cast per� can also be formed

5.

below pebbles which have fallen into a layered mud.
Like the chalcopyrite agglomerations, the "poly
sulphide" concretions exhibit als o a "botryoidal"
appearance, although it is not as distinct.

6.

Some of the concretions display similarity to
organic structures.

The concretion illustrated

in Figures 22 and 23, for example, falls in the
geometric patterns of animal orientation illus
trated and described in detail in Chapter

5

in AGER

(1963), and reported by him as far back as in 1858

by BILLINGSo
Upon extended observations (made by Professor E.
Mancher of M.I.T. and by the present author), no
traces of organic structures were found.

Therefore,

they were not formed by replaceme nt of pre-existing
organic remains.

The alternative possibility of

concretionary formation appears to be the correct
interpretation.
7-

The symmetry of the triangular wedges of piled-up
sedimentary material along the sides of the sulphide
concretions is distinctly polar.

One or more of

the sandy layers alternating with shale laminae
thickens near the outer rim of the concretions; to
form a wedge-shaped abutting mass.

These sandy

layers and the terminated shale lamina or laminae
described in feature_

4, are the features that date
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the concretion.

They are the only interrupted

iso chrons,�� a....,_d c ansequently, they must be
isochronous with the f'or-mation or the concre
tion.

The wedg e-shaped thickenings of the

sandy layers may have rormed by accumulation
or sandy material during deposi tion or the
load casting sulphide agglomeration; or
durin g d iagene tic later·al adjus tments.
8"

Mos t of' these f'eatures appear to be geometri-cally
identical with those displayed by pebbles or rock
f'r·agrr.i.ents and large detr·i tal quar tz grains
embedded in the greywacke sandstone, as ror
example, gra.i�s A and B in Figure l2o

Thus 9 it

is just if'i ed to deal with 'both things in the s&me
mar..,r.,.er 9 in e.

9

to interpre t their mode or fonna

tio� relying en the same criteria that are
colle�ted rrcm similar obser vations.
Most cf these reatures have, more probably, rormed
during d!ag enetic compaction.

Compaction of the sediments

is a process that has recei·ved a great deal 01.. attention 9
especially in recent years.

WELLER tl959), BAKER (1961)

9

and others, pursued se7eral studies on the behavior or t he
sediments during canpaction.

'l'op-bottom indicators that

4 9 p. 71 in KAYE and BARGHOORN s
(1964) 1 w.hicr. illustrates co mpaction iscchrons
arour1d peat :og s

*Compare with Figure
v
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can develop during this process are described at length
by SHROCK (1948), WELLER (1960), s.:.'1.d POTTER s.r-d PETTIJOHN
(1963)0

These authors do not describe sulphide concretio�s,

but rather rock concretions of' identical geometric nature
to the ones a�ove-describedo

Moreover, it was not ed long

ago that sulphides occur as primary concretionary f'orms,
and these were regarded as normal concretions, see for
example the defir.ition given by LANDRIN (1864, p. 113-114)"
Sulphide co�cretions are known to form syngenetically
in almost all coal deposits (usually called sulphide or
pyrite

11

balls 11

) o

'I'.hose and similar occurrences are ca.'lsid

ered to be of' a primary origin"

T'.b.ey can probably r�rm by

precipitation iL an euxi�ic environment.
Sulphide concreticns are also known in many shale
be,ds"

MA T.dIAS ( 1928) , !"'or example, .has described

11·

syn

genetic py::::>ite concretior... s" (of' .similar nature to those above
described) in Pe�nsylvanian shales or north-central Mis�ourio
It i s for ths above reasor.:.s that the s"Ulp.hide
concretions of' t he F!'edericktown ore specimens studied are
regarded to have started to form at the beginning of the
period of' depositio�, and to have continued to grow during

diagenes is.

It m�st also be added that microscopically there is
no evidence of' sulphide replacement of' a pre-existing
rock constituent in this case.
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iii.

Granular sulphides
In the rock units or the Tra nsition Zone, galena occurs

as individual grains a nd grain clusters disseminated in
layered patterns

Small amounts of' galena disseminations

o

are present in almost all llthologic units studiedo

To a

lesser extent 1 pyrite and more re.rely siegenite occur :.n
the same way.
The shapes of' these individual gr·ains are of·ten cubic,
and occasio nally

I'

m.u:di ah.

F'igure 18 exhibits several galena

grains that occur in layered patterns, as well as randomly
ttpeppered" in the greywacke and arkose sandsto?":eu
Even though the sizes of' these individual grains �ay
vary greatly ( .!"r·om 1 es s than 1 mm t o about 2 cm in length) i
the larger gr·ains are more c ommor.. in the more shaly portions.
In the sa.ndy layers JI the grains are usually smallero
Another important obse:r·vation is that e,longs.te galena
grains (wr.ich usually li& with the J.ong axes parallel to
to the bedding) are mcr·e common in the dolomitic porti ons,
whereas the cubes and roundi sh bodies are abundant as

dispersions in the ark ose sa:id�=:t or..e"
Smaller galena and pyrite grains are more abundant in
layers displaying mic�o-3tructures, both tectonic and
depositional"

Ar.. example of· m:!.cro-tectcnic structures

was given in Figure l2.

Depositional structures are also observed in the

non-sulphide ro�k mate.rial itself', as f'or· example pictur•ed
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in Fig�res 12 (line Y) and 18 (upper right side of' the
specimen)o

Both o:f these :features are similar to the above

described load castso
Load casts or Belastungsmar·ken (PLESSMAN, 1961, Po 523)
often occur at the base of' sandstone beds that overly
shaly layer·H

Since alternatians of b oth types of' rocks

o

ia the r--Jle rather than the exception in the Transition
Zone, they are very abundant in this unit in the
Fredericktown Mineo
'I'he f'orma. tion of' load casts may be depositional as well
as diagenetico

Perhaps the best explanation or the mode of'
Describing "f'low

their f'ormati on is given by SHROCK (1948) o
casts"

9

which are the same f'eatures, he states on Po 156�

"Sort hydroplastic sediments, if' unequally loaded
with sand or gravel 1 yield to the weight of the
superincumbept load by f'lewingo The resulting
structure is a layer or coal or shale with the upper
sur�ace thrown into asymmetrical drawn-out :Colds
ajd broad 9 rounded depressionso The overlying
sand 9 which ca::: :flow because or its large water
content, molds itsel:f to the undulating surf'ace
o:f the mud or ore'Jlnic sedimer.t, so that on
compaction the sand layer shows a counterpart of' the surf'ace on its underside ( F'ig so
116 9 117) o T'he 1 •rolls", lobate ridges, and
other raised r"eat,.ires thus produced and
preserved in t�e overlying sandstone are
here given t he de.sJgnat:ton flow cast"
o

It must be stated that the "load cast" s tructures
portrayed by the above-described sulphide concretions
develop by a

O

s:!.nking11 e.:f:f"ect

o

The flow of layers is

only apparent in the rock itsel:f, which in many cases
enclose granular sulphides o

The r·e la ticm t.etween the gr·anula.r• sulphide bodies that
occur as dissemination.a in samples f'rom the Transition Zone
and the load cast str,·.;:.c tures is not readily app�rent .
However ll it was .found in ssveral cases that galena occu:r·s
in the immedi&. te vic::.::::i ty 01� these str·uctures.

Galena

is o'b2.er·ved r"ight on top a!ld er.. bottom of' the load cast
bm.rr.:dar·y lines,
In the carbonate-bearing members of' the Transition
Zone ll galen.a occurs as disseminations.

He re the individual

grain� may attai:::.1. le:n.gths up to 2 cm ll as shown in F'igu.'.!'°e 24ao
An additional characterist i c is that most of these
galena grai:1.s a.rs a.lined with their elo:nga te axes parallel
to the beddir.:.g pla!les.

'I'he latter• are usually not disturbed

except for som& disruptio�o

BUCKLEY (�909 9 Plate XXIV, between p. 208 and 209)
pic:.t-:....red disseminated galena and its relation to shale
lamir.:.ae.

He aJ..30 ahowed that a part o.f the laminae abuts

agair..st the galena and a part ber.!.dS around it.

In his

drawing { r·eproduced as Figure 24b), galena i s quite
commonly er�velope,d by sane shale laminaeo

It is also

importa�t to note that the �ending of shal e laminae
aro'l..tr.1.d the s'i...lphide clusters or grains, can serve ad a
top-bottom indicatoru

I� the upper drawing, the top is

most probably t."Jwar·ds the lower· r·ight, and in the lower
drawing, the top is towards the bot tom of the drawi�..go
In Figur·e 24c two bxamples of the occurrence of
gale.'1.a ir.. suc:h f'orm are shown..

Case 1 demonstrates a
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TOP

1

smm 1

Figure 24a. Granular disseminations of galena (solid black)
in sub-greywacke sandstone.
The dotted bands and areas
are made of sulphides "proxying" for some of the matrix
between the quartz grains. The matrix in other portions
(white) is partly formed of calcite.
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Figure 24b." Drawings showing the appearance of
the galena when observed :in thin sections through
a compound microscope. These show galena in the
more shaly layers. A few quartz fragments show in
the lower section." After BUCKLEY, 1909, Plt. XXXIV.
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Figure 24c. Schematic drawings of the two extremes
of geometric patterns displayed by large((l mm to
3 cm) galena grains in the laminated shaly members
of the Transition Zone. The average lenght of the
the logest axes is 1 cm. The possibilities of origin
of these often idiomorphic grains are as follows:
Case 1:
a. Gradual synchronous deposition
b. Fast growth in a partly consolidated rock.
c. Replacement in a hard rock.
Case 2:

a. Fast synchronous deposition.
b. "Porphyroblastic budding" in a so:rt rock.
c. �Porphyroblastic budding"in a hard rock.
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grain around which the shale laminae abuto
laminae bend around the gale�a graino

In Case 2 these,

The possible inter

pretations of' ·coth exa..--nples are given in the cap.tion of' the
.figure.

Howeve:r,, the probabiliti es are as .follows:

Case 1 �

a) The specif'ic gr-avi ty of' galena is much high.er
tha:!1 that of' -::C.1..e enclosing f"acies o

T"'neref,ore,

:ine would expect thir.i�:ing and bending of' the
shale la minae directly underlying the grain,
had both deposited at the same time.

Hence,

gradual synchronous deposition is probably
not a correct interpretation�
b) A diagenetic accumulation and crystallization
of· the crulphides would mean that the sulphide
grain t··or,ms in a par·tly ccmpacted rock, and
that theref·ore the abae:1ce of' load cast
isochron� is r�ot peculiar.

Gr·owth in a partly

co�solidated rock appears to be the most
probable catse.
c) Replacement in a hard or comple tely lithiried
rock may prod·u.ce the same :feature.

However

the mechanism in this case requires the :follow
ir... g assumptions:
i o The shale and carbonat e material occupy
ing the space o.f the subsequent galena
grain has to be removed in a way that
allows the ot"ten idiamorphic or "sub
ang,.1lar" grains to f'ormo
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iio 1he dissolved material needs to be
car�ied away w ithout affecting the
surrou�ding rock, a nd of' course Pb
and Sneed to be introduced through
the hard rock, a lso without a.ff'ect
ing the rock ( the soft state o.f the
rock in case lb does not present
this di.ff'icult yo
Case 2:

a) Fast accumulation o.f the galena would produc e
the pictured fea ture.

Thinning of the shale

lami�ae underlying the g alena would be the
result oi' the sinking of· the latter· because
of' its de...--isity, much in the same way as des
cribed for the sulphide co ncretions (Figures
21 to 2.3 Jo

7ne thir....7ling of the laminae on

top of' the grain is produced by compaction o
Theref·cr-e synchronous d eposi tio� of' galena
and th6 enclosing facies in this case is a
more logic a l interpretation.
b) '!'he

11

por·ph.yr-oblastic budding" in material which

is �ot entirely compacted is the next possibility.
The degree of' thinning on the b ottom as compared
to that

•:J!'l

to p would then be a :function of th e

time of' f'ormat ion of' t he grains.

Early formed

grains would produce more thinning at the
bottom than late grains.

c) The "porphyroblastic buddi ng" in a hard rock
would require about the same assumptions listed
f'or le o
iv.

Fragmental sulphides
Fragments of' sulphide grains also occur as disseminati ons

in the greywacke s andstoneo
imum diameter of' Ool mmo

These f'ragments attai n a max

They usually exhipit crystal

lographic b oundari es, and display triangular shapes in
section..

Occasional round-shaped grains also exist.

Galena and pyrite are the only minerals f'o und to occur in
such a mode.

Figure 25 illustrates a spot where they occur

in a polymict subgreywacke sandstone.

The spot i s pictured

f'rom the lef't porti on of' the area marked as Zin Figure 12.
These f'ragmehts of grains may have been derived either
f'rom the source rock of' the enclosihg sediment, or by the
submarin e reworking of' s8me layers containing sedimentary
sulphides.
In order t o test the possibility f'or a "elastic"
origin, the similarity betwee� the grain sizes of' these

sulphide grains and the quar,tz grains ih the same horizon
(area Zin Figure 12) was plotted.
Figure 26.

The result is shown in

The similarity of' the gra in size ( and s hape)

has been used to indicate a similar 0rigih f'or sand gr ains
by SHEPARD and YOUNG (1q61) and many others.
The shape of' the above-des oribed s-.1lphide gMins i s
oft en angular, but so me overgrowths are f'ouhd aroUnd 30
Per cent of' these grains.

The overgrowths can be cdnsidered

authigen ic, or of' a later age

o
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Figure 25.

Sulphide grains (black) embedded in dolomitic

subgreywacke sandstone.

Some or the sulphide grain

rragment s are possibly "ela stic".
are observed.

Am:oeba-like overgrowth s

Whitish constituent s are detrital quartz in

a carbonate matrix (greyi sh).
sulphides (nicols crossed).

Not a ll black tones are
Sca le 40:1.
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Figure 26. Size distribution curves of 140 sulphide grains and 108 quartz grains observec
in the area of the wedge marked Zin Figure 12. The statistical counting of the grains
from the same area was made by three observers. The average values of their observations
were used to plot these curves. The limit of recognition of grains was considered 20
microns for quartz and 10 microns for the sulphides.
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These grains and fragments are quantitati vely insig
niricant canpared with the other modes of occurrence or
the sulphides (in area, and not in number or grains) u
However j their occn.1rr·er.. ce suggest s the existen0e of· some
sulphides in the enviror.:ment ir.:. w.11ich the enclosing sedi
mentary material was depositedo
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D.
lo

THE BONNETERRE FOR.MATION

ROCK FACIES
The Bonneterre Formation is described by several

authors to be predominantly dolomite, especially in the
southeastern Missouri "Lead Belt n area o

As a!2 example of'

the earlier wor ks w'INSl,OW (1695) described the Bon:neterre
lithof'acies in detailo

The only rece�t wor·k is that by

KOENIG (1954), i-.·ho r•ev:!.ewed the previous work O::'.l the f'or·m
ation.
The stratigraphic subdivis ion of' tr..e Bonneterre
Formation proposed by St. Joseph Lead Compa::'.ly geol�ists

(Re. OHLE and BROWN, 19.54 , Po 205) constitute its most
widely used classif'icationo

It is as f'ollows {f'rom top

to bottom):
( 1) "At Flat River, a dense,

grey, 11 dead-loo:King"
Some ore at Bonne Terre.
dolomite, no oreo
( 2) At Flat River, a mottled mixt�re of blue and
white areas with mar..y v1-1gs, TI'.) ore o At Bo:n.."'le
Terre j similar to 5 rock but chocolate b:rowno
May carry ore in dissemir...ated f'orm or i!l thin
solid streaks" (subdivisioLs 1 and 3� 25�-JOrn).
( 5) Thick-bedded tan dolomite, �n ma�y p�ace3
oolitic; ore spreads laterally parallel to the
beddingo Most ore is at the bottom co�tacto
Mined extecsively on upper levels at Flat
River and Bonne ·I'erre 9 usually breaks we:_1
Ore is disseminated
a=:.d gives a good roof'o
or in thin solid streakso Some high-level
zinc ore at Desloge.
(30m]o
n
( 7) "Fingered" rock j "snurly rock ,, and grey
spotted rock ar·e characteristic o Wavy,
irregular bedding, especially where
".f'in gered"
Ore spotty ar.1.d not parallel
to beds except at top and bottom contacts.
Ore of'ten in we::i.1-def•ined "roll structurea 11
with long, straight trends of' considerable
vertical .height. Large tonnage pr oducer at
Flat River and Bonne Terre. Some interbedded
0
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tan layers. Green sh.ale and slime bed 35
f"eet above base in same areas. Occasionally
contains limestone.
f30m-37m].
( 10) Fine-grained, tan, an� sugary or coarse
crystalline and green spotted. Thickest
development on southwest side of' district.
Underlies "tan ri dge" str·uc tures. Of"ten
interbedded with 10 f'eet plus or minus of'
7 ro ck.
(12) Usually thin-bedded, f'ine-gr•ained 9 grey
dolomite with "crepe'' structure. Good ore
chief''ly i n 1-10 f'oot spotted "marble" bed
at base. This "marble" may be "f"inge1°ed"
and may pass laterally into black shale
plus ore. Ore spreads parallel to beds
over large areas. An important zinc
horizon. o:rten contains limestone.
( 1.5) Characteri s"tically coarse crystalline 9 and
light-colored with green gla�conite spots.
May also contain tan dolomite "slime"
green and black shale 9 and spotted "marble"
beds� Thin-bedded. Especially good ore
rock when it contains ''marble" and black
shale bands. Widespread ore parallel to
bedding. Especially well developed at
Desloge, Leadwood, and Bonne Terre.
(19) Tan or grey dolomite with 5-80 per cent
sand gr·ains. Not generally a good ore
zone. Under·lies "sand-ridge 11 structures.
[subdivisions 10 to 19: 20m-40m)."
j

The sampled portions of' the Bonneterre from the
Fredericktown Mine correspond to subdivisions 7 to 15,
especially 12 and 15u

Subdivision 19 is called the

Transition Zone in this thesis.

It is essenti ally a

greywacke sandstone, at least in the Fredericktown area.

Some o:r the reported studies on the Bonneterre litho
f'acies in southea3tern Missouri attribute the "dolomitiza

tion" to hydrother"Inal epigenetic processes.
diagenetic dolomitizat ion criteria.

Others report

Since the ti.me of'

dolomite formatio n is essential in regard to the genesis
of' the contained sulphides, it will be discussed brierly in
Chapter V or this dissertation.

lOl
The Bonneterre Formation in the Fredericktown Mine is
c0mposed o.f dolomitic limestone with minor intercalations
o.f shale a nd o.f limestoneo*

Shale units are common towards

its base and are similar· to those usually described as
"euxinic shales'v o

In the literature the limestone occur

rences are described usually as dark grey massive lenses
o.f irregular distributiono

Some or the ore minerals�

especially galena are .found within limestone bod.ies as will
be described later.
The co mposition o.f the samples collected .from the
Bonneterre in the F'reder·ickto�-n Mine was tested by
Alizarine Red stain (composed o.f l/16 N HC1�2.7 ml conco
HCl to 16 OZo water, and 1.25 ml solid untamped Alizarine
Red "S 0 dye).
dolomite.

I'his stain will a.fi"ect calcite but not

The most recent and most complete paper o�

staining methods f'or the di.f.fer·entia tion between carbonate
minerals is that by FRIEDMAN (1959)0

His methods were later

modi.fied by WOLF and WARNE (1960) and WARNE (1962)0
Through staining, no carbonate sample was .found to be
composed o.f calcite or dolomit e only.
both minerals were presento

In all tested samples

However, the coarser grained

portions are more dolomitico
The dolomitic limestone o.f t he Bonneterre is dark grey,

*The limestone intercalations in the Bonneterre Form
ation were earlier r·e.ferred to as "Tom Sauk limestone"
(e.g. DAKE, 1930 and BRIGHTAN, 1937). However, its
conventional name among Missouri geologists now is
the "Taum Sauk marble" (HAYES, 1961c, p. 8).
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compact and usually f'r·actured 9 with many comp action
f'eatures.

Although it is in most places p erf'ectly layered,

it exhibits some irregula rities as illustrated in Figure
270

They were described t'ram the same formation by

BUCKLEY (1909 .9 Po 27) 9

In the Fredericktown Mine they are

sometimes accompanied by cross-cutting f'eatures as shown in
Figure 280
The carbonates of' the Bon..�eterre display stylolitic
surf'aces between indl.vidual layers.
The orig in of' stylolites in various sediments is
still a matter ot' controversyo

They are known to occur in

sandstone (PRICE, 1934) 1 in quartzite (TARR, 1916 and
YOUNG, 1945), in s�derite (JAMES, 1951), and in cherts
(TREFETHEN, 1947)

0

Their origin is ascri bed to solution

p ressures af'ter rock induration by several authors, eogo,
STOCKDALE (1922), BASTIN (1933), GOLDMAN (1940), and
DUNNINGTON (1954)"

However, SHAUB (1939) raised several

objectio ns to this theory and stated that stylolitic
structures can develop penecontemp oraneouslyo

SHROCK

(1948, po 240) bel�evea that mo�t of' such structures are
"secondary" b-:..it agreas t:bat some "may have a peneccntempor
aneous or,igir.t''

o

In addition, PARK ( 1962) studied and

classif'ied the s tyloli tes occur,ring in the Fredonia lime
stone (now called Ste. Genevieve limestone; A. Ce SPRENG,
1964, perso camo)� of' the f'luorsp ar district of' southern
Illinois, and pres er..ted criteria f' or an early !'ormation
during diager.esiso
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Figure 27.

Irre gularities in sedimentation within the lay..

ered rabric or the Bonneterre lithora cies.
layer is composed or black shale.

The darkest

It carries the major

part or the sulphid e disseminations (mos tly galena).

The

veinlets crosscutting the d o lomitic bed in the centre or
the photograph and where the scale lies are rilled with
galena.

l04

Figure 28.

Cross-cutting galena veinlet or r illed crack in

Bonneterre dolomitic limestone.

The lower portion or the

specimen is composed or black shale, which is partly sandy.
Galena is also round along bedding planes (dark horizontal
streaks).

M�croscopically, similar reatures are round with

no apparent replacement relationships between galena and
the enclosing rock.
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Figure 29.

Stylolitic bedding planes (dark horizontal

lines) in Bonneterre dolomitic limestone.

Those and other

bedding markers are disrupted by galena (light irregular
patches and spot s ).

The sulphide in this case does not

f'orm "load cast" structures which suggests its late
f'ormation.

Except f'or pyrite-bravoite grains, no other

sulphide mineral s occur in such a pattern.
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No apparent rela tion between the sulphides in
Fredericktown and the stylolitic �urraces was observed.
Except ror galena which usually disrupts them, as in

Fi gures 29, 32 and 33.

In thin section the carbonates of' the Bonneterre

S$.mples collected in the Pr-&dericktown Mine are usually
rormed of' medium to e;oa:r·se crystalline euhedral to
subhedral gra ins of' dolomite and calcite f'rom 20 and
less to 70 microns.

The larger grains may show some zo ned

growth, a nd twinning patter�s.

This property is more

typical or dolomite than or calcite.

The riner grained

carbonates are orten anhedral and to a les ser extent
subhedral, but indiscriminately f'i�er grained than the
"zoned" dolomite grains.
A characteristic fea ture or the Bonneterre is the
abundance or glaucor-ite, especially in the basal units.

In

the Transition Zone this mineral occurs as lenses and some
disseminations, but in the Bonneterre it is uaually dis
seminated.

Here it also displays a porous texture, is

li ght green a nd of'ten rounded.
The car·bo!late rocks cf' the Bonneterre sometimes
contain large detrital quartz grains (rrom

5mm

to Jcm).

In polished sections quartz gra ins are easily distin
guished rrom the carbonates by the more pronounced relief',
and the clean polish.

In the samples studied, the quartz

content is so small that it plays an insignif'icant role in
regard to intergrowths w!th the sulphide minerals.
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Another important !'ea t·ure in the Bonneterre dolomitic
limestone is the abundance of drusee and vugs which oaitain
dolomite, clacite, quartz arJ.d sulphide minerals as compar
atively large crystals.

The r.:.ature of these .features and

their linings are items to be discussed in the following
secti on.

2.

SULPHIDE OCCURRENCES
Galena is the moat abundant sulphide in the Bonneterre

observed at Fredericktowr...

In most districts of' the !\'Lead

Belt", the Bonneterre "Dolomite': is the pr·incipal ore
bearing horizon 1 where galena occurs in lay6red as well
as disseminated ra·brics.

In the dolomitic limestone o.f

Fredericktown, galena occurs in t.his .formation either as
disseminations or in cross-cuttir..g structures.

It is

accompanied by mir.or amo�nts of other sulphides, especially
sphalerite, pyrite-bravoite, ar�d chalcopyrite, in the order
of decreasing abundance.
a.

Disseminated grains ar..d cl�sters of grains
In the lowest horizons of the Bonneterre at Frederick

town; in the black shale beds ,, galena occurs as layered
disseminations in c�bes and occasionally as rou.�dish
grains.

Branching or radiating aggregates, similar to the

galena "stars" or "phenocrysts" f'rom the Federal Mines

operated by the St. Joseph Lead Company, ar e less abundant.
Galena cubes, and less commonly cubo-octahedra also
occur as "peppered'' disseminations in the dolomitic
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limestone"

On a small scale j these grair-s can be coined as

being "incongr·uent" because t hey dist�rb the bedded nature
outlir!ed by stylo::!..i tiG surf'aces and oth&r bedding marker•s.
They are ider.tical to the ones described in t he do1o:::r:i tic
members of' the ,..L'ransi tio:r: Zo::ie, see f'or· example Fig�.1:::-e 24.
It is also impo:cta.."'!t to :ziote that r..o f'ra:gin&nts of·
sulphide grains weI•e f'ou:nd as dissem:L"'lations in tho
Bonneterre lithof'acies.

Most of' the grai ns display

crystallographic boU:-!.dari.es of' one sort or another, which
h

"

may indicate that they were diagenetically recrystallizsd.
Chalcopyrite is usually associated with dolomite
rather than with limestone.

It occurs as concretionary

agglomerations and "leaves 11 of' irregular shapes.

Dispersed

intergrowths of pyr·i te cubes are common within the chal
ccpyrite masses.

A microscopic f'eature is shown in

Figure 30, where the bouI"!dary between the dol0mite and the
underlying portion of· a c.halcopyri te "leaf'" is drawn in
two scales.
At a microscopic scale, this boundary is irreg�lar,
and islands or dolomite are f'ou_nd in the chalcopyrite ma�s.
As shown in Figure 30b 7 the dolomite usually surrounds
pyr·i te cubes and the dolomite islands in the sulphide mass
indicate the positions of' pyrite.

T'ne dolomite in this

case contains same quartz grains.
Another common and distinct f'eature associated with
the rare occurrences or sulphides in the Bon�eterre
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Figure 30a. Part of a chalco
pyrite "leaf" underlying a do
lomite layer. The line separa
rating the two masses is con
spicuously irregular. The dot
ted areas are fine idiomorphic
disseminations of sulphides in
the dolomite. Top in the drawing
is top in the bedding. The arrow
points to the spot drawn below.
Scale J:1.

0

1mm

Figure JOb. Carbonate (white) islands within sulphides
(black). They usually surround pyrite cubes disseminated
in chalcopyrite. The two dotted grains to the left are
detrital quartz embedded in a fine-grained dolomitic
matrix.

llO
Formation is exempli:f'ied in Figure 31

o

Galena aggrega tea

or clusters of' grains are usua.l::.y 8U.rrounded by coarse and
occasionally zoned dolomite grains o

Zonal str-uc.tures are

frequent in dolomites� and ROGERS and KERR (1942, Po 209)
state that zo:-.drlg i:n dolomite is due t0 variations in th e
iron contento

Zoning illustrated ir.. Figure 31, however,

can be attributed to layered overgrowths during recrystal
lization.
SCHUELLER (1958, po 667) pictures a similar intergrowtho
He thinks that the galena in this case is not primary, but
formed b y hydrothermal-epigenetic processes.
b.

Cross-cutting features
Cross-cutting veinlets are common in the dolomitic

limestone of' the Bonneter0 re

o

Ve inlets or the type

illustrated in Fig,1�e 28 a.re predcminant.
not exceed 0 .. 5 m in lengtho

Here they do

Sever-al suc�r... structures were

observed in the mine and the tenninations or the s�lphide
veinlets were ur:ua.lly in sulphide ri�h layerso
Geometrically

vi

incongruent'·; f·eaturea are no t neces

sarily secondary o� epigenetic.

The diagenesis or carbon-

ate rocks (as described �or example by ANDREE, 1911;

BATHRUST, 1958; and ILLING j 1959) may result in the

development or cross-c-...1.tting or incongruent .featureso
SCHOT (1963) and AMSTUTZ (1964) describe non-commercial
cencentrations o.f sulphides in t�e limestone, dolomite,
and chert of the Je.f.ferson City Formation near Rolla,
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0.1 mm
o..._..---ti
1

Figure 31. Coarse and occasionally zoned dolomite
grains surrounding part of a galena aggregate (black).
The inter�ace between the two minerals is linear, which
suggests contemporaneous crystallization. Occasional
veinlets of galena are round between and inside some
dolomite grains, which suggests partial replacement of
the latter along_cleavage planes. The matrix in this
case (Sample MJJ) is dolomi.tic cal.cite (A11zarine Red).
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Missouri.

They indicate the existe nce o� some cross

cutting feature s w.hich are attributed to diagenesis.
Actually, local diagenetic replacement relationships
are also reported,

CORRENS (1939) 1 SANDER (1950 1 p. 3�5-326)� and�

SUJKOWSKI ( 195'8) also des cri·be me c.hani sms through
which cross-cutting f'eatures can develop during diagenesis.
AMSTUTZ (1964a) has summarized cross-cutting diagenetic
.features in ore deposits in the recent symposium on dia
genesiso

Theref'ore .11 and in agreement with the terminology

p roposed by LOMBARD (1949), the existence of cross-cu tting
.features per � cannot be ta ken as a criterion f·or a

hydrothermal-epigenetic origin of' the sulphides present
in these structures.
The cross-cutting .features displaye,d by the salphides
in the Bor..neterre f'aci es o!"' Frederic kt own show var·ious

geometric patterns.

These may suggest a specific mode or

.formatio� when tho time el ement is consideredo

F'or this

reason, they are discussed separately in the f'ollowing
section.

Distinction is made between small range disrup

tion .features , sulphide breccias and sulphide veinlets
1.

o

Disru ption f'ea.tures
One disruption featu re typi cal or and limit ed to

galena, is that o.f thin string3 or str-e aks branching within

th e carbonate rock .fabric in irregular patterns.
strings range between 0,. 5 to

32 and 33) o

The se

5 cm in length ( see Figures 29,

7ney attain maximum thickness when horizontally
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Figure 32.

Galena patches, streaks and irregular bodies

(black) in dolomit ic limestone (grey).

This feature is

thought to form by the mechanical or "thixotropic" b reaking
up, in a stage transitional to breccia formation.
ment of a 1 : 1 photograph of a thin section.

Enlarge

TOP �-------�

.._

,_ � '

W™

--

o.scm
Figure 33. Drawing of a dolomitic limestone (white) sample carrying
galena (black areas). Galena occurs along bedding planes as well as in
cross-cutting structures. The vertical strings usually disrupt the stylo
litic surfaces. The minute specks ot galena are shallow cuts in similar
grains to the larger ones. See also Figures 29 and 32.

f--l
f--l
�
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layered; whereas they are thinner when vertically oriented.
Galena in such cases :rorms a network pattern of strings.
The continuation of the galena strings was checked by cutting
some samples along several parallel planes and comparing the
adjacent sides.
The vertical elements of the pattern usually disrupt
the stylolytic bedding planes and other layering indicators,
e.g., interfaces between coarse and f ine-grained beds or
laminae, as shown in F igures 32 and 33.

In any horizontal

surface they may appear as separate lamellae or disconnected

lenticular bodies.

Structur·es or the type illustrated in Figures 29, 32

and 33 may be due to the :rracturing o:r the not-completely
solid rock due to vibrational or "tectonic" disturbances,
a:rter which galena moved in and :rilled the induced fractures.
These features can be occasional incidents as well as
predominant patterns in the Bonneterre.
tions to complete brecciation.

There are transi

Their irregularity and

small range distribution distinguish them :rrom normal
veinlets.

Perhaps they are due to "thixotropic" disruption.

The principles of' rheology are becoming more and more
important to the study o:r rock deformation especia lly in
ore-bearing beds.

o:r these, thixotropy has been used to

explain several deformational :reatures o:r muddy sediments
as well as in sedimentary rocks o:r variable nature.

As

def'ined by WEBSTER (1961), thixotropy is "the property
exhibited by various gels o:r becoming :rluid when shaken,
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stirred, or otherwise disturbed"

o

As will be discussed

below the property can be applied to solid material that
transforms into a less-solid phase upon�thixotropic"
disturbances.
BERTRAND ( 1897) and other leadin g sedimentologists
agreed upon t he thought that tectonism is the ultimate
controllin g factor in sedimentation.

Minor tectonic

movements within any environment are liable to produce
specific structures in the sediments that are a result
of minor disturbances or vibrations.

The mathematical

expressions of the thixotropic behavior of solid
material are derived by DAHLGREN (1959).
It was reported by several authors that different rock
types behave differen tly upon thixotropic disturbance,
therefore inducing fractures in certain horizons while
others are not affected.

Per haps the most important studies

on the thixotropic behavior of rocks are those by BOSWELL
(1949, 1950, 1952, and 1961).

He was more interested in

flow behavior of the still muddy environments.

WILLIAMS

(1961 9 p. 443) states that Professor P. H. G. Boswell
devoted most of his geolo gic inves tigations to thixotropy
as well as to the nature of greywackes.
FAIRBRIDGE (1946) and ACKERMANN (1948) also consider
many intra-stratal disturbances to be due to the thixo
tropic behavior of the sediment s.

On page

34, 270, and

296, NIGGLI (1952) describes features that ar e indicative
of· the same.

ll7

T he experimental work purs:ied by RErTGER (1935)
illustrated in 16 figures supports the thixotropic
behavior of soft rocks 1 and indicates that this property
must be considered in the explanation of features su ggest
ing deformation 1 including disruption o
The relation between plastic deformation of sedimentary
rocks and the thixotro pic intra-formational disruption a nd
"corrugation" is suggested for some structures in rocks in
Japan by HAYASHI (1954, 1955, 1959, and 1960).

He attri

butes the development of some sandstone dikes to the
pertinent geological phenomenon; thixotro pyo
In the dolomitic limestone sa mples studied by the
present author, only galena occurs in disruption features
that maybe due t0 "thixotropic" deformation.

This mineral

is often fou..�d in strings 0f random orientation within the
dolomitic limestone.

The galena strings or streaks for m

branching struc tures that are often connected.

The close

associat ion of' galena with such structures suggests a
late crystallization time for galena.
ii.

Dolomite breccias
Many of' the sulphide-r ich .horizons of the Bonneterre

in the "Lead Belt" are bre cciated dolomites.

Brecciation

in Fredericktown is 1 .however, less common than in other
districts.

Gale�a is the main sulphide that surrounds

broken dolomite pieces sometimes together with dolomitic
limestone, for example, in sample D4.
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The Breccia is in some cases o.f the monogenic type
(GIGNOUX and AVNIMELECH, 1937)0

This indicates that th e

rragments are o.f similar comp.ositi on 9 and are b.ound by a
homogenous non-elastic cement.
It is interesting to n ote that this type o.f breccia
is geometrically identical with that described to .form in
sedime�tary rocks through shattering.

Autobrecciation or

the monogenic type is reported in other t ypes or r ocks,
ror example, by CURTIS (1954)0

He describes it in aa

rlows and pyroclastic debris 1 an occurrence that is only
similar in the geometric sense.
The Bo�Tieterre breccias can be explained t0 rorm in
two ways.

First 1 by the diagenetic rracturing or the

layered sediment and the contemporaneous movement o.f
the pore-solutior.. .from above, below or laterally 9 to
rill the produced spaceso

Secondly 9 by a shattering o.f

the dolomite layers after their lithi.f'ication, and by
solutions .filling "empty spaces" or replacing the
cement made or .f ine debris produced during rock rrag
me ntation o

The .filling or "empty spaces" is the more

probabl6 case, since in most cases no observational
evidence o.f replacem ent exist.
iii.

Sulphi de veinlets
Galena is described to occur in cross-cutting vein

lets and as rillings in joints in the "Lead Belt" area.
Veinlets with galena also occur in the dolomitic lime
stone units o.f the Bonneterre in Fredericktown, as
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mentioned bef'ore.

However, some of these veins are

thought to follow fault planes as described by several
authors.

The only illustration of this interp�etation

in the Fredericktown Mine is that by BUCKLEY (1909),
where he indicated "post-faulting" galena in pla te LXXIII.
In the same plate he also emphasized the abundance of
"pre-f'aulting" galena layers and disseminations that are
dislocated by faults as "a typical face of ore 11

o

The occu rrence of galena in these cross-cutting
veinlets can also be attributed to both syn- and epi
"tectonic" times.
Microscopic cross-cutting gal ena bodies occasion
ally exhibit irregular boundaries with the enclosing
matrixo

In such cases a replacement relations.hip is

suggested o

Like the veinlets, this replacement may be

of' diagenetic age.

After partial induration of the

limestone or dolomit e bed, the pore-solution co uld have
moved (through the pore spaces) to fil l void spaces with
galena and to par tly corrode pre-existing grains, and
proxy f'or some of the carbonate matrix under the imposed
pressure o
Some of the corrosion features exhibited in the
vicinity of micro-tectonic structures in the Transition
Zone can be attributed to the same process.
Co

Sulphides in cavities, vugs 2 and druses
Vugs and druses are quite ccmmon in the Bonneterre

Dolomite.

The o rigin and time of formation of such
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structures in carbonate r ocks in general is a matter of
controversy.

Because the time element in all the modes

of occurrence of the sulphides in the studied units is
important 11 so me light must be shed on this pertinent
problem.
Part of a druse in the Bonneterre dolomitic limestone
of the Fredericktown Mine is illustrated in Figure

34.

The sulphide "funnels" (made of sub-microscopic pyrite)
extending in the lower-most carbonate layer can be
explained as fillings of fine cracks that were open
when the overlying g lauconitic and sulphide-bearing

sandy layer was deposited.

These funnels are very

similar geometrically to a vertical crack filled with
quartz in a silty layer pictured as Plate 13A by COLLINS
(1925) and reproduced by SHROCK (1948, p. 198).

The quartz

in the crack was al s ::::> attributed to a .filling mechanism.
Sulphid e nodules that are usually from 10 to 15 cm in
diameter 9 constitute a common occurrence of sulphides in
cavities in the dolomitic limestone sections studied.

They are always coated with large cubes of gal ena, and are
either attached to the dolomite on one side or embedded
in friable clayey naterial.
The distinct feature about these nodules is the
display o.f identical sequences or sulphide minerals,
which is (rrom interior to exter ior) as follows:
-marcasite (with pyrite masses and pyrite-bravoite
areas) fonning the "core" and about 90% of individual
nodules,
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sulphides
glauconitic
sandy
dolomit<i

dolomitic
limestone

dolomit<i
�

sulphide
"funnels"

smmI

I

Figure 34. Drawing of part of a druze (lower side) from the
The sequence from top to bottom is as follows:l)
Bonneterre.
A cluster of large dolomite crystals which measure about 5mm
on the average, and contain a chalcopyrite mass (black area
towards the upper right) with an intergrowth of galena; 2)
Two laminae (dotted horizon) of different composition and
texture; the first is made of sandy and glauconitic carbonate
that is rich in sphalerite (occurring in idiomorphic dissemina
tions); and the second is made of coarse grained dolomite free
from other constituents; 3) A line at which most of the sulphide
'�unnels" (and which are composed of sub-microscopic pyrite)
originate; 4) Fine grained and non bedded dolomitic limestone
t hat contains occasional patches of coarse-grained dolomite.
The sulphide mass to the lower right is made of marcasite.
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-chalcopyrite layer with occasional pyrite cubes,
-siegenite layer, also containing pyrite-bravoite
aggregates especially towards the top,
-galena. and sp.haleri te ''phenocr·ysts II which occur as
individual grains embedded in a carbonate matrix,
which also contains some pyrite-bravoite dissemin
ations.
This sequence is always present in these sulphide
nodules in a concentric arra,:)gemen t ar-ound the marcasite
11

core".

Figure 35 is a typical example of' the sequence,

the paragenetic implicati ons of' which will be discussed
in Chapter IVo
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Figure
nodule.

35.

Photomicrograph of a portion of a sulphide

The sequence from bottom to top is as follow s:

marcasite (occupying the core, and about 90 per cent of
the nodule), ch6lcopyrite (with some pyrite), siegenite,
pyrite-bravoite, to the upper left sphalerite, and to the
upper right galena with some carbonate matrix in between.
Scale 40:1.
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CHAPTER

III

THE SULPHIDES
In this chapter individual groups of sulphides in the
Fredericktown deposit will be brief'ly described.

In some

cases, reference is made to specific characteristics or the
miner als and to th eir occurrence in similar deposits.

The

m ain sulphides observed in the Fredericktown ore samples
studied are:

galena, marcasite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, sie

geni te, sphalerite, and ·bravoite, in the order of decreas

ing abundance.

Closely associated minerals will be described

together under the following sections:
A.

The Fe-sulphides

B.

The Fe-Cu-Co-Ni-sulphides

C.

The Pb-and Zn-sulphides

D.

Other sulphides
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A. THE IRON SULPHIDES
1.

MARCASITE
In the Freder icktown deposit, marcasite appears to be

the most abundant sulphide, after galena.

It occurs as

rods or "spear-headed" twins at both megascopic and mic
roscopic scales.

Apart rrom the more massive vaPieties,

almost all the crystal forms are "spear-head" grains and
rods, which show a tendency to develop a pseudo-pyramidal

rorm, or coxcomb twins.

Occasionally these forms are

found adjacent to pyrite, which appears to partly intrude
into marcasite.

These "intrusions" represent definite

transfor'Irlations or marcasite into pyrite, because the

latter is pseudomorphous after marcasite.

TARR (1927, p.

417) observed soffie layering between pyrite and marcasite
in the Fredericktown area and concluded that the latter
should have formed first.
As pr�viously stated, marcasite forms the core of all
sulphide nodules studied.

Here it consists of a mosaic of

intergrown grains that may contain occasional grain boundary
inclusions of pyrite or bravoite-like phases.

Figure 36

is an illustration of this observation, which suggests that
some pyrite and bravoite-bearing pyrite were deposited pen
econtemporaneously with the marcasite.

The pointed ends or the marcasite "spear-headed" grains

are co�.Jnunly intergrown wi�h zoned pyrite-bravoite grains,
as shown in Figures 37 to 40.

This type of intergrowth is
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Figure 36.

Photomicrograph of a portion of the marcasite

core of a sulphide nodule.

The brownish linear U-shaped

ribbon in the centre of the photo is bravoite (occurring
as a boundary mineral between rnarcasite grains).

The

contrast in color between the intergrown marcasite grains
(the whole field excepting the bravoite ribbon ) is brought
out by crossing the nicols to about

85°.

Scale

50:1.

Figure 37.

Photomicrograph of a marcasite aggregate.

The marcasite is fractured

and the fractures are filled with galena, chalcopyrite (both grey) and sphalerite

(dark grey).

For details see Figures 39 and 66.

Scale 100:1.
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Figure 38.

The continuation of the marcasite aggregate pi ctured in Figure 39.

The greyish mineral appearing in three patches within marcasite is chalcopy
rite.

For details see Figures 64, 65, and 68.

Scale 100:1.
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Figure 39.
(white).

Photomicrograph or marcasi te "spear-head" nee.dles and twinned grains
Chalcopyrite (lower lei't), galena (lower right), and bravoite-pyrite

(small zoned grains) i'orm the greyish constituents.

Scale 250:1.
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Figure 40.

Zoned bravo ite-pyrite grains.

the pointed ends of marcasite needles.

Two -Of these grains are grown around

Scale 1000:1 (oil immersion).
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very comrnon around marcasite concretionary structures
described in the previous chapter,whic h display geopetal
or top-bottom features (Features 22 and 23).
Similar intergrowths are also common in other sulphide
deposits.

One example is that of Maubach-Merchernich,

Germany as described by SCHACHNER (1961 ?, Fig. 8, p. 48).
She considers marcasite to be replacing bravoite in this
case, because its needles appear to intrude into the latter.
However, the interf'ace between mar·casite and bravoite is
straight, which suggests that marcasite was the first min
eral to deposit and the bravoite grains are overgrowths.
Marcasite ( 11 spear-head 11 )twinned grains are commonly
rractured.

The fractures are either empty or filled with

other sulphides.

The main mineral usually found in these

rractur-es is galena (and in some rarer cases chalcopyri te
and sphalerite).
A noteworthy observation is the abundance of m inute
patches (about 30 microns on the average) or marcasite
along with pyrite-bravoite grains and masses in other sul
phides.

Another mineral also found with this group is

cattierite.

Marcasite and cattierite have about the same

reflectivity and could be confused without the use of
crossed nicols.
Marcasite appears to be the earliest mineral to form.
The indications will be grouped in Chapter V.

2.

PYRITE
In the samples from Fredericktown examined for this
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thesis, pyrite is less abundant than marcasite.

Observations

regarding the pyrite-marcasite ratio and their intergrowth
have been collected.
marcasite.

Pyrite is f'ound as pseudomorphs af'ter

Theref'ore, marcasi te is earlier than pyrite.

Besides its occurrence as pseudomorphs af'ter marcasite,
py:r,ite occurs in three dif'ferent f'orms.

These are:

euhedral

cubic and pyrithohedral grains, zoned grains of' "mixed" com
position, and minute disseminations of small grains, averag
ing 10 microns in diameter.
a.

Euhedral grains
Euhedral grains of' pyrite are very common within chal

copyrite masses, as illustrated in Figure 30b.

Cubic f'orms

are more abundant than pyritohedra, and in most cases the
f'orm energy of pyrite predominates over that of' chalcopyrite.
b.

Zoned grains
Zoned pyrite grains are common in the studied ore.

In

most cases pyr-ite f'orms banded zoning patterns together with
bravoite.

This type of' zoning will be discussed in detail

in the next chapter.
Some pyrite grains f'ree of' bravoite show nevertheless
zoning through the presence of holes, inclusions, or dif'fer
ent polish quality.

In Figure 41 two of' the zoned grains

contain bravoite and the other two are f'ree of' this mineral.
An important fact is the di.fferen0e in reflectivity between
the two categories.

This diff'erence is attributed to a

dif'f'erence in composition.

Since it was found by statist

ical methods that the d arker pyrite always contains a
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Figure 41.

Distinct color variation between bravoite-free

pyrite (yellow: grains 1 and 2) and bravoite-bearing
pyrite (brownish yellow: grains 3 and

4).

The two "pure"

pyrite grains s how a consi derable amount of holes.
greyish mineral to the left is galena.
to partly corrode pyrite 1.

The

The latter appears

Scale 500:1 (oil immersion).
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brav-oite zcne, it is assumed that the pyrite in such cases
contains some Co and/or Ni.

However, this question will

have to be solved by microprobe analyses.
Zoning is a well established prope rty of pyrite.

Fact

ors other than the compositional parameter may also cause
zoning.

Several authors have reported on zoning and habit

changes of pyr·i te, e. g., WACKER (1933), ABDULLAEV (1957),
SUWAGAWA (1957), AMSTUTZ and LIGASACCHI (1958) and AMSTUTZ
(1963).

However, the role of the different factors causing

zoning are not yet well understood.
c.

Fine disseminations
Some of the pyrite in the Fredericktown ore occurs as

isolated grains di3seminated in the various patterns in the
rock.

Their shape is idiomorphic to subhedral.

So far,

"f'ramboidal" pyrite has n0t been observed, but it is likely
tu be found by additional work on the polished sections.
Individual, i. e., non-agglomerated pyrite grains often
"surround" quartz grains in the greywacke polymict sandstone.
An example is pict�red in Figure 42.
These disseminations show much similarity to the so
called "bacterial pyrite".

The latter is described in the

black shales of various sulphide deposits, as well as in
most black shales in general, for example the Chattanooga
Shale.

Occurrences of' "bacterial pyrite" have been des

cribed by RUST (1935) in Paleozoic shales or Missouri, and
LOVE and ZIMMERMAN (1961) from Mount Isa deposits, Australia.
"Bacterial pyrite 11 forms syngenetically with the
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Figure

42.

Photomicrograph or rine d isseminations or pyrite

{white spheres) in the greywacke sandstone (dark grey).
Some of t he grains have bravoite cores a nd other times a
hole.

The black areas are grains of quartz.

Scale 100:1.
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enelosing rock facies due to the reducing action of certain
bacteria (BASTIN, 1926; LOVE 1958; and GINSBURG and LOWENSTAM,
1958).

Pyrite, in most cases, forms within the organic

structure of the bacteria.
Since the possibility of bacterial activity in the form
ation of the Fredericktown ore should be considered, a study
of some samples has been initiated with the kind cooperation
of Dr. L.G. Love.

Preliminary results showed that it is

difficult to separate "bacterial pyrite" from galena-rich
samples.

Additional samples are being tested by Dr. Love

at present.
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B .. THE IEON-COPPER-COBALT-NICKEL SULPHIDES
The sulphide minerals containing variable amounts of
Fe, Cu, Co and Ni, and occuring in the Freder'icktown ore
are�

chalcopyrite, siegenite (and probably some other

minBr·al s of' the linnae i te group) , and several varieties
or. the bravoite group 0f minerals.

The last group will

be dealt with separately in the forthcoming chapter.
1.

SIEGENITE
In 1818, SCHOOLCRAFT (1819) noted the presence of co

balt in the ore from the first mine to operate in the Fre
dericktown area, Mir-e La Motte, 8 km north of Fredericktown.
He described the blue coloration found on the sandstone
linings of some of the furnaces used to smelt the ore as
caused by the presence of cobalt.
GRAWE (1945) listed the occurrence of siegenite in the
F'redericktown area and some neighboring districts.

On p.

205 he atates that in 1823 and 1824, the mineralogist G.
Troost, visited Mine La Motte, and detected cobalt in a
blackish mineral which he found "among the rejected rub
bish".

The first identi:fication of siegenite as a constit

uent of the ere was made by GENTH (1857, p. 419).

He

analyzed a sample from Mine La Motte, and his results are
as follows:
Ni

30.55

C0
21.35

Fe
3.37

s
41.54

Pb
0.39

insol.
l.07=98.34

TARR (1921, p. 8) states that "the Missouri linnaeite

contains approximately 20� of nickel, thus making it the
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var.:..ety called siegenite, the isomorphous mixture of linn
aei te and polydymite".
SHORT and SHANNON (1930) also worked on samples from
the Fredericktown Mine.
usually called linnaeite

According to them "the mineral was
co3s

4

which is the Ni- and Fe

j

free end member c,:f the isomorphous series (Ni, Co, Fe) s ".
3 4
In the sampies 3tudied they found that the percentage of
nickel exceedss that of cobalt, and therefore, a more cor
rect designation f',.Jr the mineral is siegeni te which is (Ni,
Co)3s

.
4

The same author's give the results of analyses made

by J.C. Fairchild o:f the U.S. Geological Survey.

The sie

genite composition calculated from these results is as
follows:
Ni
28.52

Co
22.02

Fe
9.21

s

insol.
----=100

Pb

40.25

The results reported in LIX (1932) on this mineral are
in agreement with the work o:f SHORT and SHANNON.

He

studied

samples f'rom Mine Lamotte and also used the name siegenite
:for the pinkish mineral of the linnaeite group that is com
monly found in the Fredericktown ore.

A summary on the

chemical compositions given by various authors for sie
genite is found in a paper by TA RR (193 5, p. 72).
A nu..mber of microprobe cross-sections made for the pre
sent author by Dr. J. Ottemann (1964, person. comm.) on
siegenite of Fredericktown ore resulted in the following
values:
Ni
28.5

Co
25.0

F

2.5

s
42.1

=

98.1
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These microprobe cross-sections were mad e on polished
section Noo Ml ?ao

The idiomorphic siegenite grains measured

were pictured in Figure 62 of the present writers MS Thesis
(ELBAZ, l96l j Po l07).
From the study or over 160 polished sections made of
ore and of concentr�te samples fro m the Fredericktown
Mine it was found that siegenite usually occurs as idiomor
phic grains.

These are usually cuts through octahedra

and attain diameters up to 3 mmo
Siegenite grains are typically fractured, especially
in the outer zones.

The fractures are either empty, or

filled with chalco pyrite (as shown in Figure 43) and less

commonly with galena.
In co ncentration products from the Fredericktown
Mine elongated chalcopyrite grains are often locked to
siegenite ba."1.ds on both sides (locking type 3a in AGI
data sheet 21), which ia an additional indication of the
abundance of chalcopyrite that fills fractures in sie genite.
T'nis feature is v ery common in ores from several other
districts in southeast Missourio

Ore samples shown to

this author by Professor Go C. Amstutz from the Federal
and Viburnum Mines, also display fractured siegenite
grains.

The fractures are usually filled with chalcopyrite.

Some replacement appears to have been active in part.

,.

·.,·r

.

,,. ,. �

.. .
'

Figure

43.

.

..

Photcmicrograph of a fractured siegenite grain

embedded in greywacke sandstone.

The fractures are partly

filled with chalcopyrite {variety II), especially towards
the right.

Scale 40:1.
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2.

CHALCOPYRITE
Chalcopyrite is the princi pal copper sulphide in the

Freder icktown deposit"

It is more abundant than siegenite

but less abundant than marcasiteo

In contrast to other

mining dist1-icts in Missour·i (BRIDGE, 1935) some or the
early mini:r..g in the Fr,ede r,icktown area centered upon the
extraction o:r chalcopyr,ite copper or-e.
Chalcopyrite was never f'ound as euhedral crystals but
rather as irregular concretionary or lea.f-like masses.
In druses, and in .s.haley rocks it occasionally occurs in
coh:mmar stalacti tic .forms.
Chalcopyrite is intimatel y and typically intergrown
with and locked to siegenite, in which it usually .fills
.fractures, as stated bef'or·e.

There are transitions .from

this intergrowth pattern to the development of' atoll-like
structures of' chal:.:;opyr-ite in siegenite and vice versa
(Figure 44a and b) on one hand, and the :formation or inner
zones o.f chalcopyrite surrounded by siegenite on the other
ha..'"'ld ( Figur•e 45)

o

Two dif'.feren t varie ties or chalcopyrit e show di.f.feren t
color tones i:n ref'lected light .

Chalcopyri te enclosed in

siegenite is usually brighter and o.f a lighter yellow than
that occurring away .from siegenite.

The latter is us ually

dark yellow and tarnishes easily (chalcopyrite I), while
the sur.face of the .former chalcopyrite is usually clear
and untarnished (chalcopyrite II)o
(1962, pers

o

com

o

}

Prof'essor P. Ramdohr

stated that the dif'ference may be
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Figure 44a. Chalcopyrite (small crosses) forming atoll
like structure in siegenite (white). 'l'he boundary be
tween the two minerals is conspicuously irregular. The
dotted cubic forms are pyrite-bravoite grains, which are
common at or near the chalcopyrite-siegenite boundary.
Figure 44b. Siegenite (white) forming atoll-like struc
ture in chalcopyrite. A cluster of pyrite-bravoite grains
(dotted area) occurs in the right side. The field of view
of this figure is only about 500 microns away from that of
a. The development of such atoll-like structures maybe
due to a "reaction" in which chalcopyrite proxies for
siegenite. In such a case, pyrite-bravoite grains can be
considered as part of the resultants of this "reaction."

1 43

--�------------

o.,____.,__.4 OpFigure 45. Chalcopyrite (small crosses) inner zones
surrounded by s iegenite (white). The dotted area at
the boundary between t he two mineral. s in the lett side
ot the lower most grain is p7rite-bravoite.
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due to an electrolytic ef'f'ect that inhibits the variety
enclosed in siegenite from tarnishing.

As will b e explained

below, the present work has brought about observations
which suggest that this diff'erence in color tones may also
be due to a compositional dif'ference.
An additional feature is the abundance of' bravoite
pyrite grains in chalcopyrite II.

Within chalcopyrite I

The bravoite-pyrite grains

pyrite is very seldom found.

in chalco pyrite II display two main forms.

They occur either

as zoned grains found at or near the contact between chal
copyrite and siegenite, or in the for m of irregular streaks
pervading the chalcopyrit e mass.

When bravoite-free pyrite

occurs in this variety of' chalcopyrite i t is always f'ound
near its rims and away from the b oundary with siegenite.
This intimate relationship between chalcopyrite II
and siegenite suggests the late f'ormation of the former
by some sort of a reaction.

The reaction may result in

the dissolution of siegenite and the formation of chal
copyrite (see Figures

44, 45 and 75).

The general chemical formula given for siegenite as
0 ne

of' the linnaeite group of' minerals by RAMDOHR (1960,

p. 642) is as follows:

R' 1 R2 1

' 1

s4, where R''' is either

Co or Ni or both, and R'' is Fe, N i , Co, or Cu.

Therefore

in siegenite one f'inds the ingredients for both, chalcopy

�ite and bravoit e.

Additions or subtractions of' elements
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from the rest-solution in the crystallizing rock may also
occur.

The reaction may be illustrated as follows:
(Fe, Ni, Co, Cu) (Co, Ni)2s
11
4
Si egenite 11

+

+

FeS2
pyrite

in presence of cu2 in the
environment (co ntaining s2-}�
Cu Fe S2+ (Fe, Ni, Co) S2
bravoite
chalcopyrite
This reaction is only suggested for future experimental
work.

The sulphide minerals here dis cussed have formed more

likely at low temperatures.

Thus future studies must be

made along the same line as those of BAAS BECKING et al.
(1957), STANTON (1962) and others.

These au thors were able

to precipitate sulphid es of Pb, Cu, Ag, Co, and Ni at
temperatures as low as 30 °c, from dilute soluti ons compar
able to systems existing in nature.
Chalcopyrite is also found in small pate.hes enclosed
in galena veins cross-cutting siegenite and marcasite grains.
It is rarely found intergrown with sphalerite.

In rare

cases the latter fo rms island-like structure within

chalcopyrite produced by overgrowths around individual
chalcopyrite grains, as in Figure 46.
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Figure 46. Sphalerite (bla ck) .f'orming "islands" in a cbalco
pyrite mass. These "islands" surround individual chalcopyrite
grains, which can be tested under crossed nicols. The dotted
areas are pyrite-bravoite aggregates. The chalcopyrite is
bounded with more or less idicmorp.hic outlines, and 1 s embedded
in dolomitic subgreywacke sandstone.
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C.
1.

THE LEA D AND ZINC SULPHIDES

GALENA
Galena is the most abundant of all sulphides in t he

ore.

It occurs as massive aggregates, individual grains,

and as fragments of grains.

The isolated grains often

display idiomorphic cubes andduliIDoctahedra.

The latter

are very common so that some of the galena grains upon
megascopic observation appear to be round.
The habit differences are perhaps si gnificant, especi
ally since the cubes appear to form preferably in a high pH
environment (RAMDOHR, 1961,

pers • com • ),

while the

situation is reversed for octahedra.
Statistical studies on the geometric shapes and the
orientation of galena in relation to the bedding were
initiated, but not completed.

Examples of what can be

done with galena in this respect in order to arrive at
c onclusions regarding its genesis are the applications

or methods originally initi ated by SANDER (194.8 and 1951)

and SCHACHNER (1954) and later applied by VON GEHLEN (1960)
and SIEMES (1961).
2.

SPHALERITE
In the Frede ricktown deposit sphalerite is closely

associated with g alena.
together.

Both minerals are usually found

Sphalerite, however, does n ot occur as idiomorphic

g�ains except very rarely (see caption of Figure 34).

It

is usually round as irregular grains or clusters of grains
in the rock or enclosed in, or intergrown otherwise with
galena (Figure

47).

In the sulphide nodules described in the sectio n on
the Bonneterre Formatio n sphalerite is a lso present with
galena in the outermost layers.

It is u sually round as
Figure

irregular bodies inside idiomorphic galena grains.

48 illustrates an intergrowth between sphalerite and a
pyrite-brav oite cluster of grains.
3.

WURTZITE

Sev eral tabular and hexagonal grains displaying optical

properties similar to those of sphalerite were round near
sulphide nodules.

They occur together with galena and

sp halerite, but are usually very small and can be identified
under high magni fication only, as shown in Figure

49.

These tiny gra ins were shown to Professor Ramdohr

who said that their shape was typical for wurtzite.
also stated ( 1962, pers •

com • )

He

that their presence may

be taken as a criterion ror a low temperature or formation
or the sulphides, s ince wurtzite is a low temperature

mineral.
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Figure

47.

Photomicrogra ph of sphalerite (greenish grey)

in galena (greyish white).
black are carb onates.

Bla ck are hol es and greyish

The minute white grains along the

boundary of galena are pyrite-b ravoite.

Two small gra ins of

pyrite are also enclosed in galena (c oordinates
and

45/37

nnn).

Scale 40:1.
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Figure

48.
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An intergrowth between sphalerite {greenish

grey) and a pyrite-bravoite cluster or grains (yellowish
whi te).

The intergrown sulphides are embedded in a car

bonate matrix (dark grey).

The sphalerite appears to be

the later mineral to rorm.

It also appears to have pushed

the pyrite-bravoite grains aside.

Scale 40:1.

.,
1,-,
;, .1.

Figure

49.

Photomicrograph

or two wurtzite (?) crystals.

According to Proressor P. RAMDOHR (1962, pers. com.),

the elongate rorm and hexagonal habit are the main charac
teristics that distingu ish this mineral rrom sphalerite in
polished surraces.
(no.

Photograph taken in the upper most layer

7) in Figure 74.

Scale 500:1.

(oil immersion).

Do
1.

OTHER SULPHIDES

CHALCOCITE AND COVELLITE
Chalcocite and some covellite occur as secondary

replacement of chalcopyrite.

The covellite is of' the

recent ly discovered "blue-remaining" varie ty as pointed
out by D r. G. MOH (1964, pers. com. ) •

According to

him this variety of covellite is secondar y, whereas the
normal covellite which t urns reddish on crossing the
n icols, i s of' primary or hydrothermal origin.
The two minerals covellite and chalcocite occur as
rims of a maximum thickness of 50 microns around chal
copyrite grains, which belongs to chalcopyrite type I.

2.

MILLERITE
Tne National Lead Company geologists had in t heir

collections millerite specimens from vugs in the Bonneterre
lithof'acies in the Fredericktown area.
observed by t he present writer.

Millerite was not
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CHAPTER IV
SOME GEOMETRIC INTER-RELATIONSBETWEEN THE SULPHIDES
A. BRAVOITE ZONING
1.

INTRODUCTION
Zoned grains of bravoite-pyrite are very common in the

ore of Fredericktown.

The study of the nature and signif

icance of the occurrence of these sulphides has been a
major part of the present work.

Portions of the results

of the statistical study on the property of zoning of
bravoite and other Co, Ni and Fe sulphides occurring in
the Fredericktown ore were presented t o the Third General
Meeting of the International Mineralogical Association
(April, 1962), Washington, D. C.

A condensed version of

the paper presented appeared in:

Special Paper No. 1,

Mineralogical Society of American (ELBAZ and AMSTUTZ,
1963)0

The following discussion is an impnoved and

amended version of the original manuscript.
Bravoite is known from different types of deposits

and its phase relations and origin represent a controver
sial mineralogical problem.

review seemed necessary.

For this reason, a literature

The references quoted in connec

tion with the bravoite problem are grouped separately in the

bi bliography.

Bibliography I contains references for the

�ain body of the dissertation, and Bibliography II includes
the references for the present section dealing with the

b�avoite problem in general and its zoning characteristics.
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Bravoite from the Freder icktown area, as well as f'rom
most localities described in the literature, occurs commonly
as intergrowths with alter nating zones of' pyrite.

Also,

"nickelif'erous-pyri te" has been described from various
localities.

One par t of' the bravoite problem consists of'

the open question:

Whether or not there are gaps in the

solid solution series between the bravoite group of
minerals.

Another part of the question is:

If such gaps

exist,then under which conditions may the dif'ferent types
form.
There are two approaches for the solution of' the
bravoite problem.

The f'ir•st solution is based on obser-

vations, measurements 1 and analyses of natural material;
the second consists of laboratory syntheses and phase
equilibrda studies of these compounds.

It is believed that

the f'inal answer will result from careful integration of'
both methods of investigation.
The present study consists merely of an analysis of
certain observations of natural bravoite.

It is based on

the assumption that there must be physico-chemical reasons

for the bravoite features obser ved in nature.

Thus,

Ultimately, a classification and evaluation of a great
number of observatio ns on natural material should allow
certain limiting conclusions to be drawn on t he phase
�elationships between two or more components, or on other
fac tors controlling the deposition of natural bravoite.
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2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

a.

Discovery and Composition
Several authors recognized Ni and Co-rich varieties of

pyrite in their early investigations.
cobalt-nickel pyrite from Canada.

HUNT (1866) reported

DANA (1871) lists "niccol

iferous" ( sic] pyrite as group two and "cobal tifer ous"

pyrite as gro up three under the compositional varieties o f
pyrite.

ID-LESTON (1889) and EMMONS (1892) also list the

"nickel iron pyrites" as a "nickeliferous" variety of' pyr ite.
PENFIELD (1893) describes some iron-nickel-su lphides

(Whartonite and blueite) f'rom Sudbury, Canada.

From the

same locality, WALKER (1894) des cribes small cubes having
the properties of pyrite,and with a considerable amount of'
nickel in the�which he called nickeliferous pyrite.
HILLEBRAND (1907) appears to have been the first to
recognize bravoite as a distinct mineral worth naming.

He

Pr oposed to �ame it after Sr. J. J. Brave,, the Peruvian
writer on the vanaditun occurrences at Mina Ragra, Per u
(Re. BRAVO and HEWETT, 1906).

show; Ni�

18.23, Fe:

The results of his analysis

29.40 and S:

52.31.

BAUMANN (1964)

reports, that the Fe:Ni ratio in bravoite zones from the
same locality is 1:3.

DOELTER and LEITMEIER (1926) also reported Ni-pyrite
Compositions.

They referred to those with low nickel

Content as "nickelian pyrite".

SHORT and SHANNON (1930)

recognized two different inter nal zones in bravoite; one

fellow and the other violet.

They analyzed a sample with

both zones, each zone separately.

Results or their analysis

are as roll ows:
Violet colored zone:
Yellow colored zone:

Ni
24. 73
4.40

Fe
Co
3.26 17.08
trace 38.02

Cu
0.47
2.80

s

51.15
50.77

Ins ol.
0.40
2.50

The same authors state that the rormula or both zones could
be written as (Ni, Fe) S2 and that the violet zo ne can be

termed bravoite and the yellow zone, nickelirerous pyrite.
They mention also that t he analyses probably show too much
iron in the bravoite, owing to the mechanical admixtures or
pyrite.

Th is statement was repeated by SHORT in 1940.

LOEFQVIST and BENEDICKS (1940 and 1941) describe
secondary bravoite rr om Greenland.

Th ey state that nire

site is a ni ckel-iron-sulphide consisting or a very rine
grained aggregate or grey bravoite and pale yellow pent
landite, and seemingly a low temperature decomposition
product.
MACHATSCHKI (1953� p. 306) presents two rormulae;
(Fe, Ni) s2 ror Ni-r ich pyrite, and (Ni, Fe) S2 ror Ni

iron-pyrite, or bra voite.

SCHUELLER (1954) describes

bravoite under the Fe, Ni, and the Co-minerals.

He says

that it is named hengleinite when the cobalt content
�eaches seven per cent.

MAGNUSSON (1953) and STRUNZ (1957)

give the rollowing rormula ror bravoite:

(Ni, Co, Fe) s2.

The second author derines bravoite as occupying a solid

solut ion rield between FeS2 or pyrite, NiS or vaesite,
2
and Cos2 or cattierit e. RAMDOHR (1960) applies the same

nomenclature, but puts more emphasis on the FeS2-NiS2 side.
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He states on P. 749 that HILLEBRAND may have had material
which actually consisted of' "an unusual" (read:
violarite.

Ni-Fe-rich)

The powder pattern of' HARCOURT (1942) made f'rom

material f'rom Mina Ragra is, however, typical f'or bravoi te.
HIDEMANN (1942) analyzed over 750 pyrite samples f'rom
many localities and f'ound more cobalt than nickel as trace
amount s.

From this he concl udes that there is a solid

solution gap in the bravoite-pyrite-series, close to the
pyrite end member.

A statistical study of this type is

most valuable; but in order to allow a co nclusion on the
bravoite-pyrite-series, it should be made on material which
contai ns actual bravoite and therefore, enough nickel.
b.

Geometric description and interpretati on
SCHNEIDERHOEHN and RAMDO HR (1931) f'irst pointed to the

remarkable zonal structures displayed by bravoite grai ns.
ESKOLA (1946, p. 242-244) discusses the crysta llizati on in
two-component systems and ref'ers in this con text to the
zoning of' bravoite.

His subsequent discussion on zoning

actually ref'er s to high t emperatures only.
An exogenous mechanism causing zoning is suggested by
EDWARDS (1960).

He regards an oscillatory zoning as caused

by fresh supplies of' solution.

Successive zones are believed

to dif'f'er as a result of' f'ractional crystallizati on.

MAUCHER

and REHWALD (1961) show zo ned and unzoned bravoite grains.
'!'hey rep ort that this mineral can form small idiomorphic

crystal s, thin seams at grain boundaries and in cracks, or

Ver y f'ine skeleto n-like to colloidal f'orms.

As will be mentioned later, KALB (1951 and 1952)
concluded from habit changes of zoned bra voite-pyrite
from Mechernich, that these minerals do not form a com
plete series of solid so lution.

In the Fredericktown

ores, reversed sequences of this pattern, as well as
clear habit changes within the pyrite grains them
selves were found.

It does not seem possible to

follow KALB's conclusions for the lack of criteria
supporting his interpretations.
c.

Experimental work
Early attempts to synthesize the members of the

isomorphous series Fes2 -NiS2-CoS2 were reported by DE JONG
and WILLEMS (1927), PEACOCK and SMITH (1941), KERR et al.
(1944) and K ERR (1945).
According to DE JONG and WILLEMS, the close similarity
and association of these minerals aroused the interest of
researchers as early as. 1826 , when VON SETTERBERG (1826)
prepared CoS2 and VON FELLENBERG (1840) made NiS2 in a
melt of NiCoJ and K2co3. BELLUCCI and BELLUCCI (1909)
state that these studies are inva lid and that neither CoS2

nor NiS can possibly exist in nature, because they fail ed
2
to obtain NiS 2 in a melt of mixed Ni and S.

Eighteen years later, DE JONG and WILLEMS (1927) were

able to synthesize CoS2 and NiS2. They also found that they
gave the same diffraction pattern as that of pyrite.
ROSEN QVIST (1954) made experimental studies on both CoS2
and Nis •
2

He determined the decomposition pressures of
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these sulphides as a f'uLction of' the composition and the
temperature of' f' orma ti on.
MICHENER and YATES (1944) state that a series of'
FeS 2-NiS2 f'usion products show no intermediate so lid

solution product to correspond to the bravoite ccmposition.

GRIZAENKO (1948) and GRIZAENKO et al. (1950) do not believe
that Ni and Fe-Ni disulphides always f'orm at higher temp
eratures (abo ut 300 ° ).

The nor mal order of separation f'rom

soluti ons which they u sed in the experiment was:

millerite

bravoite, and then concentration of' the remainin g Fe
solution should allow FeS2 to separate.

The disturbance of

this order is rarely observed, and then only at the boundary
of' solid phases.
Results of· recent experimental studies of' bravoite and
related minerals perf'ormed at the Geophysical Laboratory,
Washington, D. C. are reported by:

KULLERUD and YUND

(1959 and 1962 ), CLARK and KULLERUD (1960), RAMDOHR and

KULLERUD (1961), KULLERUD (1962 and 1963), MOH and
KULLERUD (1962 and 1963), and MOH (1963).

Figures 50 and 51 are perhaps the best summary of' the
above mentioned stu dies that can be of'f'ered here.

Most of'

these studies were undertaken under high temperatures.
Although the bravoite mineral s f'ound in the Fredericktown
ore are most probably f'ormed under lower temperatures,

these studies are ref'erred to herewith f'or the sake of'
completeness of the review of the liter ature.
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Figure 50. The curve shows the rate or breakdown of
precipated bravoite at various temperatures. It is
practicall7 parallel to the horizontal axis after 36 days
and indicates that bravoite is stable below about 14o•c.
After KULLERUD (1962, p. 149).
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Figure 51. Bravoite is stable below 137 � 6 C
as determined in experiments involving mixing of
liquid at elevated temperatures. Below 137 ° C
bravoite is stable with FeS2 (pyrite or marcasite)
or with vaesite, depending on the bulk composition.
Above this temperature pyrite and vaesite form a
stable mineral assemblage. After KULLERUD (1962,
p. 150).
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Other experimental studies on various portions or the
Fe-Ni-Co-sulphid9 systems are�
i.

Papers on the Ni-S system:

LEVI and BARON (1935),

WESTGREN (1938), SHCENK and FROST (1939), PEYRONEL
��d PACILLI (1941), and PEACOCK (1947).
ii.

Papers en the Co-S system:

HUELSMANN et al.

(1935),

HUELSMANN and WEIBKE (1936), LUNDQVIST and WESTGREN
(1938), HEIMBRECHT et al. (19)9), and STRAUMANIS,
AMSTUI'Z, and CHAN (1964).
iii.

Papers on the Fe-Ni-S system:

VOGEL and TONN (1930),

URAZOV and FILIN (1938), and HAWLEY et al. (1943).
iv.

Papers on the Fe-Co-S system:

VOGEL and AU (1949),

VOGEL and HILLINER (1953), and CURLOCK and PIDGEON
(1953L
v.

Papers on the F'e-Ni-Co-S system:

HEGEMANN (1941),

HEGEMANN and ALBRECHT (1954 ); SPRING ER (1961), and
KLEMM (1962 ) .
The rollowing authors report on the atomic structure or
bravoite:

P ARKER and WHITEHOUSE (1932) who derived the space
/

group and VON VULTEE (1951).

PEACOCK and SMITH (1941) made

measurements on c�be-edges or pyrite and nickelirerous
Pyrite.

On the basis or these measu rements, and data rrom

the literature j they dr·aw a curve re presenting compositional

vs. structural parameters or pyr ite and bravoite rro m various
localities.

The result is a gradual increase or lattice

Parameters with the increase or Ni content, as shown in

Figure 52.
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Figure 52. Relation of cube-edge to nickel
content in crystals with composition (Fe,Ni)S2
and the structure of pyrite; A - pyrite, Colorado;
B - nickeliferous pyrite, Sudbury; C - bravoite,
Derbyshire; D - bravoite, Rhenish Prussia; E Artificial NiS2• After PEACOCK and SMITH (1941,
p. 115).
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KERR et al. (1944), KERR (1945), a nd GORDON(l951),
present data on lattic e constants of minerals of the
pyrite-bravoi te group.

In the f'irst two papers, the

authors report results or analyses of cattierite from
Shinkolobwe and vaesite f'rom Kasompi, which are mining
districts in the Congo.

They co�clude that Cos2, NiS2
and FeS2 f'orm an isostructural series f'ollowing the
pyrite lattice. LUNDQVIST (1947 a, b and c) presents
results of x-ray studies on varies Ni-Fe-sulphides.

He

mentions that bravoi te ca� be formed in acid solutions
at high temperatures.

He also states that it does not

appear to b e an equilibrium mineral in the system Fe-Ni
S, and that the degree t o which Fe and Ni can substitute
for each other in NiS 2 or Fes2 will not exceed 20%. His
investigations were carried out at 200 °c, 480 °c, and
68ooc.
d.

Reported naturally occurring bravoite

i)

Bravoite reported in sedimentary roc ks
CARSTENS (1943) states that the Co� Ni ratio in

Pyrites of sedimen tary deposits is 1�10 to 1:20.
The first disco very of bravoite as a mineral, was
made on sulphide nodules from t he vanadium mines of Mina
Ragra, Peru.

HILLEBRAND (1907) obtained it from vanadi

fer0us, carb onaceous sedimen ts.

HEWITT (1909) sho wed a

Photograph of a poli shed surface with bravoite grains

measuring up to 1.5 mm. in cross-section from the same
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locality.

Also, KEMP (1910) and BAUMANN (1964), report

bravoite among the minerals of' the same district.
In Europe, HENGLEIN (1914 and 1925) described cobaltnickel-pyrite 1,r•o m Musen, Germany.

His a nalysis show;

Co: 16.6, Ni: 11.7, Fe: 22.8, S� 53.9, and 0.7 of' insol.
residue.

MEYER (1926) and KALB and MEYER (1926) des

cribe bravoite from Mechernich.

They state that it

occurs as individual pyritohedra, coatings, and as
massive aggre gates.
Bravoite occurren ce in Mechernich is also reported
by KRAPP (1950) BLd PUFFE (1953).

The latter pictures on

p. 305 four types of' occurrence that are almos t identical
with scrne of those in the Fredericktown ore.

The same

mineral is r eported from �orth Eifel in Germany by VOIGT
( 1952)
SCHACHNER (1959, 1960, and 1961?) compared the sul
phide mineral occurrerices in the Devonian of Ei.f'el with
those in the New Red Sandstone near Mechernich and
Maubach.

In the 1960 paper, the author describes

bravoite occurrences in these districts.

She states,

on p. 469; "It is formed as spherical gel-bravoite or
idiomorphous with g eometrical zones, [or is] frequently
of irregular shape; the zoni�g [in the last two cases]
is pa rallel with the irregular grain boundaries."

Figure

3 of the same paper shows impregnations of bravoite in
sandstone.

In Figure

4 "lobate" and "kernel" bravoite is

shown as an example of irregular grains which occur
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together with idiomorphic grains.

Figures

5 and 6 display

bravoite together w ith chlorite in the quartizitic grey
wacke o.f Ei.feL

The author pictures "gel-bravoite" [si c]

.from Maubach-Mechernich in .figures .from 10 to 14.

Bravoite

in these ca ses is intergrown with chalcopyrite, marcasite
and carbonat es.

BANNISTER (1940) described bravoite occurring in
sulphide nodules from the Mill Close mine, Derbyshire,
England.

HORST (1952) f'ound pyrite and bravoite in the

coal deposits o.f Dobrilugk (Dobrilug) Kirchain, 100 km

south o.f Berlin.

Her e bravoite occurs as individual grains

and in aggregates.

former.

The latter a re usually smaller than the

Th e larger grains often show zoning o.f t he types

II, III and V described i� this paper.

He pictures bra voit e

intergrown with pyri te and mar,casi te in Fig"..lres 37, 38, 39
and 42.

�ne br avoite occurrence is restricted to certain

layers in the coal wh ich contains some graphiteo

Occasional

grains o.f other sulphides are also reported to oc�ur in

these coal measures.
Bravoite occurs in clay-ironstone nodules in coal
mines near Kladno j bohemia, as reported by BERNARD and

PADERA (1954), who review the mineralogy and the genesis
or bravoite in detail.
Bravoite is also reported f'rom Jurassic sediments or

the Moscow Ba□in by LEBEV (1954).

He described inclusions

or bravoite arranged in chain drople ts o r cinnamon-violet
Color in pyr ite-marcasite concretions.

These are apparently
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similar to the occurrence of' bravoite in sulphide nod ules
in Freder icktown as pictured in Fi gure 36.

RENT SCH (1962)

reported bravoite f'rom the lead-copper deposit s at Isdremec
Mountain in the northwestern Balkan Mountain region.
In the U nited States the f'irst locality, as reported
by RASOR (1943), is the area of' the present investigation.
He states that bravoite (Fe, Ni)S2 occurs as minute zoned
crystals replacing siegenite and pyrite.

His interpreta

tions of' the geometric patterns displayed by bravoite grains
from the same area pr·oved invalid.

KIDWELL (1946) and

GRAWE (195 4) list bravoite among the minerals of the Fred
ericktown Area.
EL

BAZ (1961), AMSTUTZ et al. ( 1961),

EL

BAZ and

AMSTUTZ (1963 and 1964) and AMSTU'I'Z (1963) described
bravoite as one of' the sulphides occurrin g in the Trans
ition Zone between the Upper Cambrian Lamotte and Bormeterre
Formations at Fredericktown, Missouri_

They regard these

sulphides to be of· a die.genetic origin.

HEYL et al.

(1959) descri be possible bra voite from lead and zinc
sul phide deposits near Linden, Wisconsin.
ii) Bravoite reported in igneous rocks
In Canada, several sulphide deposits are reported to

contain bravoite.

As stated above, HUNT (1866), PENFIELD

(1893) and WALKER (1894) observed already that pyrites of'
Sudbury contained unusual amounts of nickel.

VERNADSKY

(1914) also reports a cobalt-nickel-pyrite varie ty.
WANDKE and HOFMAN (1924) and·also BUDDINGTON (1924) report
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br•avoite f'or the first time from Sudbury ores.

They consider

this mineral to be a secondary alteration product.
THOMSON (1938) and ·rHOMSON and ALLEN (19 39) suggest
that bravoite is possibly a mixture of iron and nickel s ul
In the 1939 pa per 9 the authors point to three

phides.

different zones:
cream.

Cream, light violet cream, and violet

They propose that this could have been original ly

a homogenous composition that separated later by ex
solution efrects, or that bravoite may have formed as a
result of some kind of original rhythmic precipitation.
MICHENER and YATES (1944) mention that some pyrrhotite
from Sudbury ores is repla ced by nickel-bearing pyrite and
marcaaite.
In Europe, several authors have described bravoite
occurring in basic igneous rocks as wel l as in metamorphic
facies.

CARSTENS (1943) states that the Co:Ni ratio is

generally 20�1 to 30�1 for pyrites from hydrothermal
deposits.

KONING (1947) ar.d BJ¢nLYKE (1947) studied the

Flaad nickel mine, where pyrite shows 0.6 to 1.0% cobalt.
VAEHAETALO (1951) l:'.:.sts bravoite among the accessory mineral
constituents or the Outuk��pu ores of Finland.

In Italy,

BERTOLANI (1952) reported on the copper-nickel ores occurring
in the d iorite-Kinzigite massive of Ivrea-Verbano.

Appar

ently he considers bravoite to be a primary magmatic
hydrothermal sulphide.

OELSNER (1954) regards bravoite of

Sohland to belong to the last or post-hydrothermal phase
(alteration of pyrrhotite).
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BAMDOHR (1954) reports bravoite as an alteration product
of' pe�tlandite f'rom Soelordal near Aelesund, Norway.

On

p. 57 he states that "bravoite f' orms in pe ntlandite as a
secondary product in many spots.

It is probably f'orrned

f'ro m original ex-solution bodies of' pyrrhotite."

CAVALES

(1961) studied the me tamor•phic f' acies of' the uranium deposit
in the Preit Valley, Maira Valley in the Cottian Alps.

He

relates the mineral f'ormatio n to very low temperature
supergene processes.

He pictures 3 f'igures with bravoite

pyrite grains which are of'ten intergrow n with sphaleri te,
chalcopyrite, quartz, and pitchlende.
In Russia, several authors reported bravoite occurring
in basic rocks as well as in the ir soil cover.

CHIRKOV

(1940) relates the occurrence of' bravoite in the copper
nickel deposits of' Monche on the Kola Peninsula to partial
0xidatian of pentlandite,

GINZBURG (1943) and VOLYNSKII

(1946) describe nickel-sulphides f'rom the Novo-Aidyrla

region in the southeastern Urals.

Bravoite and associ

ated sulphide minerals occur in Mesozoic to Tertiary clays
and br eccias.

GINZB"URG regards these s ulphides to be

formed by the weathering of serpentine rocks, which out 
crop in the vicinity o

KASHIN and KARSKII (1947) reported on the sulphide

nickel mineral ization in the diabase intrusion of' the wes t
ern side of' the Urals.

One photomicrograph shows pyrrho

titej chalcopyrite, and pentlandite transf'ormed at the

edges to bravoite o
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The works of GENKIN (1950) and BET ECHTIN and GENKIN

,,

(1951) are referred to by SZAK E CZKY (1955).

He states on

p. 245-246; "the pentlandite of' the liquid magmat ic C u
and Ni deposits, later and in m ore oxidizing conditions,
but still in a hypgene status, metasomatically transforms
to violarite, which was cal led previously bravoite
(GENKIN)."

More recently, ELISEEV (1961) lists results of

analyses of Ni-ores from the Monche-tundra.

He regards

Ni-pyrite and bravoite as being secondary minera ls in
this district.
In the U nited States, OVERBEC K (1919) reported nickel
iferous ore deposits associated with peridotites of south
east Chitina, Alaska.

He described a non-magnetic mineral

(which is apparently brav oite according to BUDDINGTON),

with cubic cleavage, that occurs as strings cutting
thr ough pyrrhotite.

LINDGREN and DAVY (1924) describe a

mineral with properties similar to bravoite, but consider
it to be possible polydymite, t'ro m Key West mine, Nevada.
They state that it replaces pentlandite and chalcopyri te.
BUDDINGTON (1924 and 1944) recognized that th ey may have

been describing bravoi te ,.

He reports that bravoi te grains

from Alaska contain m ore nickel than those reported f.'rom

Mina Ragra, Peru.

He gave it the formula (Ni, Fe)S2 and

considered it to be a secondary mineral.

SCHWART Z (1925) reported on bravoite occurrences in
Sudbury, Ontario, Key West mine, Nevada, as compared to the
eccurrences in Cook County, Minnesota.

KINGSTON and
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MILLER (1945) reported bravoite occurring with other
sulphides as disseminated grains and in massive sulphides
from the nickel-copper prospect near Spirit Mountain,
Copper River Region, Alaska.
Bravoite is also reported from other localities in
other parts or the world.

SCHOLTZ (1936) studied the

microscopic characteristics of the magmatic nickeliferous
ore deposits of East Griqualand and Pondoland in Africa.
He mentions that bravoite, as also other accessory min
erals, occurs in the sulphide mineral complex in a sheet
of thick basic intrusior.s.

KATO (1936) describes two types

of nick eliferous pyrrhotite deposits in the Kinjo mine,
Kogen-do, Korea.

He states that pyrrhotite is present as

small patches and grains replacing silicates, and that it
contains bravoite and ex-solution pentlandite.
From Tasmania , Australia 9 NYE ( 1929) r·eported bravoi te
in the Adarnsfield district, and RAMDOHR (1949) lists
bravoite as an associate mineral of Heazlewoodite from
Heazle-wood, Tasmania.
R. SHOJI (1963,

pers.

com ., )

stated that bravoi te

occu rs in the Oya Nickel Mine, Yobu County, Hiogo Prefecture,
Japan.

There it is associa ted with various nickel minerals

Which occur as nodular or irregular masses or as veinlets
in serpentine and ultrabasic rocks.

MATSUKUMA (1943)

described bravoite in flotation concentrates from the clayey
ore body of the same locality.

Fram his microscopic

Observations, he co ncludes that the paragenetic sequence
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of deposition or the sulphides in this district is as
follows:

Pyrite - bravoite - marcasite - violarite - and

millerite.
iii)

Miscellaneous Occurrences.
Brief mention or bravoite and its occurrences is also

found in the works by the following authors�
GOLDSCHMIDT (1937), SCHOUTEN (1937 and 1962), ENGLISH
(1939), FLEISCHER (1955), LEPP (1957), DENNEN (1960),
SCHNEIDERHOEHN (1962), and others.
AMSTUTZ and AGU ILAR (1961, perso com o ) found possible
bravoite in polished sections of ores from the uranium copper - deposit of Vilcabamba, South Peru.
The present author found brav oite - like zones in
numerous small idiomorphic pyrite grains in concentration
products from Mt. Isa j Au stralia.

Bravoite also occurs

in several ore and concentrate samples from various deposits
of the "Lead Belt" of' southeast Missouri.

Examples are

in concentrates from the Federal Mines, in ores from the
Elvins Mine; and in ore samples from the mines at Vibernum,
all in Missouri.
3.

TECHNIQUES OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The methods used so far are microscopic only.

X-ray

microprobe analyses to obtain quantitive compositional
information have been initiated.

In Figure 53, the result

of one analysis made for the present author by Dr. J.

Ottemann at the University of Heidelberg is show n.
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Figure 53. Concentration-way-diagram or a zoned
bravoite grain rrom Fredricktown, Missouri {Sample
76). The central portion indicating low Fe and
high Ni and Co content corresponds to the (brownish-)
violet zone in Tables I and IIa. The two parts
indicating high Fe and low Ni and Co values corres
pond to the yellowish zone in the same tables.
(Electron microprobe analysis by Dr. J. Ottemann,
University of Heidelberg, Germany).
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a.

Reflectivity meas�reme�ts
Bravoite grair..s f'rom the Fredericktown ores range

from

5

to 0
2 0

mic rons in diameter.

however, below 50 microns.

Most of them are,

Many bravoite grains show

internal zoning, the individual zo nes averaging about 3
microns in width; hence, none of the available photometer s
could be used.

Therefore, the reflectivity of the zoned

portions had to be r ecorded by visual comparison with
associated sulphides and gangue minerals.

All variables

of microscopic observations were standardized as muc h as
possible.

This allowed minimizi4g the error of reflectiv

ity estimations into a plus or minus two to three% range,

w hich justified the choice of 10% reflectivity intervals in
recording the "Farbf'olge" or· color sequences as d iscussed
below.
0
2

The reflectivity in oil appears to vary I°'r'om abou t

to a.bout 40 %.

VACHF.:OMEEF (19.50, p. 129) is th6 only one

who gives rerlectivity va.l�es in air.

His value of 41%

is of course only an average.
b.

Recording of properties
Ref'lectivity profiles o f all grains were drawn on

normal 3 11 x

5" cards. Other properties were also listed

on the same cards as shown in Table 1 .

Statistical tables

Were set up by compi ling data from these cards.

Profile

Portions within reflectiv ity intervals of 2 .5% were

measu red.

However, this range was too close to the accuracy

limit and also showed a subjective tendency of the observer

17 5

Table I

serial no.
re:fleotivity

%

polished sec.

coordinates
1

2

zoning
size

3

-45

:form

-4 0

violet zone

-35

yellow zone

-2 5

hol es

-30
•20

SR

I

10

centre

I

20

I

30

I

40

I

50

I

60

I

70

I

80

I

90

rim

association
rock type

no. of grains

grain radius (microns)
List of the information recorded on the 3" x 5" "index
cards" used :for the statistical counting of bravoite
pyrite grain characteristics.

Reflectivity pro:files o:f

the color sequences were drawn :for individual types o:f
grains on such cards.

Numbered columns to the right were

used to record the :following:

1) color slope measurement;

2) total slope measurement; 3) number o:f res�ective zone.
SR corresponds to that o:f Table IIa, whioh signifies the
gradational change 1n reflectivity.
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35, etco, lines.

to draw the profile line on the 25 j 30 j

The summation of these results will appear in the follow
ing discussion.

4.

OBSERVATIONS
Bravoite occurrences in the Fredericktown sediments

can be divid ed into three different modes; these are as
follows�
1.

Dark isolated bravo ite grains without a ny zo ning
or pyrite intergrowth, w hich are rare, a nd occasion
ally form colloform aggregates, and are always
found in association with common rock forming
minerals.

2.

Minute co res enclosed in finely disseminated
pyrite grains.

·fi�e latter show similarity with

the so-called "bacterial pyrite" grains of Mt.
Isa as reported by ALLEN et al. (1912), LOVE
(1958) j OMERA (1961) and otcers.
3.

Bravoite zones in layered intergrowths with pyrite
or with transitional co mpounds.

In rare cases

these grains are intergrown with other sulphides
as siegenite and galena.

The present study deals

mainly with this property of zonal intergrowths.

A total of 4575 zoned gra ins was recorded, including
a few gra ins of the unzoned end member.

Figure

54 illus

trates the eight essential zoning types arranged according

to consecutive geometr:!.c dir'"'fe·rences.

On the rig.ht side of
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VII

VI

V

Figure 54. A classification of the major zoning t.ypes displayed by t>:-avoite-pyrite grains
frOITI the Frederi cktown sulphide ore samples and concentration products. nlack represents
brownish-violet bravoite, white designates pyrite and dotted ar�as indicate variable com
positions of lavender bravoite-pyrite regions. Two main subdivisions are the non-gradation
al or abrupt zoning ( t7Pes I to 'I); and the gradational or solid solution zoninc ( t7Pea VI
to VIII). Transitions between most or these t7Pes are also found.
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the triangle are the types w ith abrupt z one boundaries;
whereas on the left s ide most of the types dis play grad
a tional zoning.
a.

Zoning type I�
Grains that belong to this type show no internal zo nes.

They display a sligh tly dark brownish tint and, as shown
in Figure

55, are always enclosed in si egeni te and to a

lesser extent in galena and/or chalcopyrite.
b.

Zoning type II�
Bravoite grains included under this type also show a

slightly dark brownish tint.
grown with o ther sulphides.

They are either free or inter
In most cases bravoi te occupies

the centre of' the grain as shown in Figure 69.

A common

property is that pyri te grains with a core of· bravoite are
slightly darker than those free of' bravoi te.

Ref'lectivi ty

differences in such cases may range from two to four per
cent, as previously shown in Figure 41.

I t must be mentioned

that in so me cases the bravoi te l ayer closer to the pyrit e
:r-egion is the darkest of· all zones.

This is not an optical

delusion, because the difference of tone rEma ins even when
the pyrite z one is covered up.
c.

Zoning type III:
Grains o f' zoning type III are irregular modifications

or similar gra ins of zoning type II.

Most of the grains

in this case are not intergrown with any other sulphides

As shown in Fig�re 42 they always surround larger dolomite
and/or quartz grains.

They occur with the aforementioned
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"bacteria-like II dis serninati ons o

Figur·e 56 shows an irregular

geometric patter'l'l di splayed by bravoiteo

Sometimes cen tral

holes in the pyrite grains take the place of' bravoite regionso
d.

Zoning type IV�
In th is type, pyrite grains commonly occur with linear

zonal structures.

In many cases the lines separating

these zones are represented by a hole, two to f'ive mi crons
thick.

In other rarer cases, this f'eature is displayed

by bravoite instead of' by pyrite.
e.

Zoning type

v�

Gra ins of' this type are composed of' bravoite in the
centre and a distinct pyrite rim.
is always zoned.

The bravoite region

Individual zones in this case show clear

changes of' ref'lectivity, which are either abrupt or grad
ation.al.

The zor..ing in such regions can be simple as in

Figure 57, or intricate as show� in Figures 58 and 59.

Holes commonly occur in or at the end of' the dar·kest
bravoite zones.

Occasionally they are occupied by galena

(or possibly by cattierite, Cos2), as sh own in Figures
58 and 62. Intergrown gra ins that look like twins, are
common to this type.
t.

Zoning type VI:
This class includes grains with linear-broad zones 0!'

bravoite and pyrite,

In many cases the bravoite regio n s

show gradati onal zoning.

F'igure 60 shows two part s of a

grain t hat enclose galena as a f'illing of' a fracture.
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Figure 61 is an ill�stration or the broad zones of bravoite,
which show a n internal set of zones displaying a co mplex
crystal form
g.

o

Zoning type VII�
This type ir-cludes a ll grains which are formed of

b ravoite or

11

Lickelif'er,ous pyr,i te" layers that show

definite gradatio nal zoningo

Bravoite generations that

display reflectivities fro m 20 to about 30� often show a
definite gradation f'rom darker to brighter zones.

The

darkest bravoite gen erations are found at the rim of the
grains, and also surrounding holes in t hem, as in Figure
620

Par,allel holes are also common and occur near,est or

within the dar·ke,s t port ior.... s of' the bravoi te zones.
Some of the holes are f'illed wit h galena or perhaps
with cattieriteo

This mi ner-al appears to be later thar.1.

the dark type of' br,avoiteo
"crystallogr,aphic" holes.

In many cases it f'ills these
Galena is 9 as a who le, later in

the diagenetic paragenesis of these holes.

It f'ills, f'or

example, cracks i� bra voite as well as in most other min
erals ( Figure 60) o
ho

Zoning type VIII:
Type VIII includes linear, as well as massive dissemin

ations of' very tiny specks of bravoite-like phases peppe red
over cert ain portions of pyri te crystals.

The borders of

the areas containing these disseminat ions can be either
Parallel or non-par,a:i..lel t o the boundaries of the enclosing
PYri te crystal as i::hown in Fig-.ir,e 54.
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Figure

55.

Idiomorphic bravoite grains (brown) embedded

in siegenite (brownish yellow).

To the lower left hand

side, the bravoite grains are s urrounded by chalcopyrite
(dark yellow), where a linear hole separates the two min
erals.

The bravoite body to the lower right is pervaded

with gal ena.

This photomicrograph is taken at the base

of a large siegenite idiomorphic grain (about )mm) that
lies directly upon a galena crystal which is about 1.5 cm in
length.

Zoning type I.

Scale 500:1 (oil immersion).

Figure

56.

Bravoite (grey) displaying an irregular pattern

in pyrite (white), zoning type III.

Black areas in the

centre are holes, and the dark linear holes deroark a zonal
intergrowth in pyrite, zoning type IV.

To the lower left

hand side a slight and conspicuo us change of habit is
observed.

Scale 500:1 (o il immersion).
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Figure

57.

Zoned pyrite (brownish yellow)-br avoite

(yellow ish brown and brown) grain.

Zoning is a ppar ent to

the limits of visual percep tion within each of the brown
ish zones, and may even be present at small er scal es.

The

growth pattern is consistent in this case, in some others,
habit changes occur at the interface between the yellowish
and the brownish phases.
(oil imzm rsion).

Zoning type IV.

Scale 500:1
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•

Figure

59.

Zonal intergrowth of bravoite (yellowish

brown) and pyrite (brownish yellow) phases.

The minor zones

within the bravoite core are probably due to variations in
the Co and/or Ni content of the bravoi te phase.
from the largest grain in Figure 58.
Scale $00:1 (oil irmnersion).

Detail

Zoning type V.
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Figure

59.

Zonal intergrowth or bravoite (yellowish

brown) and pyrite (brownish yellow) phases.

The minor zones

within the bravoite core are probably due to v ariations in
the Co and/or Ni content or the bravoite phase.
from the larges t grain in Figure 58.

Scale $00:1 (oil immersion).

Detail

Zoning type V.
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Figure 60.

Photomicrogra ph of a disrupted br avoi te grain.

Broad portions of the bravoite-like material display
gradational zoning (type VII).

The two halfs of the grain

can be fitted together, a criterion for mere mechanical
disruption.
taken place.

However minor corrosion along the rims may have
The sp ace between the two hal�s is occupied

with g alena, which may have pa rtly replaced the bravoite
like phase.

The small and dark idiomorphic grains on top

are bravoite, and occasionally their centres are occupied
by a hole.

Scale 500:1 (oil immersion).
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Figure 61.

Photomicrograph of an intricately zoned bravoite

grain, zoning type VI with transitions to VII.

The core of

the grain is occupied by marcasite and its edge towards the
top i s connected wi th part of a galena cluster of grains.
Scale 500:1 (o il immersion).
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Figure 62.

Bravoite (darkest grey), pyrite (grey), and

cattier i te (? lightes t grey) in a layered zoning pattern.
The grey mineral s urrounding cattierite (?) and o ccupy
ing the lower one-third of the pho tomicrogra ph is
s iegenite.

The firs t and thin layer to overlay the

darkest bravoite zone is made of gal ena.
(oil immers ion).

Scale 500:1

Figure 63.
II).

Zoned pyrite-bravoite grains with galena outer rims (zoning

The grey mineral with triangular pits is galena.

Scale 500:1.

type

'°co
f---J

Figure

64.

Zoned pyrite-bravoite grains forming aggregates (variations of

zoning type II) near a marcasite concretion.

The linear zone of greyish

minerals in pyrite (white) along the marcRsite edge is made of cattierite
(?) and bravoite.

Scale 500:1.

Figure

65. Bravoite (dark grey) and cattierite

marcasite and pyrite (both white).

(?

light grey) grown around

The linear bodies of bravoite-cattierite

{?) grown around marcasite display variations of zoning type IV.

The

individual grains along the marcasite boundary and embedded in the rock
exhibit zoning type II.

Scale 1000:1.

Figure 66.

Cattierite {? light grey) and bravoite {dark grey) grown around

pyrite (white to the right) and marcasite (white to the left).
apparent in both bravoite and pyrite.

Zoning is

Note the habit change in the grain

towards the centre (coordinates 8/7 cm) display ing zoning type II.

Scale 1000:1.

Figure 67.

Marcas ite (white spear-head grains), pyrite (white and pitted areas),

and bravoite (dark grey).

The l ight grey mineral surrounding the zoned gra ins

(zoning type II) is either galena or cattierite.

Scale 1000:1 (o il immersion).

I-'
'°
w

Figure 68.

Twinned and zoned pyrite (white)-bravoite (dark grey)-cattierite

(light grey) grains.
marcasite grain.
type II.

The white portion to the right is the pointed end of

Pyrite-bravoite in this case exhibit variations of zoning

Scale 1000:1 (oil immersion).
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Bravoite patterns f alling ur-der this class have been
observed in su�phide nodules and in concentration products.
They were �ot found anywhere else in the ore samples
studied.

In the sulphide nodules , they f'ollow the co ntact

boundaries of pyrite and marcasite, which occupy the
central portions of' these �odules, as previously shown in
Figure 36.
Ther e are transi tions between most of th ese zoning
types, especially fro m type V to type VIII.

It must be

stated, however, that ty pes II and III are the most common
ones.

Grains displaying these last two types of zoning

are "grega reous" and usua:..ly occur as clusters .
to 68 show typica.:. examples.

Figurffi 63

The photographs of' Figures

37 to 40 and 63 to 68 wer& taken with the Leitz MM
Metallograph by courtesy of· Pr of'essor A. Ma-:.ich er).

5.

RESULTS

Table II ( a and b) represents the results of' the
statis tical recording of' the characteristics of' the
b:ravoite grains.

4575

The columns of' the table ar e constructed

for the various parameters of importance to this s tudy and

are her e briefly discussed.
a.

Grain size�
Grai ns that show simple zoning, i.e . types from I to

IV, are usually small"

micron limi t.

Mos t of' them !'all below the 50

On the contrary, grai ns of zoning types V

to VIII are large.

They average about 100 microns, or mare�
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Table IIa

zoning
type

size
(microns)

crystal
:form

dark
zones

bright
zones

(6h=O)

darkbro"rnish
(6R=O)

abse:nt

45% 5-20
34 % 20-50
21% 50-80

simple
(.oh=n
or=O)

darkbrownish
(6.R.=0)

whitishyellow

38% 5-20
20-50
4 50-100
2% 100-150

simple
(Ah=n
or=O)

violetcream
(GR=O
or=n)

whitishyellow

10% 5-20
75% 20-50
15% 50-100

simple
(.oh=O)

absent

whitishyellow

26% 20-50

simple
(Ah=O)

lavender
(6R::O
or=n)

whitishyellow

33% 5-20
15% 20-100
52% 100-200

simple
(.oh=O)

absent or
whitish
yellow

VII

darkbrownish
(6R=n)

.from 175
to 200

complex
(.oh=O)

absent

VIII

darkbrownish
('oR=n)

200
or more

variable
(.oh=O)

spot ted
lavender

whitishyellow

I
II
III
IV

60% 5-20

simple

4 0% 20-50

sr

15% 5-20

V

VI

38% 50-100
15% 100-150
6% 150-200

Olass1:ficat1on o:f 4575 bravoite-pyrite grains counted in

Jredericktown ore. A h=ha.bit changes, and 6R=grada t1onal
change 1n reflectivity.
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Tabl.e IIb
zoning
type

I

II
III

hol.es

direct
inter6rowth

none

# sg
or PY
(some# gn)

10% with

90% without
30% with

100% with

V

50% with

VII
VIII

i'ree
(or# mr,
cp, ct)

70% without

IV

VI

free
(or# gn,
sg, mr, ct)

50% without
85� with

15% without
100% with

free
(or# gn,
mr)
free
(or# gn,
ct)
# gn
(or mr, 5i)
some free
# gn
(or mr, sg,
ct)

dissemina-

ted

# mr
only

enclosing
rock
dolomitic
subgreywacke
greywacke
dolomitic
subgreywacke
greywaoke
dol.omite
greywaoke
greywacke
sulphide
nodul.es

quantity

59 gr

1.3%

1275 gr
28.0%

2272 gr
50.0%

380 gr
10.1%

490 gr
8.4%

33 gr
0.1'/,

45 gr
1.0'/,

21 gr
0.5�

Classification of 4575 bravoite-pyrite grains counted in

Fredericktown ore (cont.).

# means intergrown with,

sg = s1egen1te, py = pyrite, mr = marcasite, g� = galena,

ct - cattier1te, op = chalcopyr1te, and gr means grains

observed.
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Crystal form�
The important f'ea. tur·e o.f the gra ins regarding this

property is the change of' habi t (�h) o

The change of'

habit is found in types II and III onlyo

Figure 69 shows

various f'orms that disp�ay a change of habit.

Mos t of'

the dr·awings represent bravoi te-pyri te gra ins 1--rom the
Frederic ktown oreso

The two typical types in the lower right

are drawn af'ter KALB (1951).

He interprets the habit

changes as proof' f'or a solid solution gapo

Habit changes

are common, even from one genera ti on of pyri te to another
and, therefore, can hardly be taken as proof' for a gap

in the solid solutio� series of bravoite and pyri te
minerals.
c.

The dark zones�
The dark zones in the grains show variable character

istics.

The darkest bravoite areas ar e found in the f'ir st

two types, aLd as rims of' grains of type VII.

Violet

cream and lavender zones are common in larger grains.
Usually they show gradational zoning.

Gradational changes

of' ref'lectivi ty (&R) can be found mainly in types VI and
VII.

An important ru=..e is that the gradational color

slopes always trend towards the Fe-rich member.
slopes have not been observed with certainty.
d.

Reversed

The bright zones�
When intergrown with bravoite, pyrite layers appear

to be darker than those free of bra voite, as mentio ned

�- -·

?' -

·' �

-�

□■ pybravoi
rite

"·:

,;

•
KALB(l951) and RAMDOHR(l960)

y

Figure 69. Various habit changes of bravoite-p rite grains
from Fredericktown, Missouri, and as reported from Maubach
Mechernich, German . All the drawn grains displa zoning
of type II (Re. Figure 54).

y

y

200
1:>ef'ore.

Ynis might be dua to a certain content of Ni and/or

Coo
The relati onsbi ps between dark and bright zones o r the
bravoite-pyrite grains can be seen on the rerlectivity
profiles of' which rour exam p:es are reproduced on Figure
70 and 71.

The components of' all measurements made on t he

ref'lectiv ity prof'iles are shown in Figure 72.
histograms a re drawn here :for each zoning type.

Separate
Proceed

ing from typ e I to type IV, there is a tendency of' area
decrease on the side of bra voite, and an increa se on the
side of pyrite.

In types V to VIII j a maximum shows u p in

the area of' intermediate rerlectivity, ioe., in the range
�rom 20 to 35 per cent.

Figure 73 is a histogram made by compiling data f'r-om
the eight drawings of Figure 72.
there are three maxima.

It m·ust ·oe noted that

A1so, within the ae;c·uracy of' the

methods used so :fa=', there does not seem t o be any compo si
tional gap between the bravoite and the pyrite c omposit i ons.
e.

Holes within the grains�
The distributio� of' holes in the grains belonging to

the eight zoning types is shown in the first column of
table IIb.

These holes are regarded to be natural rather

than produced by po:2..i shing f'or the f·o llowing rea sons�
1.

The y always run parallel to crystallo graphic
growth planes.

2.

They occupy defin ite po�;i tions in certain zones
( compar·e the reference to JOH1rnEN, _925, below).

E45
�40
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�
35
0.

45
40
35

non-gradational zoning

30
25

�30
.>
25
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0
25
0
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centre
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Figure 70.

Reflectivity profiles of the color sequences ("Farbfolge") in two examples

exhibiting non-gradational or abrupt zoning.

The profile to the left represents a grain

displaying zoning type V, and the one to the right represents a grain showing a variation

of zoning type II.
tively.

Reflectivity values of 15 and

45 represent bravoite and pyrite respec
I\)
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Figure 71. Reflectivity profiles of the color ·sequences ( "Farbfolge ti ) in two examples
exhibiting gradational or solid solution zoning. The profile to the left represents a
grain displaying zoning type VII, and the one to the right represents a grain showing
an alternative sequence of zoning type VI. Reflectivity values of 15 and 45 represent
bravoite and pyrite respectively.
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Figure 72, Histograms of reflectivity areas as measured for each zoning type in Figure 54, Data
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3.

4"

5.

They occupy definite positions in certain zones.
Frequently, their place is taken by galena and
possibly by cattierite.
Sin ce we are dea ling with zonal structures, we
may expect periods of interruptions during the
growth of the grains.

f.

Direct intergrowth:
In regard to direct intergrowth with other sulphide

minerals, bravoite grains or types II, III and IV are
mostly free, i o e., not intergrown with other sulphides.
Grains of other types are commonly intergrown with siegen 
ite, galena, and marcasite.
g.

Enclosing rock:
Relations to the enclosing rock are listed in the

3rd column of table IIbo

Types I and III occur in dolo

mites as well as in greywacke sandstone.
dolomites only o

Type V occurs in

Types II and f'rom IV to VII occur in

greywacke sandstone, and type VII occ�rs �n sulphide nodules
Which are common in black shales, and in cavi ties in the
Bonneterre dolomitic limestone.
h.

Quantitative co·untings:
With reg ard to their abundance, grains belonging to

type II and III co mprise 78 per cent of the total, and
types IV a nd V coLstitute about 18 per cent.
makes-up the remaining

The rest

4 per cent of the total; half of

Which represents grains of type VI and VII, w hich dis play
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clear gradationa: zoning, the other half consists or grai ns
that be�ong to types I and VIII o
6.

POSSIBLE FACTORS IN ZONING
In view or the variety and nature or zoning described

on the previous pages it is probably correct to say that
the conventiona2. theories on factors responsible for
the property or mineral zoning are not applicable here
(compare for example NIGGLI, 1941, p. 608, or EITEL, 1954,
p. 83 and 711, and BOCKLEY, 1951, p. 403).

The idea or

f'ractio�al crystallizat:!. on in the course of decreasing
temper·atur,e cannot be applied because the com positional
sequeLce of zones is entirely i rregular if the whole
deposit is cocsidered.

The o�ly regularity is observed

within the individual small stratigraphic layers, and
within one and the same layer and_ its geometric units,
i. e., the disseminated grains, clusters or concretions.
In addition, the :-aurnerc-:..1s sedimentary f eatures displayed
by most sulphides in the Fredericktown ore i ndicate a
deposition at very low, and probably essentially constant,
temperatures.
'The idea of a periodic change in composition of the
"mother-liquid'' as a cause of the zoning is also unappli

cable JI again because of the obvious irregularities in
zoning which do not s upport this assumption.

In additio n,

such periodic cha.:1ges wo�ld be hard to visualize in an

environment of' ·...tndi3trubed crystallization.
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Toe concept of' equilibrium cr-ysta-1.lization is a
traditional cor.1.cept which r.:.as served good pur·poses as a
working hypothesis, but now needs to be refined and supple
mented, particu::..arly in ::::-egard to low temperature crystal
lization.

This coLcept was, of' course, coupled with the

idea or.. periodic ch&.:.1.ges in the composi ti.on of' the "mother
liquid" surrounding the crystal.

But as will be discussed

below, the top layers of a crysta llizing grain do not

nee es sarily have to be irJ. equilibrium with the surround
ing liquid because or two t·actors which were recogniz ed

only very recently:

The process of" constant adjustments

within the crystal independent of' t:t.e composition of' t he
enviromnent, ar..d the most important role of' the surf'ace
properties of' t:t.e solid phase"
There is a remote possibility w.--hich should not be
forgotten.

�1-...at is the peri odi city may be a·..ie to

II

external11

factors which may ind:.r·e::itly control the "dispatch" of' more
Fe instead of Ni, and vice versa 9 to the surfaces of' the
growing mineral grains.

Per.haps there is an organic compound present in t he

o oze of' the ocean f'loor which is capable of" controlling
the supply of' Ni and Fe available for crystallization.

However, this idea seems to lose probability if' we consider
the observation that the sequence of' zoning is not alway s
the same, even in one and the same small space of' a polished
secti on and in the same layer within this section.

This
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raises another probability, q. e., that the surrace layer
with or without adsorbents and/or absorbents, runctions

as a controlling barrier in the f ormation or the zones as
discussed b elow.
One observation may be quite significant; this is the
fact that the sum of bravoite and or pyrite zone areas in
a certain small stratigraphic "·unit" within individual
polished sections is quite uniform.

This, together with

the uniform overall composition or the sulphides within
one and the same lithologic unit, suggest a fairly uniform
content of' sulphur' and of metals at any one time or deposi
tion and/or any one stage of dia genesis.
The ract that the core of s ome grains consists or
pyrite and of some others of bravoite strongly suggests
that nucleation of both pyrite and b ravoite occurred more
or less s imultanem.�sly"
'The next step r-ow is the attempt to narrow do wn the
possi ble factors responsible for the variety or all the
zoning types pictured in Fi gure

54.

At the same time,

causes for t he disti�ct associations of these types with
certain petrographic and mineralo gic features, which is
given by the rol�ow�r-g ob servation:

The simple and non

gradational zones occur practically only in independent
grains in the rock or within galena.

In several cases,

as soon as bravoite grains are associated with chalcopyrite,
marcasite and sie genite, or with considerable amounts or
Pyrite, they usually show gradational zoning.
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The oo:mp,::,si t ion of' the envir•orunent appears t o be an
important f'actor after all; but not as a simple oscillatory
supplier of' material.

Ir..stead )) t.hi s envirorunent has a

certain partial press�re of sulphur and a specific concen
tration of: certai:c. mstal a.toms or :!.o::s

o

The principle

responsible for zo�ing in this case may be related to
ir..ter·nal pr,:iperti es or· p:r-ocessefi, as controlled by the
external ava.ila.b�lity of materials.
In t he search �or this principle two related prin
c-iples were f'ound,.

These will be mentioned brief"ly and

will be applied. tcwa.rd a working hypothesis for the
formatio n of' the, z or..ing reported here and perhaps also of'
zoning i?:.. other substances.
Bo�� p�inciples relate to the defects and the result
i�g electronic properties of the crystal latti ce and thei r
conseque:1.ces durir..g crystallizati on.

For example the

formati on of n-or p-type imperfections a nd the activity
of dislocations.

�heory A deals with internal processes

or rearrar..gements of atoms » theory B focusses on t he
surf'ace, propertie.J oi' bra v o ite-pyri te grains.

Both

theori es are based on the a.�0re-mentioned observation,
according to which gr-adati0:ial zcning and, thererore,
essentially little or no exsolution or screening (see
below) occurs only in mineral assoc iations where there is
an abundance of Fe and Ni atoms » as also of Co and perhaps
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Cu.��

The size of these atoms is close to that o:f metal

sites available in the bravoite-pyrite l attice.

There:fore,

the imper:fections in these pyrite and bravoite grains ma.y
consist of a lack o:f S atoms.

The possibility o:f a :freez-

ing or preserv-ing effect of: the Cu atoms on the solid solu
tion in bravoite-pyrite cannot be discu ssed at this time.
Theory A:

The first co nsequence o:f this typ e o:f

imperfections in the lattice produced by an excess of metal
atoms and/or a deficiency of su lphur atoms may be the
sluggishness or impossibility of dislocations o:f metal
atoms in a latticeo

Both the Fe and Ni atoms will be

captured onto the lattice surface, not being able to
11

exsolve" by dislocation after captur e.

The excess of'

metal ions will also indu ce th is type of crystal to have a
tendence to n-type conductivity, ioe., "the electron
concentration

is increased by excess of metal in the

sulphide over the stochiometric proportion and is also
increased b y the foreign metal atoms in the crystal lattice"
(PLAKSIN, 1960, Po 390)0
11

In this case, the metal atom

imp urities" act an "donors" .
In pyrite-bravoite, the main "impur ity" may be an

excess of the metal atoms or of sulphuro

If' the metal

*Dr. G. MOH (196�, pars� corn.). stated that as Cu
enters in the br·avoite composition, it changes into
villamaninite or other minerals. Studies on this
property are being carried out at the Geophysical
Laboratory, Washington, Do C.
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atoms are in excess, t he mineral has a tendency to n-type
conductivity; if too m any sulphur atom s are present, a
tendency to p-type conductiv ity develops.
It may be assume d that during slow crystallization one
and the same crystal may have, in general, the same t ype
of defects.

If the assump tion is correct that the isolated

grains are lacking in metal ions but h ave abundant S from
the H2s of the ooze and that, therefore, an n-type defect

structur•e exists, the!! this abundance in metal site holes

may easily produce dislocat ion of the metal atoms and,
therefore, unmixing while the crystal forms.
This effect may be compared with a constant zone
refining during crystallization.

Perhaps not only iron and

nickel are involved, but also cobalt.

This co nclusio n is

based on the fairly frequent occurrence of a possible
cattierite zone between a bravoite core and a pyrite r im.
This might be explained by such a "growth-zone-re.f'ining"
mechanism, whereby Cos2 is deposited at the interface

between pyrite and bra voite.

JOHNSEN (1925, re. SEIFERT, 1953, p. 320) pointed to
the zonal .f'ormation of solid solutions and to t he strains
induced by such inhomogenous growth.

The holes which occur

almost always at the interface of darkest and lightest
zones (Re. Figure 58) m ay b e due to this discrepancy o.f'
lattice para.meters between the two adjacent isomorphous
Phases.
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In the case of' sulphide agglomerati ons, where there
may be an abundance of competing metal atoms, the mech anism
of' "self'-z one .!.. ref'i ning" and, there.fore, a tendency toward
constant umnixing may be absent.

Thus the agglomerations

or clusters of' sulphides contain commonly gradational zones
of' bravoite-pyrite, an observation which also applies to
bravoite-pyrite grains reported .from Mau bach-Mech ernich
(see SCHACHNER, 1960, Figures 10 and 13).

The white zones

may be cattierite aud are also observed in agglomerations
where they occur in the outermost zones of' the grains
(e.g., Figure 62).
A .further detail which supports the idea put .forward
here is t he .fact that the gradational zoning is of'ten lost
toward the e nd of' crystallization of' these larger and well
zoned grains in the complex association with other Fe-Ni
Co-minerals.

W.ne n the supply of' metal ions gets depleted,

the "sel.f-zone-re.fini:ngn process may set-in again, and
this may cause the h omogenous zones to .form at the end of'
crystallization.
Theory B:

The second cau se of' imper.factions in semi

conductors is their distinct surf'ace property.

Again this

property is essentially c ontrolled by the imperf'ections of'
the uppermost atomic l ayers.

The type of' sur.face zone

de.facts determines whether there exists a donor or acceptor
"electric" field.

These s ur.face properties may perhaps

serve as a screen during crystal growth and may not admit
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more than a certain proportion and type of' atoms to the
latti ce and by this mechanism co ntrol the compositio n of'
the growing crystal.
The f'act tha. t the habit d evelopment of' crystals can be
inrluenced even by minute �ractions or organic or inorganic
11

imp·ur i ti es in the nmother·-liquid", is well known and

f'requently used in technology (compare SEIFERT, 1953 and
1955; and BUCKLEY, 1951).
It i s here pro posed that a similar mechanism may control
the :formation or ir..hibition of· solid solutions such as that
in pyrite.

Also that this mechanism may be responsible

f'or the f'o rma tion of' gradational zoning in one case and of'
abrupt zo ning in another case.

This mechanism could be

visualized as a screening action.
The screening ef'f'ect of' the crystal surf'ace may ha ve
several reasons.

It may be catalyzed by organic complexes,

Which are adso rbed just as in f'lotation, and are distinctly
dif'f'erent on surf'aces with dif'f'eren t imperf'ecti ons.
Now, the surf'aces of' individual f'ree grains are acces
sible to such co mpo�nds of' the pnre-solution of' sediment s
as organic molecules in the ooze; whereas those in the
clu sters and nodules of' sulf'ides are not.

It is interest

ing to note again that the most abundant gradatio nal zoning
of bravoite occurs in clusters of' sulf'ides where the
surfaces of' the growing grains were more likel y protected
against the "gangue" or "coating agents" in the po re
Solutio ns of' the ooze.
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A second possibility f'or a screening mechanism al so
merits investigation.

Tne suri'ace of' crystalli zing sulphides

may act as a diode with an electronic barrier with a disti nct
f'orbidden zone of' Fer'!Tli-surf'aces.

The quantum tunneling

of' particles through such a barrier might per.haps also a ct
as a screen which permits some metals to e:::1ter a nd keeps

ot.her·s away.
Whether or not it is correct that one of' the two or
any other unknown mechan ism serves as a screen, t he surf'ace

properties or minerals dur ing c rystalliz ation, e specially
of' sulphides, which are semiconduc tors, need to be investi
gated and integrated as possible f'actors in zoning.
Both theories, A and B, need to include certain excep
tions or mechanisms by which special f'eatures can be
explained.

There must be certain f'actors which interf'ere

with a normal s homogenous developme nt o:f individual grain s.
One example is the possibility of' a mixed donor a nd receptor
surf'a.ce which may be caused by the sulphur:me tal:iron
ratio or by t he inter:ference o:f oxygen in temporarily
oxygenated portions or the ooze.

According to PLAKSIN

(1961, p. 392) oxygen can cause a "change .from electronic
to hole-type (p-n-junctions) due to interaction with oxygen
Which is adsorbed on the mineral sur:face".
This non-unif'orm dis tribut ion of· the surf'ace zone
def'ects on the pyrite-bravoite gDains is perhaps responsible
�or the irregular wavy zones occasionally observed as, f'or
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example, show� by Figure 56c

It should be noted that the

zones are nere also quite irregular in thickness and in
sequence o

Tb.is may f·urther support the theory of' a n-p

type �ontrol

er

solid solution f'ormation or prevention.

The spotty occurre�ces ::.n Figur·e 54 ( zoning type VIII)
may als0 be due to a� anomalous condition, perhaps to
abundant p-:c:- jun-3 t ions dur· ing crystal li zati on.
In c or... cl usion it may be said bri ef'ly that the
coexistence of' abrupt and gra dational z oning with many
subvarieties in c�e a.:."�d the same rock appears to def'eat
the old and simple idea. of· crystallization as a process in
!'unct ion of· a straight p ressure-temperature equilibrium
only.

There is a "third dimensio:;:i" to c rystallizatio n

processes and this !!dimension'' is largely a £·unction of the
type of lattice imperfections and/or of' the surf'ace ef'f'ects
of' imperfeotionso
In the foregoi:g sectio� 6 , an attempt was made
to of'f'er a first and certainly most preliminary working
hypothesis.

So far the observed facts appear to support

the two theories, A a�d B j b�t very much more needs to b e
done in the way of' observations in nature as well as in
terms of labora-:ory experiments.

The f'ield of' solid state

physics, in particular of the str·.J.cture and properties of'
solid surfaces, r_eeds to be integrated with geology.
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B.

RELATION BETWEEN GEOMETRY AND MINERAL PARAGENESIS
In this section, an attempt will be made to derive the

paragenesis of the sulphides from their geometric re lations.
The purpose is achieved by first deriving a p aragenetic
sequence f'rom observati ons on ore samples 1 and second,
i�terpretir:.g the lock i:::i.g chara•.:!ter istics in some c oncentrate samples from Frea.ericktowno
1.

ORE SAMPLES
Some ge ometric characteristics of' the various inter

growths between the sulphides were described be:fore.
The study of' these intergrowths should shed some light on
the origin as well as the paragenesis of the minerals in
questio:no
'I'.he geometric re laticns between the sulphide minerals
and the e1�closing sediments in th e Fredericktown Mine were
discussed in Ch8.pte r II.

In the f'ollowing section only

those betwe en the sulphides themselves are considered.
Tr.1.e m& j .:ir part of· the ore minerals in the investigated
portions or the Fredericktown de posit occurs in layered
patterns.

Thia is predo minant at both large and sm all

scales (Figures 12 9 16, 17, 18, 19 9 27 etc.).

It was

also found that there are transitions :from the layered
pattern intc the occurrer..ce of sulphides in concentric
layers or shells (Figures 35,

44, 45, 46, 47,

e tc.).

Concentric layers, in t urn., are actual geometric zones,
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which are t he rule rather than the exception in pyrite
bravoite grains described in the previous sectio n.
Concentrically layered sulphides are f'ound in the

sulphide nodules described bef'ore (Figures 35 and 36).

The sequence of· the sulphide layers in all the studied
nodules is essentially the aame.

It maybe considered to

repr0 esent the original sequence of' deposition.

Theref'ore,

and by def'inition 9 it represents the pare.genetic sequence.
In this connectio n, two points must be kept in mind.
These are the f'ollowing:
l.

The sulphides do not always occ-.ir in concentric
band3, but transitions to f'lat layered patterns
exist.

2.

Specif'ic deviations f'rom the paragenetic sequence
in the nodules occasionally occur, as will be
descri bed be�l.ow.

a.

Observations and results
The purpose of· t his study of' the geometric relations

between the minerals in the sulphide nodules is to obtain
quantitativ e data or. the intergrowths of' the individual
sulphides.

rne individual intergrowth percentage wil l

be called the intergrowth index (according to Brlbfessor
G. C. Amstutz L
This purpose is achieved by the following pr ocedure:
1.

Photamicrographs of' a polished surf'ace of part
of' a sulphide nodule were taken and enJ.arged to
obtain a map at a scale of 100:1.
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2,

These phot o:microgr aphs were assembled into one
composite n air photo n of' the nodule cross-section.

J.

Th e i ntergr-owth lines were traced on a transparent
sheet (of'.which a 5o5 reduction is shown in
Figure 74)

4o

o

Th.e ler..gths of' the individual intergrowth surf'aces
between the minerals were measured with a regular
map-distance measuring instrument.

The result of the measurement is shown in Table III.
A dif'f'erentiation was made between curved and s traight
intergrowth lines; also, curved lines were divided into
concave and convex c lasses .
b.

Interpretations
As shown i n Table III, most of' the intergrowth lines

are straight.

Co�sidering the geometry of' the whole of

the nodule 9 these lines suggest consecutive precipitation
in layers or bands.

Howaver, at small scal es, these lines

cannot be used to indicata a specif'ic seq-..rence of' su lphide
formation.
Cur·ved 1 ine s of' in ter·growth are the important indi ca ...
tions of' the paragenetic sequence.

The ad hoc phenomeno

logical conditions ir- this case are as f'ollows:
1.

Later deposi tion �n the f'orm of' an intergrowth
is al ways a:n overgrowth.

Consequently, the f'irst

mineral X must� priori be covered or even sur�
rounded by a second mineral Y.

In cases of

replacement, the intergrowth lines are often

TDPt
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Table III

miner.ala
mr
mr
mr

# PY
# cp

Ii sg

PY# cp
PY# sg
PY# sl

convex

concave

L

%

31
34
5

20.7
21.8
15.6

150
156
32

13.0
13 .5
2.7

70
15

68.2

L

%

I..

21
57
10

14.0
36.5
31.3

98
65
17

65.4
41.7
53.1

26
7
7

100.0
9.1
31.8

22

55.0

II gn

112

total

%

%
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sl

straight

L

cp # sg

sg # gn

intergrowth

--- ---------- -----

---

---90.-9

26
77
22

2.2
6.6
1.9

46.5

165

33.3

100

20.2

--- ----

495

42.8

90.6

15

9.4

32

20.0

159

13.7

18

45.0

40

3.4

Summary sheet ot the statistical counting of the lengths ot

the interfaces between the various minerals 1n a p ortion ot
a sulphide nodule. (see Figure 74).

in microns,

bravoite, cp

I=

=

1ntergrown with, mr

chalcopyr1te, sg

and al = aphaler1te.

=

L means length ot lines

=

marcas1te, py = pyr1te

s1egen1te, gn = galena,
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irregularo

However, if mineral Y replaces mineral

X it is still probable tbat more convex lines
tow ards Y and more concave lines tow ards X are
observed.

Statistically, a larger number of

convex intergrowth surface segments, must
there.fore always belong to X; the earlier
mineral.
Vice versa, co�cave intergrowth surfaces must be
more abundant on the later mineral Y.
By the application of these oasic geometric conditions
to the results listed in Table III, the mineral paragenesis
in the su.lp.hide nodules can b e established as f'ollows�

PY earlier than mr

mr earlier than
mr· earlier tha.r..
PY E:iarlier thar.
sg earlier than
sl earlier than
cp earlier than
s g earlier than
sl earlier than

cp
sg
cp

PY
PY

sg
gn
gr..

Microscopic obse rvations or. ab out J.40 polished sections
made in ore samples other than sulphi de nodules are in
agreement with the above listing except in the .following
ca ses�

1.

Pyrite app ea rs to be slightly later thar,. marcasite.
The evid ence .fo r this were discussed in detail in
the previous chapter; mainly the trans.formations
of marcasite i nto pyrite.

In the core areas o.f

the su�phide nodules, both minerals occur in
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i::::tri ca. tely i:"lt ergrow7!. grains.

This may suggest

that they a.�so can form contemporaneously.
2.

Chalcopyrite (variety II) is also later than
Criteria were given in sectio n B of

sie genite.
Chapter III

Ref'erer2ce can be ma.de to Figures

o

43, 44a. and b j 45 and 75.

The ma.in evidence in this

case is that chalco pyrit e is often found in frac
ture s in siegenite.

An additional criterion is

the almost omi--i.ipresence of' siegen ite "remnants"
f'ormi:.-ig atoll-like s true tures in c ha.le opyrit e
(Fig-..ire 44b)
3u

o

The sphalerite-pyri te intergrowths measured in
this nodule are contributions fro m two areas in
the map ( Figure 74:

coordinates 1cm/2cm and

14cm/4.5cm j considering the lower left corner
of' the map as the zero point).

In bo th areas,

pyrite is in the f'orm of' aggr·e gates containing
bravoite.

Tne contribution of' the second area

to the intergrowth index is abo ut
the total"

75 per cent of'

Here, sphal eri te appears to b e later

than the pyrite aggre gate and that it has pushed
it apart as it grew.
From the above , it is concluded that the para.genetic
sequence as derived from the intergrowth indexes in ore
samples studied is as follows (listing earlier minerals
:first)�
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marcasite and pyrite
sie genite a�d pyrite
chalcopyrite
sp.halerite a.."l'ld pyrite
galena
2.

CONCENTRATE SAMPLES
The study o.f concentration products has the advantage

of' giving average results.

They present a cross-section

of· average intergrowth relati ons, which otherwise would b e
gained only b y a study o.f a great number of ore samples.
a.

Ob servations and results
Seven polished sections of various concentration

products .f'rom the Fredericktown deposit were studied for
this purpose.

The pro cedure of the study is as .follows:

85 locked grains to the same scale.

1.

Drawing of'

2.

Measuring the lengths of the different inter

growth .faces between the various minerals as well
as the m.L-inber of' f'ace s me asur·ed.

These measure

ments were made by a normal map-distance measuring
instrument.
3.

Results are shown in Tables IV to VI).

As with the sulphide nodule, distinction is made
between straight and curved (co nvex and concave)
intergrowth segments.

It i s interesting to note that locked grains in t he
concentration products display patterns that are common in
ore samples.

For example compare the grains drawn in

Figure 75 with Figures 39, 40, 44a and b,

45, 47, e tc.
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Table IV
mr # PY
mr # bv
# sg
mr # cp
mr # al
mr # gn
(mr # cv)
mr Ii gg
CV

Ii gg

PY
PY
PY
PY
PY

# bv
# sg
# cp

# sl
# gn
(Py # cv)
PY # gg

(gn # cv)
gg # gg

# sg
# cp
# al)
# gn
(bv # cv)
bv # gg
bv
bv
(bv
bv

al # gn
sl # CV
al # gg

sg
sg
sg
(eg
sg
cp
cp
cp
cp

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

cp
al

gn

cv)
gg
sl
gn

CV

gg

Lacking poss1b111t1es between the sulphide and gangue
minerals round 1n the Fredericktown ore.

Types 1n paren

thesis were not round 1n the polished sections studied rrom
concentration products

or the same ore.

Legend:

# means

locked t.o, mr - marcaaite, py = pyrite, bv = bravo1t e, sg =
aiegenite, cp - chalcopyrite, al = sphalerite, gn = galena,
ov = covell1te, gg = gangue (carbonates and quartz).
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Table V
interg rowth

convex

minerals

L
mr

# PY
# sg
# l cp
l gn

PY#
PY#
PY#
PY#

sg
cp
al
gn

ag # cp
sg # al
sg # gn

%

L

total

%

L

%

42.1
86.6
34.5
48.0

210
20
130
100

36.8
13.4
76.5
13.3

120
-------

21.1

290

--------

38.7

570
150
170
750

4.5
1.2
1.4
6.0

130
1550
220
600

52.0
73.5
100.0
42.0

100
300

40.0
14.2

20
260

8.o
12.3

250
2110
220
1430

2.0
16.9
1.7
11 .4

730
40
380

20.5
100.0
35.8

3570
40
1060

28.5
0.3
8.5

22

16.8

40.0
---- ----34.0

# gn

L

concave

240
130
40
360

1430

cp # sl
cp # gn
al

%

straight

360

25.8

80
410

73. 2

65

49.6

-----49.0
700

-----19.6
110

-----

130

---9.0

39.5
1410
------30.2
320
230
40

74.2
7.2

310
560

440

33.6

1310

2.5
4.5
10.5

summary sheet or the statistical counting of the leng ths or

locking interfaces observed 1n 85 locked grains in polished
sections or some concentration products rrom the Frederick
town Mine.

L means length of lines in microns and the rest

ot the abbreviations are derined in Table IV.

Table VI
minerals

t.

%

G

mr
mr
mr

#
#
#
#

PY

7

4.5

%

5

7.

2

PY
PY
PY
PY
sg
sg
sg

#
#
#
#
If
#
#

sg
cp
al
gn

4.5

5

6.o
2.4
2.4

18.2

11
1

3

12.9

12

14. 1

sg
cp
gn

3
3

4

28
1
19

2.6

0.6
12.3

2

6.0

3.5
1.2

27.3
0.6

25

29.4

4

8

2.6
5.2

4

3

17

11 .D

3.5
4 .7

cp
al
gn

42

# sl
cp # gn
al # gn

cp

1.9
1.9

1
10

6.5

1

1.2

4

4.7

7

8.2

Summary sheet of the statistical counting of the number of
1nter�acea 1n the 85 locked grains (see Table

number

or lines

v).

L means

measured, G signifies the number of grains

and the rest or the abbreviations are defined 1n Table IV.
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,_mesh,
200

1

2

3

7

9

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Pigure 7S. Typical exuiplea ot looked 1raina in the concentration produota trca
Prederioktown. In 00111pariaon with the gecmetric claaaitioation ot baaio intergrowth
pattern■ ot ainerala" (AOI data aheat 21) • grains l to 8 diapla7 t7Pe la to lbJ gra'ina
9 to 16, t7Pa 2aJ and grain■ 17 to 24. t7Pe Ja, Legend! gn • galena, al • aphalarite,
P7 • p7rita1 ag • aiegenite, and op • chalcop7rita. All the 1raina are dravn at the
•--- acale I aee aquare nuaber l).
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b.

Ir.terpretati ans
Using the sa.TJ1e rules on the i ntergrowth indices shown

in Table V, the mineral paragenes is is as follows:
mr earlier than py
mr earlier than sg
mr earlier than cp
mr earlier than gn
py earlier than sg
PY earlier than cp
py earlier than sl
py earlier than gn
sg-cp: undecided
sg-sl: undecided
sg earlier than gn
s1 earlier than cp
cp earlier than gn
sl earlier than gn
From the above, the paragenet ic sequence of' the sul
phides derived f'ro m observations on co�centra tion product s
f'rom FredericktowTI is as f'ollows:
rnarcasite
pyrite
siegenite a...."1d chalcopyrite
sphaleri te
(chalcopyrite)
galena
The Chal copyrite-siegenite relation is not readily
apparent in this case.

The indic es of' their intergrowt.hs

are about the same f'or convex and concave lines.

This f'act

may .have a bearing on the observations reported in Chapter
III that suggest a "reaction" between the two minerals.
The intergrowth indices of' chalcopyrite-sphalerite
locking measured indicate that sphalerite should be earlier.
However, the amount of' intergrowth here is very small
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(2.5 per cent or �he measured lines).

Observations on

ore specimens indicate that cha lcopyrite is m ost pr obably
earlier than sphale rite.
In the next chapter a c onclusi on will be drawn rrom
these observati ons as to the p aragenetic seque!'l.ce or the
sulphides in all ore samples st�died.
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CHAPTER V
ON THE ORIGIN OP THE SULPHIDES
A.
1o

THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY TYPE DEPOSITS

DEFINI'.I·ION
As stated oerore j the sulphide depcsit at Frederick

t0wn is one examplo or t!'.1.e sc•-d&signa.ted "Mississippi Valley
Type" deposits.
world.

1'1-..ese ar·e widely distributed all over the

OHLE (1959, p. 770) off&red a map showing their dis

tribution.

'.I�e map must be considered incomplete since

several deposits in A rrica 1 A�stralia, Europe, Russia and
South America j etc. are not i�cluded.
The origin or most or these deposits is still contro
versial.

The rirst item in the controversy is what deposits

should be included under this title.
The Mississippi Valley Type deposits, sensu stricto,
are lead and zinc s�lphide deposits within carbonate pro
vinces, containi�g lesser &.1.�ou�ts or iron, copper, nickel,
and cobalt sulphides.

Occasionally, considerable amounts

or barite and some r�uorite are present.

The carbonates in

many Mississippi Valley Typ6 deposits also contain substan
tial proportions or shales and 9andstones.
Sub-types or the deposits may be considered.

For ex

ample, the Fredericktown deposit is a sub-type that is rich
in Fe, Co, and Ni and occurs in essentially a greywacke rac
ies.
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2.

THEORIES OF POSSIBLE ORIGIN
In re viewing some of the reported studies on Mississippi

Valley Type deposits, different theories on t heir origin
are found.

Most of these deposits are described as syn-

genetic and as epigenetic.

Each theory necessarily bases

its arguments on different a ssumptions and interpretations,
and consequently, also, on different geochemical data and
assumptions"

These theories are listed be:ow as a back

g round f or the disc'i.l.ssion of the genetic meaning of the
observatio�s presented earlier in this dissertation.
'I1 he genetic theo ries can b e divided into four, accord
ing to the possible c orr.binations of time and space criteria.
These four theories are as follows�

s p

T I M E
syngenetic formation

A C E

endogenous forIT"..a tion

= contemporaneous wit'h
the enclosing rock

= ori gin same as, or from
within the host rock

epigenetic format i::m

ex ogenous fo.ril)ation

= formation later than
that of' the host rock
possible c an bina ti on s :

= ore matter originates
from wit.hout the host rock
Ia
Ib
IIa
IIb

syn
syn
epi
epi

-

endo
exo
endo
exo

T.ne following discussion will be devoted to a brief
explanati on of each the ory.

This is supplemented by the

listing of the most important assumptions necessary i�
each case (essentially after AMSTUTZ 1959b, p. 6-7).
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Ia.

Syngenetic-endogenous (supergene):
Ore minerals deposited contemporaneously in and with
the sediment; the ore matter, Ba, Pb, Zn, Fe, Cu, Ni,
Co, S, etc., is of erosional and thus or supergene
origino
Assumptions
1.

The concentr·at ion or the mineral matter took
place in the ocean water or during diagenesis.

2.

Favorable conditions existed ror precipitation
in and w ith the common sedimentary material.

lb.

Syngenetic-exogenous (hypogene):
Ore minerals deposited contemporaneously in and with
the sediments; the ore matter is or exhalative-volcanic
and thus or hypogene-hydrothermal origin.
Assumptions
1.

So�rce (and perhaps also concentration) or
mineral matter at depth.

2.

Conditio�s favorable ror deposition or the
ore matter in the geosynclinal sedimentB
when brought up to the surface as exhalati ons.

IIa. Epigenetic-endogenous (supergene):
Ore minerals deposi ted by supergene solution and
replacement, i. e., by epigenetic later al solution,
migration and secretion caused by groundwater mov e
ments; the source o r the ore matter is the same bed,
or some adjacent, sedimentary bed.
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Assumptions
1.

The normal sediments contain the mineral
matter.

2.

The property of the ground water to dissolve
the sulphides, and to transport them in

3.

soluti on.
Availability of open (connected) space for
precipitation of the ore matter or solution

4.

of the country rock to provi.d e this space.
1-i:he minerals or pore-solutions of the present
host rock are capable of concentrating the
ore matter by precip itation.

IIb. Epigenetic-exogenous (hypogene):
Ore minerals deposited by solutions and replacements
in the coarse of upward percolations of telemagmatic
hyd rothermal or regenerative hydrothermal fluids or
emanations, either along faults or fra ctures or through
pore spaces , along grain boundaries, both from unknown
source at depth.
Assump tions
1.

Scurce (and possibly a lso concentration) of
mineral matter at depth.

2.

3.

Driving force and chan nelway s for the ascend
ing solutions.
Availability of open (con..�ected) space for
precipitation of the ore matter or solution
of the cou..�try rock to provide this space.
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4o

Driv�ng rorce and channelways, in any direction,
f'or the removal and transportation of' the

5.

dis scl ved rock.
F'avorable ccnditions f'or the epigenetic
precipitation of the mineral matter by
s&lective replacement in speciric horizons,
or occasionally in widely variable roe ks.
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B.
lo

THE ANALYSIS OF GEOMETRIC FEATURES

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SULPHIDES AND THE ENCLOSING
SEDIMENTS
In the follow ing discussion a reasor..able explanation

is sought for the mode of' f'ormation of' the sulphides in the
Fredericktown are a, b ased on the observations of'f'ered i::1.
this dissertatiOLo
As mentioned be:fore, there is no apparent re lation
between t he ore occurrences and faulting.

At both large

and small seal es, the rel ati on between the sulphides and
the common sediments does not leave the observer in
tenebr is about the presence of' certain statigraphic controls o
The only control which co uld be ir..cluded under the term
"structural" is that of' the relation between the Precambrian
topography and the Cambrian sediments.

This, .however, is

actually a topographic or paleogeographic contr·olo

There

fore, it is c losely re lated to, or included under, the
stratigraphic controlo
From the study of' st.ope walls in the mine, it was
:found that the major part of' the deposit is
with t he enclosing rocks.

II

coT'.gruent"

S ulphides o ccur in layered

p atterns (Figu res 12 j 16, 17, 18, e tc. )o

The bedded nature

extends :for several k ilometers, practically witho�t inter
ruption"

Small s cale features (Figures 12, 22, 23, etco)

also show per:fect symmetrical coincidence (.from the geometric
Viewpoint) with t he enclosing rocks.
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Table VII is a listing of the six main geometric
f'eatures dil::lplayed by the sulphides and the enclosing sedi
ments in the studied porti ons of' the Freder icktown Mineo
These features we�e described in detail in Chapter II
(features l to

5

in secti01::C; on the transit ion zone,

and f'eature 6 in section D, on the Bonneterre Formation)o
As in Table VII, the sulphide layers and masses, and
the enclosing sediments show i sogeametric or synch ronous
patterns.

Sulphides, especially galena, f'ound in disruption

f'eatures (Figures 29, 32, and 33) and in veinlets (Figures
27, 28 and 60) are the only exceptions.
There must be several controlling parameters in the
development of' the f'eatures listed in Table VII.

These

parameter s can be considered as var iables in a simple
equati Ono
ThusaJ-=f'(Ssh, 8s, Sa, Sd, 6g, Sc, 6rri,

o o o) where

the dif'f'erent expressions may be defined as f'ollows:
G

resulting geometric pattern (texture, structure,
f'abric)

sh

shape of' the sulphide layer or mass.

s

size

a

growth af'f'inity

d

the density of' the sulphide itself',

g

the density of' the surrounding media

c

the composition (in ef'f'ect of' the availability of'
the chemical elements and the physicochemical
c ondit io ns )
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Table VII
observations
features
1 • solid layers

2. layered
disseminations
3. disseminated
agglomerations
load
casts
4.
(polar)
5. convolute
bedding (polar)
6. disruption :features
and veinlets

geometry

sediments I sulphides
S1

-

01

S2

-

02

S4

=

C4

S3

S5

s6

=

I

C3

C5

c6

interpretations
perfect symmetrical
coincidence of congruence o:f space
units and o:f compositional units
suggests that the
interpretation with
the smallest number
of assumptions is
the contemporaneous
:f ormati.on.

List of the main large and small scale depositional (1 to 3).

diagenetic (4 and 5), and cross-cutting (6) features displayed
by the sulphide occurrences in the sedimentary units of the

�reder1cktown Mule and their genetic analysis.
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m

the motion in the medium, which is equivalent to
the energy of' the enviro�.lTlent of' depos ition o

to

5

If' viewed with these parameters in mind, f'eatures 1
can develop during and shortly af'ter the deposition

of' the co nstituents and while the sediments were still
sof"t.

It is recognized that .features 1 to 3 can develop

by hydrothermal-epigenetic r'eplacement.

However adding up

the observations reported in Chapter II and adding also
.features

4

and

5, the sulphides portraying all such f'eatures

probably accumulated during diagenesis.

On the contrary,

.features listed ur..der 6, c an develop only i .f the sediments
have lost mos t of' the f'luid constituents and were more or
less li thi.fied.

Theref'or·e, the sulphides f'o und in this

category o.f .features can be of' a late diagenetic or even
o.f epigenetic age.
It is an observational .fact that the sulphides belong
ing to category 6 display some replacement relationships
wit h t he quartz, clays and sometimes carbonates in the
immediate vicinity.

However, it was pointed out bef'ore that

these replacement relations.hips are muc.h too localized to
be valid criteria f'or an epigenetic origi!"'- f' or the whole
deposit.

Also, these replacements can occur during the

late stages of' diagenesis.
Since mos t of' these replacement relations.hips are
observed f'or galena, it is concluded that they are of' a
late diagenetic age.

During the later stages of' diagenesis,
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recrystal lization occurs, which can lead to the develop
ment of' such replacement relationships.
An epigenetic orig in f'or the cross-cutting (galena)
features is a recogniz ed possibilityo

In order to postulate

such an epigenetic origin a greater number of' assumptions
must be considered (ref' er to theories Ila and b in the
previous section).

Therefore adding up the observations

and considering the theory with the least number of' assump
tions should be the correct interpretation.
In summary, it may be said that, f'i rst, the deposit
as a w hole is perfectly layered.

At both large and small

scale s the layered patterns a re predominant; Second, .the
more salient and d istinctly abundant f'eatures (1-5 in
Table VII) are best explained to f'orm in the early stages
of' diagenesis; ?nird, the rare

(5

to 10%) occurrence of'

sulphides (especia lly galena) in cross-cutting features
develop by recrystalli zation in the late stages of'
diagenesi s.
2o

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SULPHIDES THEMSELVES
The

intergrowth characteristics of' the sulphides were

discussed in Chapters III and IV o

In the latter the inter

growths patter ns were used .for the .following:
1.

Classi.fying
eight types.

4575

zoned bravoite-pyrite grains into

Distinction was made between grada

tional or abrupt and non-gradaticnal or solid
solution zoning.

One category could have formed
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under slightly di.f.ferent conditions than those
responsible .for the .formation o.f the other.
2.

Measuring the homogenous re.flectivity areas in the
same bravoite-pyrite grains.

According to these

measurements, no distinct gap in the Fe-Ni (-Co)-S
solid solution was established.
3.

Deriving a paragenetic sequence .for the sulphides
b y the detailed study o.f a portion o.f a sul phide
nodule (as a representative o.f the b anded nature

4.

o.f most of' the sulp hides in ore samples).
Deriving a paragenetic sequer-ce .for the sulphides
by studying the

intergrowt.h patterns in

85

grains

.from various concentration products .from
F redericktown.
In Ch a pter III several of· th e des cribed intergrowt.h
patterns are s1.Aggestive o.f a certa in paragenesis o.f the
minerals concerned.
1.

Specif'ic examples are the .following:

Marcas�te-pyrite intergrowths suggesting an earlier
age o.f t he .former.

2.

Sie genite-chalcopyrite II intergrowths suggesting
a la ter age .for chalc0pyrit� II.

These relations.hips are all based up on quantitive
geometric observations.

They are the best tools .for set

ting up a paragenetic sequence .for the deposition o.f the
sulphides .

The result o.f adding-up the in.formation gathered

.from these studies p rovides t he f'ollowing sequence f'or
the f'ormation of' the main sulphide,s in Fredericktown:
marcasite
pyrite
bravoite
siegenite
chalcopyrite
sphalerite
galena

_______ o

� • ______ o •

o o ___

?
----·

Marcasite is the first mineral to f'or m for the following
reasons:
1.

In its occurrence as "spear-head" grains, it is
usually f'ractured and the f ractures are filled
with othe r sulphides (Figures 37, 3 8, etc. ).

2.

It occupies the cores ot' the sulphide nod ules

3.

Zoned pyrite-bravoite grains are often found

(F'igures 35 and 74).

grown a round the pointed ends of' the narcasite
gra ins (Figures 38, 40 and 64).

Minor amounts or marcasite are .found in intricate
intergr,owths with pyrite-bravoi te-catterite grain s,
especially within Chalcopyrite II masses.

This type of

marcasite is represented by the smaller line in the para
genetic sequer.ce drawn a bove.
Pyrite is found along with marcasi te in the core or
the sulphide nodules ( especially toward the core ri m); as
round grains disseminated in the rock .fabric; and in inter
growths with bravoite.

The last category appears to have a

wider spread than the rest in the mineral paragenesis.

0

o

Bravoi te is f'ound al ways intergrow:: with pyrite, except
ir.. rare cases where it is enclosed in sieger..ite a.nd less
commonly in galena and mares.site.

In two instances,

bra.volte was observed in clusters or grains (free of pyrite)
in between sand grains.
Siegenite is also among the earlier minerals.

Its

geometric inter-relationships with chalcopyrite indicate
that some of the latter (c.balcopyrite II) must h ave formed
later than siegenite (Figures 44a and b,

45,

and

75).

Chalcopyrite I displays no d istinct relationship with
siegen ite.

It could have f'ormed contemporaneously with

siegenite, or e ven prior to it.
Sphalerite is commonly associated with both oha.1copyri te a.nd galena, mor e so wi th the latter.

'Y.ne island

like structures of' spha.:i.erite in cha.lcopyri te and surround
ing i ndiv idual grains (F'igur,e

45) a.re one indicative of'

their contempora.::-.1eol.ls !'orma.ti onJ or even a slightly la.ter·
age f'or sphalerite.

One criterion f'or· their contemporaneous

f'orma.tion is the presence of' both minerals as intergrowths
in veinlets in siegenite and ma.res.sit e.
The r·ela.tionship between spha.lerite a.nd galena is
f'airly clear.

Intergrowt.hs of' both minerals a.re f'o:u1d in

veins in other sulphides (Figure 37).
surrounds sphalerite (Figures

Galena commonly

74 and 75).

The two minerals

were deposited penecontemporaneously, with sphalerite some
what before galena, a nd galena in part replacing sphalerite.
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Galena :..s definitely the last mineral to :f'orm o
observational criteria support this theoryo

All

Geometric

criteria from which this conclusion is drawn were described
at ler..gth before.

The f'ollowing are the more important

ones�
lo

Its occurr·ence in compaction fissures in the
dolomitic l imestone.

2o

Its occurrence in di struption ( or

II

thixotropi c")

features.

3.

The display of' some replacement relationships

4-

Filling cracks and f'ra ctures in almost all the

with the rock forming minerals.
other sulphides ( except sphaleri te).

5.

Its .f'orrnati on in the outer-most layers in the

sulp.hi de r..od"J.les ( Figures 35 and 74).
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C.

SOME GEOCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The :main val'-le of' the proceeding discussions lies in
the description of' the geometric patterns in the studied
portions o!"' the layered sulphide deposit at Freder icktown.
Descriptic:n.�. 01.., speci.fic patter-:1.s wer·e .f ollowed by respec tive
interpretations drawT.. .from the observational criteria.
The miner·alogical composi tior..s of' the sulphides and the
enclosing rocks were also given.

Before concluding, what

r·emains is the presentation of' some geochemical data and
co�siderations that are of' value to the pertinent inter
pret& t ions.
The f'indings of' geochemistry are becoming more and more
applicable to the .field of rock and ore genesis.

These

f'indings enve lop theoretical as well as experime ntal
crite ria that may support a certai� interpretation of' the
setting of' any mineral deposit, especially in sedimen tso
Geochemical data ar..d co�siderations that are of' value
to the pr•ese::1.t study are connected with the com position and
origin of' the do lomite and of' t he sulphides.
1.

THE DOLOMITE PROBDEM
It was stated before that the Bonneterre lithof'acies

in sou theastern Missouri is cor...sidered to be essentially
a dolomite"

Some workers attribute the dolomitization of'

the origi:.-ial carbonate to .hydrothermal-epigenetic processes.
Many also b elieve that the ore in the whole district is
localized in dolomitized portions of' the Bonneterre

2 45
(e. go JAMES )) l951 ar:.d 1952)0

Conclu sions a.re ma.de that the

sulp.hi des a.re al S8 of.' a hydr otherma.1-epigenetic origino
As stated i� Chapter II, the Bon..�eterre in the studied
portions ::,f the Fr,eder0 icktown Mine is always composed o:f
a mixture or dolomite and calcite.

From certain micro

scopic obaer'va.tio:r.1.s .9 cor..clusions are drawn that the tra.ns1--or'Illa ti on of' same o:f the ca lei t e into dolomit e a.pp ea rs
to be synchronous with the recrystallization of' some sul
phides, especially g alena (F'igures 15 and 31).

Theref'ore,

it is important to f'ind criteria. :f'or the time of' f' ormation
of' the dolomitic limestone, w.b.ic.h contains a considerable
a.mount of' s·..1lphides.
'I.he d::>lomitic limestone in samples f'rom Fredericktown
It conta.ir-s detrita.l q�a.rtz grains

is usually arena.ceouso

(Figure JGb), bat silica is never f'ound as a matrix between
the ca.rb on.ate grains.
as:

:in these r·ocks, dolomite is round

Fine grained disseminations i� c�icite; patches or

lenses of' a c0a.rse grained nature; and as large and occasior..
a.lly zoned gra ins surrounding galena cl�sters o:f grai ns.
The last �n,e of' occ�rrenc e is especially dominant w.hen
galena is fo"t.md in disruption :features or as veinlets in
the dolomitic limestone.
These observati ona.l criteria ovei:--rule the p ossibility
of a "whole-sal e" do lomitiza.tion of· any specific .horizon,
in the present case.

They rather· support the idea of' local

and dispersed transf'orma.tions of' cal cite into dolomite at
irregula rly spaced f'oci within the rock f's.bric.
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I'hi s transf'onna tior: is be st understood i f it occurs
as a conseque�ce of dispersed concentrations of Mg in the
Fur thermo re, they are more likely to

depositing medi1."!ffio

h appen while the sediment was not yet completely li thifie d.
T he aqueous c or�stit·:..i.ents present i n the sediment at this
stage could ser,,e as the car·r·iers and the suppliers of Mg.
Therefore, the observational crite ria. suggest a diageneti c
t i me :for• the process cf· dolomitiza tion in the present case.
In some samples where the carbonate is rather dense
ar...d nonbedded (e
in Figure 34)

j

o

g., the basal portions of the sample drawn

the dolomit e grains a.re very similar

(geometrically and with regard to the grain size) to those
composed v:f calci te.

Only by applying conventional stain

ing methods could t hey be d.isting·�ished.

In such cases,

theI·e is :r_;_o reason to posL:..late a depositional age :for cal
cite and a. later dis.genetic age for dolomite.

Both could

have formed cor_temporaneously, especially where there is
no evidence of re0rystallization or replacement.
The f orma. ti or: of ...1..arge and occasionally zoned dolomite
gra:irE.may imply recrystallization during diagenesis .

But

dolomi te dispersions ir.. calcite (having about the same
grain shape and size as that of the latter) were most
probably formed contemporaneously with. cal cite.
From the above, it is con cluded that the dolomite in
the Bonneterre li tho.facies of' Fr·eder icktown (and probably
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in adjacer..t areas o:f the n:,ead Belt"), is primary.-i�
of'

Some

was deposited contemporaneously with calcite, the

m�jor part was :formed by dispersed transformatio ns of
cal0ite into dolomite during the early stages of diagenesis.
A brief review of some o:f the extensive lit erature
on the dolomite p roblem on:1..y supports this conclusion.
In most classi1..ica ti ons of dolomites, both dep ositional
and early diagenetic types are considered.

FAIRBRIDGE

(1957) has reviewed the existing literatu re on the dolomite ques�iono

The following examples of classifications

are taken from his paper:
REULING (1934) classi:fies dolomites into:
l.

Submari::."1e-Dolomi tisierung:

Dolomites in nearly

b1.Ari ed rocks.
2.

Gezeiter--Dclomitisierung:

inter-tidal dolomit es.

3.

Ge�ae�de-Dolomitisierung:

Epigene conti nental

dolomites.
CAYEUX (1935) maintains that dolomit e is .formed by the
.following processes:
-!�According to RODGERS (1954), p. 232), the "common
American usage calls dolomite primary only if the
particles were dolomite w hen .f irst fo rmed, as by
direct precipitation f·rom sea water; otherwise they
are secor..dary. SANDER believing that no observable
criteria exist for this distinction, calls dolomite
primary if' the particles were dolomite when they
re&.ched their pre sent position in the rock fabri•c;
secondary o�ly i.f they are replacement o.f some mat
erial t.hat occupied the space befor e." The term
primary is used here according to its meaning in the
terminology of SANDER.

:i.

E}Jigene chemical pr.,ecipitatio:n t·rom ground
water

2.

3.

4.

Early or co�temporaneous replaceme nt of' Caco3
Late or post-depositi onal replacement of Caco
Decalcirication or magnesium-rich limestones ,

3

w:. th co:.1.seque:nt loss o'f' volume.

LINCK (1937) assigns dolomit es to the f'ollow ing genesis:

1.

By chemical precipitation f'rom saturated
sol�tionsoooonly in ground water or under
hydr-other•mal conditio ns.

2u

By metasomatic replacement 0£ Caco
e ither:
a)

3

by Mgco ,
3

Bef'ore (ioe., early or contemporaneous)
diagenesis�

In calcareous sapropels of'

lagoo� floors and evaporite basins; or
b)

After (ioe., late or post-sedimentational)
dia ge�esis�

In all so rts 0£ limestones.

Primary dolomite has been reported by several authors
to precipitate directly f'orm the aqueous medium.

Many

papers can be mentior.ed as examples, of' which ar e those
by BOEGGILD (1912), VAN ·rUYL

(1916) j STEIDAM (1917), HEIM

(1924), CHILINGAR (1957), F'OLK (1959), SARIN (1962), and

DEFEYES et al. (1964)0

Many o'f' these authors (e.g., HEIM)

assume post-depositional recrystallization and/or contempor
aneous replacement or cal cite, directly £ollowing precipi
tation.

However, others (eogo, FOLK) prefer to separate

between the two categor�es.

Diagenetic dolomi tiza ti on is, .however, the more accepted
theory respor.;sible :for the f'or'mation of' large dolomite depos
its.

Most sedimentologists believe that dolomit ization

begins e arly in di a.genesis and continues below the surf·ace
of' newly deposited calcareous sediments.

Among the advo

cates of' this thought are BISSEI.,L and CHILINGER (1958 and
1962), SKINNER et alo (1963) and many otherso
Phisico-chemical conditions under whi ch dolomite f'orms
are f'airly well known�

Data on the solubility of' CaC03 are

1�ound in SEIDE1.L ( 1940) and ct.hers.

The oxidation-reduction

potentials encountered i::l environmental changes in t�e
mar·i:r..e calcareous mud below t .he deposi tior..al interf'ace
are treated at ler.gth by ZoBELL (1946)0
Several authors have indicated that the :formation
of diag6netic dolomit es is f'avcr•ed by high pH values.
Examp:..ea are the criter•ia pr·esented in STRAKHCV (1953
and 1960) and CHILINGAR (1959).

In agreement with these

authors, CHILINGAR and BISSELL (1963, p. 171-172) maintain
that low pH (about o r more than 8) is favorable f'or the
deposition of' primary (me aning deposition al) dolomite; and
high pH (about or more than 9) is f avorable f'or f'ormation
of scme dolomite :from limestones.
In sunmary, the observational criteria as well as
the geochemical data obtained from the literature indicate
that the tranEformations of' calcite into dolomite are,
generally, of: an early diagenetic age.

The dolomite in
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the Bora-1.eterre l it.hof'a(::ies i s both depositional and early
diagenetic, there.fore is of' primary origin.
It was deduced -oei'ore that most of' the sulphides in
the sediments
diager.e sis.

or Freder icktown also were accumulated during

Ther·ef'or•e

j

some o1"" the sulphides may have

f'ormed contempora�eously with some dolomite.

In the

Eh-pH diagram of KRUMBEIN and GARRELS (1952, p. 26), calcite
and dolomite ar•e shown to f'or'ITl under condl tio ns that a.re
also .favorable .for the precipitation of' sulphides, especi
ally pyrite.
3o

THE FORMA'l1ION CF SULPHIDE S
It has been pointed out in various instances in this

dissertation that the geometric f'eatu res displayed by the
sulphides in Fredericktown suggest the accumulati on of'
the latte r during d iagenesis.

It is important there:fore

to brief'ly mention the geochemical data that have a bear
ing on this theory.
a.

Precipitation of s�lphides
As noted by KRAUSKOPF (1955, p. 411), the available

data or.. syngenetic sedimentary s ulphides are very limited.
From experimental data some authors believe that the deposi
tion of' sulphides i'rom sea water is a biochemical or
"biogenic process

(e.

g.· BAAS BECKING �

tl.:,

1957 a....--id 1960,

and BAAS BECKING and MOORE, 1961, RIDNELL (1961), and

TEMPLE and LE ROUX, 1964).

Others report on the inorganic

precipitation o:r sulphides 9 especially pyrite in the
absence of organic matter (eog o , WELLS, 1915 and STEINIKE,
1963)
KEITH and DEGEN"S (1959) support the idea of t he
importance o:r bacterial action in producing sulphides in
ocea:n.ic :muds o

'I'hey advocate that marine conditions are

bette!" environments f'or the deposition of sulphides , and
state on p. 51 that�

nBacteria are most activ e in the

presence of abundant organic material in b ottom muds.
The amrunt of' H�S
produced is also a function of the amount
C.
of sulfur a vailable as sulfate ion.

For this reason, more

H S should be formed and more sulfides precipitated under
2
marine candit.ions .s> where s·c.1.lfate is abundantly available,
than under otherwise similar conditions of deposition in a
f'resh-wa ter basin ii .
The localization of' sulphide precipitation from sea
water i.s not very well understood.

Present investigations

oh the synthesis and analysis of these minerals are yield
ing cognizant information on oceanic conditions in the i:ast
that accompanied their :rormationo

It is probable that t he

restriction of occurrence of' certain mineral deposits may
be due to localizing fac tor3 which in hibit a ccntinuous
f'o1"ma.tion in basins of sediment ation, rather than d ue t o
depletion of supply of the elements i n the ocean, and
vice versa.
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The host rocks of' mcst sulphides in the Freder ickt own
area was formed un.der marine condition s, most probably in
shallow or near shore environment

o

Marine sediments are

known to contain an appreciable amount of' most elements
that co�stitute the ore at F'redericktown.

In the recent

wor•k by l'UREKIAN s.nd WEDEPOK.:.. ( 1961) , the f ollowing con
c entratior..s (in ppm) of' the elements occuring in the ore
are reported in sedimentary rocks�
element

s hales
240000
2720000
19. 0
68.o
45.0
95.0
20.0

Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Pb

sandstones
2 o.o
9io.o
OJ3
2.0

16u0
7.0

carbonates
1200.0
3800.0
0.1
20.0
4.0
20.0
9.0

These concentrations are f'ound in rocks co ntaining trace
amou..."'1.t s of most of' the elements listed.
prc V"inces
larger"

9

In major sulphide

the cor...centra tion in these elements becomes much

If' the origi�al ore matter came from the ocea..�ic

wate� 9 then greater concentrations i n these elements must
be ass'w'led.
T'ne only logical s<:1arce f'or such co:1centra tions would be
volca�ic exha lati�ns.

A volcanic s ource for the ore matter

of· some Mississippi Va lley Type deposits is s uggested by
AMSI'UTZ C!.958)

9

OFTEDAHL (1958), and RIDGE (1963).

As described be.fore, on e sample sho wed a tuf'f-like
bed enclosed in arkose sa...�dstone.
there are about
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It is also known that

a ctive volcanoes in the world.

Moreover,

2.53
t:t.ere are more volcanoes in the oceanic areas than on land.
Co:t:1sequently, there must have been an appreciable amount
o� volcanoes that ceased activity during geologic time.
Two re,portG support the idea of' volcanic activity

during the time or deposition of' the sediments in southeast
Missouri.

1'.he first is that by OJAKANGAS (1963 9 p. 871)

where he states�

1'!

A one-f'oot sa...�d-f'ree

1

1

metabentonite 11

bed {properties revealed by x-ray diffractio n are inter
preted as indicating the probable development of' "metaben
toni te" f'rom montmorilloni te'') occurs in orthoquartzite
sL�dstone 200 feet abov e the base of' section 2 (about 24 Km
north of' Fredericktown).

This may indicate minor Late

Cambrian volcanic activity in the vicinity of' the St.
Francois Mountains".

� second report is that by SNYDER

and GERDEMANN (1963) in which they disclose the presence

or a Late Cambrian crater in Washington County, Missouri.

b.

Diagonesis and sulphide accumulation
'!'.he ge ochemica:: aspects or diagenesis are receiving

much attention at present.

The reactions and transf'ormations

that occur d uring the diagenetic compaction or sediments
are as many, and as complex, as those responsible f'or the
precipitation of' the rock constituents, if' not more.
Perhaps the best treatment of this subject is that by
CORRENS (1950).

,

BARTHOLOME (1958) considers the possible diagenetic
transf'ormations as one of' the most important parameters in
the parage�esis of the sulphides of copper.

MILLER (1960)
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reports on massive sulphide deposits that are c urrently
formir..g in Japan.

He attributes their formation to the

diagenetic concentrations of H2s gas. On Po 1930 .he
states 11 Pliocene deposits on Honshu appear to .have f ormed
by the localization of H2s in stratigrap hic traps and
diagenetic .f olds n .
By way of summary, and considering the observational
criteria presented in Chap ter II, and the applicable find
ings of geochemistry, it seems proper to state that:
1.

The source of the ore matter is perhaps exhalative.*

2.

The "phase" from which the sulphides formed in the
Fredericktown sediments was present in the oceanic
mud., fro m which the sediments formed.

3.

The sulphides as they are fo und now, were
accumulated, and occasionally recrystallized,
during the various stages of diasenesis.

�.-Since it is assumed that the source of the ore matter
jg volcan!c-exhalative, precipitation of the sulphides
may have taken place by the mechanism described by
STANTON and BAAS BECKING (1962). These authors state
on p. 241� · 1 Where low concentrations of, .:for example,
copper are present in acid volcanic waters, the latter
upon discharge into the sea would be neutralised and
copper precipitated as a basic carbonate or an oxide.
This, on sinking, may fall to an area of sulphate
reduc·t ion on the sea floor, and be reduced to the
sulphide".
(The reference to the pertinent paper
was omitted by error t'rom the bibliography. It is
as f'ollows� STANTON, R. L. and L. G·. M. BAAS BECKING
(1962) The format ion and accumulation of sedimentary
sulphides in seaboard volcanic environments. Koninkl.
Nederl. Akad. Wetensc.h. LXV, No. 3, p. 236-243).
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CONCLUSIONS

::i:t is unf'ortunate that nature curtains most of' the
direct a�d unquestionable evidences, bef'ore geolcgists
arrive at the scene.

Nature buries many of' its secrets

with the birth of' what it creates.

Because, one can rely

only on things that can be seen and tested f'or t he deduc
tion of interpretations, geological processes of' the past
are more dif'f'icult to unravel.

Within the range of' pessible

observations in the "Lead Belt", the hand specimen and thin
section r·ange was found to be wanting, especi•ally in regard
to observations on sedimentary f'eatures.

An attempt was

made to analyze these and to derive the most probable
explanation o
In Chapter I it was indicated that there is no direct
or distinct relationship between faulting and the ore
distribut ion.

The major part of' the sulphide deposit is

stratigrap.hically controlled.

Only locally, some cracks

in the r ock units contai.."1. sulphides, especially galena.
The majority of' these cross-cutting f'eatures was shown to
be of' diagenetic origin.
In Chapter II it is stated that the major portion of'
the sulphide deposit of' Fredericktown lies in the litho
f'acies of' the Transition Zone between Lamotte and the
Bonneterre Formations.

From the descriptions of' the various

sedimentary f'eatures present in the rock samples studied,
:it is co ncluded that most of' the sulphides are of' a syn
genetic origino

They were accumulated in Situ, in and
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with the greywac ks sandstone and t he dolomitic limestone
that enclose them.

Diagenetic processes may have acted

as collectors and/or recrystallizers o:f acme o:f the ore
material.
Late diagenetic readjus tme nts appear t o have been
responsible :for most of the disruption :features.
represent from 5-10% only of all :features.

These

T.he other

90-95% are displayed by the "congruent" depositional and/or
early diagenetic features (see Table VII).
In sunmary, the detailed geometric studies on the
sulphides in the Lamotte and Bonneterre Formations as well
as the Transition Zone between them in the Fredericktown
Mine, su.ggest that these sulphides are o:f a syngenetic
origin.

Accumulation and some recrystallization occurred

during the early and late stages of diagenesis respectively.
There are no de:finit e indications as to the source o:f the
ore matter.

However, it is most probably exhalative

(submarine volcanic).
The sulphides were deposited in the :following sequence
(earlier minerals :first):
Series A:

marcasite (earliest)
pyrite and s ome bravoite

Series B:

sie genite and Chalcopyrite I
c.halcopyrite II
pyrite and zo ned bravoite-pyrite

Series C:

sp.halerite
galena(latest)
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Zoned pyr'i te-br0avoi te gra. ins appear to .have the wides t
spread of' all sulphides.

As dis cussed in Chapter IV they

occur in dif'f'erent v arieties in the same rock unit.

The

complexity of' the ir geometric patterns did not allow
conclusions to be drawn as to localization of' d efinite types
in specif'ic rock .hor izons.
Later rearrangements of' sulphides by ground water not
necessarily related to connate water may .have taken place.
Some megascopic evidences are seen in "Karstic" cavities.
However :1 for the b-..ilk of' the ore minerals which display
primary sedime ntary fabr ics, t.he obs ervations given in
this dissertation lea d to the parageneti c sequence
listed aboveo
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